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NOTES 

 
1 This Diary was transcribed by Dr. A. S. G. Jones between February and July, 2014 
 
2 He has attempted to follow, as closely as possible, the lay-out of the actual entries in the 

Diary. 
 
3 The first entry in this diary is dated 22nd October 1958.   The last entry is dated 27th March, 

1960 
 
4 There is considerable variation in spellings.   He has attempted to follow the actual spelling 

in the Diary even where the Spell Checker has highlighted a word as incorrect.   
 
5 The spelling of place names is a very variable feast as is the use of initial capital letters.  He 

has attempted to follow the actual spellings in the Diary 
  
6 Where there is uncertainty as to a word, its has been shown in italics 
 
7 Where words or parts of words have been crossed out (corrected) they are shown with a 

strike through. 
  
8 The diary is in a S.O.Book 445. 
 
9 It was apparent that  the entries were written by number of different people 
 
10 Sincere thanks to Alister Haveron for a detailed proof reading of the text.  Any mistakes are 

the fault of Dr. A. S. G. Jones. 
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INDEX of CALL OUTS to CRASHED AIRCRAFT 

Date Time Group & 
Month 

Place Height Map Ref Aircraft 
Type 

Time missing 
finding 

Remarks Pages 

November 58 101500Z N of Snowdon ? ? ?  False alarm 8 
May 1959  191230Z Tal y Fan 1900' 721722 Anson 18 hrs  76 
 
 

INDEX of CALL OUTS to CIVILIAN CLIMBING ACCIDENTS 
Date Time Group & 

Month 
Place Map 

reference 
Time 
spent 

Names Remarks Pages 

1958       
November 020745Z Clogwyn du'r Arddu  7 hrs Bryan MAYES 

Jill SUTTON 
benighted 
man carried down 

4 

November 211620Z Tryfan  4 hrs N/A People waving to 
suspicious Vampire 
Pilot 

11 

1959       
April  13 Aber Falls    Injured walker fell 

down side  Evacuated 
by Fire Service  MRT 
stopped at Bangor 

59 

August  021655A Snowdon (nr top  
Watkin Track) 

611542 5 hrs Alan Bradley (24) 222 
Haybanks Road 
Smallheath B'ham 

Injured man carried 
down 

107 

1960       
January  050110 Moelwyns 107/657488 12 hrs Stephen Anthony 

Maurice - Jones (14) 
Arnhem Drive, New 
Addington Surrey 

Lost on Cnicht 
overnight 

169 

January  161545 Snowdon nr top  
Watkin Track 

612541 7 hrs William Nesbit (52) 
28 Abbotts Ave 
Bebington 

Unable to stop on steep 
hard snow Fatal 

176 
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1 
GLYDERS 

8 hr exercise 
Wednesday 22nd October 1958 

 
1345  F.S. Lees & 10 team travelled in RL 65AF19 (borrowed from MT while awaiting 

wrong exhaust valve (ex works ?!) being replaced in 58AE94)  with the landrover & trailer 
to Ogwen where a temporary base was set up in the car park at the end of the lake.  A drizzle 
& low cloud down to 1500' (base at 984') 

The team split into 2 groups to explore the crags of Carnedd y Filiast (Waven Slab 
623628) & Creigiau Gleision (Cwm Goch) (635611).  The 4 who went to Waven Slab did 
not really have time to complete the ascent so contented themselves with peering at each 
large slab disappearing into the cloud & scrambled about discovering the geography.  The 
other five climbed over heathery rock amongst "stubborn & rebellious vegetables" & 
reached the top of Creigiau Gleision without deciding which shattered ridge was which in 
the cloud. 

Down to base in the dark - rather wet & slippery in vibram soled boots!  Sausage &  
2000 vegg brew & returned to Valley later. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT A most instructive afternoon & evening.  The Creigiau Gleision 

climbs may not be of great use as normal elementary training climbs but good for more 
experienced ones particularly as pre-Alpine training - in a hard winter the ridges there would 
be first class.  A comparatively unknown corner of our area, yet within a mile & a half of the 
A5. 

 
27/10    

Remarks Officer i/c Mountain Rescue 
 

A well spent afternoon.  There must be many 'lesser explored' places in our area and 
afternoons spent in this way are very useful. 

28/10    Fl. Lt 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Group Capt. 
 

2 
36 hr exercise    GLYDERS & CARNEDDAU 
 

Saturday 25th October 1958 
 

1345  Fg Off Andrews &  10 left Valley in 65AF19.  Ambulance, LR & trailer & travelled 
to Caer Llugwy (107/749572) where camp was set up while Fg Off Andrews visited Betws 
y Coed police sta. the usual emergency contact.  He returned to find a new type of 'bedouin 
pattern' cooking shelter being erected, after some severe climbing had placed a rope between 
2 large trees. 

1600  While a meal was being prepared by Hudson & Major the remainder went to Capel 
pinnacles for an hour or so Cpl/T Gray took one group on the slab (much harder than it 
looks!) behind the Bryn garage while Fg Off Andrews & FS Lees took the other a little 
further up to the very popular wall where Plas y Brenin (CCPR) often train.  Time for one or 
2 ascents & much abseil practice - joined just before dark by Bray's party who were able to 
join in. 
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1800  Returned towards food - 
 

Sunday 26th October 
 
 A  dull misty morning with a suggestion of sun higher up - the inexperienced navigators to 

try their luck with Major to keep an eye on them while 6 rock climbed. 
0930  Major, O'shea, Mackenzie, Hitchings - Glandena - Pen yr olewen Carnedd Llewelyn 

- Canberra wreckage - Cwm Llyfnant - Craig yr Ysfa - Pen Llithrig y Wrach - Anson - 
Carfnant - Mt Carmel Anson - base. 

 1.  Bray, McNeill, Beta  Spiral Variant on Glyder Fach. 
 2.  Fg Off Andrews Hudson, Gully & Slab.  Seniors climb.  Slab Intermediate ↓ Slab       

Recess. 
 3.  Lees Harris  Zig Zag.  Gamma.  Spiral Variant. 
  parties 1 & 3 met on top of Glyder Fach & walked the sun set into the cloud sea from 

which all mountains above 2200 feet were protruding - not common - very clear - the tops of 
Plynlimon 50 miles to the south could be identified as well as all the other mountains of our 
area.  Descended by the Bristly Ridge to Bwlch Tyrfan, & hence by moon & starlight to the 
exit from Llyn Bochlwyd.  Below was the sea of cloud which made navigation interesting  

1820 down to Ogwen, the landrover & the waiting party 2. 
 

3 
2000  Set out for RAF Valley where the sky had been overcast all day - the boot is usually 

on the other foot, so the M.R.T. might well be excused their superior feelings & suggestion 
of sunburn!! 

 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT Rather nice not to have a rucksack full of wet kit to hang up on the 

Sunday night! 
27/10     

 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT A most interesting weekend,  Both the weather and the climbing was 

the most enjoyable I have had with the team and although I came in for a fair share of 
'harrowing' - getting stuck in 'corkscrew chimney' for example - I would not have wished 
myself elsewhere. 

28/10    FgOff 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
      Wg. Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
      Group Capt. 
 

4 
CALL OUT    SNOWDON 
36 hr exercise 

Saturday    1st October 1958    1st November 1958 
 
1400 F.S. Lees & 16 Team departed Valley in RL 58AE94.  LR 35AA73 & trailer 
1530 Camp set up by Plas y Brenin 107/715579.  A dark overcast afternoon, promising rain which 

descended as soon as NCO i/c mentioned spending the last hour of daylight at Capel 
Pinnacles. 
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Sunday 2nd  October   November 
 
0745  Mr C B Briggs BEM  M.R. organiser (civ) for the district called and asked for our 

support.  Two climbers missing last night - they had gone from Quellyn to climb on 
Clogwyn du'r Arddu.  A search party was already leaving Snowdon Ranger with Mr J. 
Gianelli & CBB was leaving shortly with a few climbers from Ynys Ettws. 

  F.S. lees arranged additional support parties to be available at Idwal Cottage if 
required & then with Team to Llanberis police station where a radio link was set up &  

1000?  NRCC informed 
1012  Met just above Halfway House by a girl sent down with message to go round to top 

of crag as the 2 missing people (Mr Bryan MAYES & Miss Jill SUTTON, medical students 
of St Mary's Hosp. Paddington) were stuck below the overhang of the penultimate pitch of 
Longland's climb (VS). 

1130 approx CBB met at top of crag.  Several C.C. men - Messers John Neil, Dave Thomas & 
John Turner had already established contact - Turner took a 300' rope down & the large 
party at the top (Mr Joe Gianelli & 20 from Quellyn valley as well) towed the two people up 
- the man had damaged his ankles & was carried down by the combined civ & Service party. 

1500  Informed RCC & returned to Capel Curig. 
  Back to Valley in the evening. 
 
Remarks NCO i.c MRT 
 Useful work; although on this occasion it could have been handled by the civilian rescue 

organisation it was thought at first that this may have been an occasion for much dangling 
on 500 ft ropes where our superior team work 
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 & training would have been of value.  Today also demonstrated the need to know our area - 
visibility throughout was 30 yards in low cloud:  for 2 or 3 minutes whilst at the top of the 
cliff.  There were gaps when new chaps could orientate themselves perhaps; on the ascent & 
descent there was no such help.  R/T communications good. 

25/11/58 NCO i/c 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
          F/O 
 
Remarks OC Flying Wing 
      Wg. Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander          
      Group Capt. 
 

6 
CONWAY VALLEY 

36 hr Exercise 
Saturday 8th November 1958 

 
1400 Fg Off J. C. Andrews and 15 team left Valley to travel to a campsite at Cyffty a disused lead 

mine (map ref.  107/771588) 
 
 The teams intention over the weekend was to search the River Conway from Tal-y-Cafn to 

Bettws y Coed and the Afon Llugwy up to Swallow Falls, also the area around Miners' 
Bridge.  This was in response to a request by Wg, Cdr Flying to clear up the question of the 
body of L.A.C. Dyson (previously searched for) being in the  area. 
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 Team travelled in L/R  L/R Ambulance and Bedford RL to Tal-y-Cafn Bridge.  RL went 

ahead to establish base camp.  Pairs dropped off at 2 mile intervals along by L/R on Left 
Bank and Ambulance on Right Bank of the river. 

1730 Reassembled in darkness at Llanrwst Bridge.  All kinds of interesting finds, some talk of 
wading through mud of doubtful origin and back to base camp for a well deserved meal.  No 
sign of the body. 

 
 Checked with the police at Bettws y Coed.  Sgt ???? reported that man had been seen in 

locality wearing service trousers and greatcoat looking very 'down and out' 
 

Sunday 9th November. 
 
 Weather - very wet, raining hard most of the day. 
 
0930 Continued the search of the Conway covering both banks as far as the junction with the 

Afon Llugwy and so to Miners Bridge.  Still no results although many more 'interesting' 
finds eg balls, hats, a bottle (with message) and a dead calf.  Most hazardous stretch was a 
field containing a young bull - searcher kept one eye on river and one on bull.  No injury 
sustained. 
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10.30 Fg Off Andrews once again checked with Police at Bettws y Coed.  Rang O.O. at RAF  
1200 Valley and asked him to check Form 20 of missing airmans kit.  Checked back and told that 

greatcoat of LAC Dyson was in stores at Wittering.  Seems to suggest a flaw in idea that the 
stranger seem in district is in fact this man. 

 
 Having searched the river banks attention turned to hill sides around Miners Bridge and the 

spot where Dyson small pack and battledress blouse discovered.  First sweeps by team soon 
discovered that the land away from the river would need an army of men to search 
absolutely.  Wet dense rocky woods where a body could lay literally years without 
discovering. 

 However search done as efficiently as possible with numbers available and reasonably 
certain that no body within close vicinity of spot where kit was found. 

 
16.30 Damp and "disappointed" returned to base for a good meal before striking camp and return 

to  
22.00 Valley.  (We would not really like to find an 8 week old corpse.) 
 
Remarks O. i/c Mountain Rescue 
 This job was done as well as could be expected of such a small number.  It was not entirely 

wasted from a M.R. point of view as it was a exercise in organisation and it pinpoint the 
difficulties of people injured in forestry.  It would be very difficult to find a casualty.  (and 
almost impossible after dark in such an area.) 

Fg. Off     23/11 
 
Remarks O.C. Flying Wing 

Wg. Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Group Capt. 
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8 
CALLOUT - IMMEDIATE READINESS 

3 hrs 
Monday 10th November, 1958 

 
1500 Tannoy Message.  Team called to immediate readiness at MR section.  Plane reported 

crashing in flames to the north of Snowdon.  Helicopter searching the area. 
 
1520 Team assembled and ready to go. 
 No report as yet of any definite a/c crash. 
 
1530 Officer i/c requested permission to move the team to Bangor Police Station as daylight 

almost finished and this would cut down time wasted on the run across the Island. 
 
1600 Team standby at Bangor Police station. 
 
1715 Team recalled.  Whereabouts of all a/c checked.  None missing, 
 
1800 Team back at Valley. 
 
Remarks o/c Mountain Rescue 
 A very prompt turn out by the team.  The move to Bangor did not result in any 

complications and contact was good throughout.  Bangor Police very cooperative.  If there 
had have been a crash this saving of about 1/2 hr would have been invaluable. 

Fg Off. 
25/11/58 

 
Remarks O/C Flying Wing. 

Wg. Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
       Group Capt. 
 

9 
72 hrs exercise    S.W. SNOWDON GROUP 
 

Friday 14th November  1958 
 
1800  F.S. Lees & 14 Team travelled in 58AE94 RL & a borrowed LR (40AA14 - SMO) 

& 15AW90 trailer to camp in Nantlle Valley at Tal y Mignedd  107/532532. 
 

Saturday 15th Nov. 
  A perfect morning for navigation the training though not for familiarisation - still & 

misty, visibility about 100 yards.  Practice for u/t navigators:- 
  Mackenzie (R/T Zulu) Beresford Harris - Mynydd Mawr from Nantlle ridge ↓ to 

Bwlch Gylfin - Mynydd Drws y Coed - Mynydd Tal y Mignedd - base. 
  Harris (R/T Tango) Pearson Jarvis McNeill - Cwm Silin - Garnedd Goch - Mynydd 

Drws y Coed - base. 
  R/T contact was satisfactory throughout. 
  Meanwhile the rockclimbing leaders were taken in LR by FS Lees to 504512 & then 

to Great Slab Cwm Silin where the Ordinary (D) was climbed - three ropes  Lees Bray.  
Andrews Douglas.  Collingham Penlington.  leading through.  An excellent climb on which 
inexperienced members can be trained later by these leaders. 
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  Some night experience for all parties during the return. 
 

Sunday 16th November 1958 
 
  Farmer Hugh Hughes of Drws y Coed (564527) who runs sheep on the mountains 

hereabouts visited the campsite at breakfast time & asked whether we could rescue 2 sheep 
from a crag at the head of the Trum y Ddysgl ridge as they could not be "got down by 
ordinary humans"!   (Last January the team rescued 3 sheep from a steep face on this ridge 
& found it very good training ) (543520) 

  Used 2 of the new 500' ropes to get down to sheep - much stretch.  FS Lees operating 
R/T set with 2 ft aerial mod to give directions from face one 4 x 120' ropes) while 
Collingham & Penlington actually struggled with the animals.  Wet grassy & slimy cliff 
somewhat loose where crash hats recently asked for  would have been satisfying [Crag map 
ref:- 548517] 

  Satisfactory result.  Farmer pleased & impressed - we managed 
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 to turn this to good account & asked about other campsites & disused houses in the locality 

for our future use, 
  Returned to base for 
 

Monday 17th November 1958 
   
  A clear sunny day with some frost about.  Nav. ex for some u/t navigators, 

rockclimbing for others in 2 groups - elementary on Great Slab Cwm Silin with leaders from 
Saturday expedition & more advanced exploring another crag in the district for suitable 
training possibilities. 

  Mynydd Tal Y Mignedd - Mynydd Drws y Coed - Mynydd Mawr circuit done by 
Markwell Jarvis & Harris 

  Great Slab - Collingham Hughes, Penlington Harris & Andrews & Mackenzie. 
  Castell Cidwn (547555)  Wolfe Buttress lower 2/3 (somewhat vegetated & 

indeterminate) & Finals Wall (Hard VD or MS) a very good climb - Lees Pearson.  Bray 
McNeill. 

  Returned to Valley at night. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. Many new comers to be taught, but some interesting new ground was 

also covered by the "oldtimers".  Experience gained on large cliffs (from rescue point of 
view) of much value. 

1/12/58 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 

F/O 
 
Remarks OC Flying Wing 
       Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Group Capt. 
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11 
CALLOUT        TRYFAN 

 
Friday 21st November, 1958 

 
1620 Tannoy Team called to immediate readiness.  14 members.  Vampire pilot reported four 

people in distress on top of Tryfan. 
1635 Team left in L/R Ambulance and Bedford R/L.   
 (F/S Lees and Fg Off Andrews out in L/R on a subunit loan card check) 
 Travelled to Idwal Cottage Youth Hostel and met by Mr. N. Canliffe the Warden.  He had 

no information at all and he was not aware on any climbers in the area. 
 
 However it was decided that 3 parties with R/T should ascend Tryfan covering the East, 

West and North approaches. 
 
17.45 Police motorcycle patrol arrived just prior to departure and asked for Cpl/Tech Bray who 

was in charge.  He then returned to Bangor Police Station after saying that the Police knew 
nothing more about the matter than the team. 

 
1840 Cpl Hughes contacted four campers in Cwm Idwal who admitted having waved to an 

aircraft.  No distress was involved - only curiosity!  He immediately returned to the Hostel 
and 

1910  contacted Air Traffic Control. 
 
19.20 All parties recalled by green Very signals. 
1930 L/R arrived too late except to hear the story and return with the team to Valley. 
 
Remarks N.C.O. i/c M.R.T. 
 
Remarks O. i/c M.R.T. No tea, no dinner and no distress - no comment 

Fg Off  25/11/58 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W.     Wg. Cdr. 
Remarks Station Commander. 
 
 

12 
BERWYNS 

36 hr exercise 
Saturday 22nd November, 1958 

 
1400 Fg Off Andrews and 10 team left Valley in L/R and trailer (35AA75)  Bedford RL 

(58AE94) and L/R Ambulance (08AA20) travelling to Pantiau (map ref. 117/125387) via 
A5 to Chirk and B4500 to Llanarmon Dyffryn - Cairiog. 

 Checked with Police at Llangollan but not a soul about in the Police Station so visited P. 
Station at Glyncairiog and the constable 'phoned news of our presence in the area back to 
Llangollan and also saw the position of our campsite on the map. 

 
1800 Campsite set up. 
 Then followed the serious business of getting warm and preparing a meal. 
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Sunday 23rd November. 
 

Weather - thick mist for most of the day clearing on the tops and giving way to continuous 
light rain. 
 
Parties for Nav. Exercise 
1 P/O Barr (an interesting 'backlog' student) 
 Cartledge 117/056412 → 075388 → 
 Harris  076346 → 085336 → Base 
 
2 Hughes 117/013315 → 048315 → 072327 → 
 Jarvis  076346 → Base. 

  Johnson 
 
 3 Major  117/156328 → 113325 → 065318 → 
  McNeill → 076346 → Base. 
 

All parties completed their courses in good time and those dropped at the far side of the 
range nearly beat Fg Off  Andrews back to camp as the road around 
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 is long and at times extremely narrow.  Certainly not 3 tonner country. 
 

Parties ate a good meal - beef, potatoes, carrots, tomatos and gravy followed by fruit and 
cream!! before packing up camp again in darkness. 

 
1800 Team ready to depart. 

At this point it as found that the trailer lights would not function.  Cartledge and Major 
worked on them for about 1/2 hr but could not get results.  Decided to abandon the trailer to 
be retrieved the following morning in daylight.  Left in safety with friendly natives in nearby 
village of LlanDyffrynCeiriog. 

 
22.10 Team back at Valley. 
 
Remarks O. i/c Mountain Rescue 

A good weekend.  Weather - well it is the end of November.  This area is a good navigation 
area and had it not been for the 'night' exercise the evening before and the affects of a rather 
long journey this would have been a fullscale night exercise.  As it was it proved very 
interesting. 

Remarks O/C Flying Wing        Fg Off 25/11 
Wg. Cdr. 

 
Remarks Station Commander 

Group Capt. 
 

14 
HOLYHEAD MOUNTAIN 

8 hr exercise 
 

Wednesday 26th November 1958 
 
1345  F.S. Lees & 12 travelled to a temporary base by TWR farm  (106/222822) in the 3 

vehicles available. 
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1445  At training crags in 3 groups under Bray - Cartledge & NCO i/c for abseiling & 
lowering practice.  The majority of those present were newcomers & had not been very near 
steep rocks before and there was much to learn.  Towards dusk the groups combined at the 
top of Yellow Wall and all were ushered off this rather sustained abseil - one goes over an 
overhang & descends just clear of the rock for about 80 feet - perhaps less impressive in the 
dark when last 2 instructors descended. 

1730  Colourless tomato soup!  Corned beef & beans before returning to Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 
  After 2 or 3 evenings of knot practice & lectures at briefings an afternoon like this is 

most valuable - we are fortunate in having a reasonable training ground so close - its only 
disadvantage is that new members are not becoming familiar with some more useful areas as 
at Ogwen where knowledge of ways off or up individual crags can be a great timesaver in an 
emergency. 

1/12   NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  Agreed 

F/O  O i/c MRS  2/12 
Remarks O.C. Flying Wing 

Wg. Cdr. 
Remarks Station Commander 

Group Capt. 
 

15 
36 hr exercise     CARNEDDAU 
 

Saturday 29th November 1958 
 
1330  Cpl Morris & 16 Team were joined by Plt Off Barr for a weekend in the Carneddau.  

They travelled in usual 3 vehicles & trailer & camped by B-A factory at Dolgarrog 
(107/772673) 

 
Sunday 30th November 

 
   Navigation & familiarisation walks as previously detailed by Fg Off Andrews & 

worked out by Cpl Morris.  RT sets were carried 
 
 'Oscar' - Pearson  Major  Potter  Harris 
 Taly Bont 
 
 'November' - Plt Off Barr.  Mackenzie  Johnson  Driver 
 Sychnant Pass - Tal y Fan - Foel Fras - Melynllyn - base 
 
 'Whisky'  Cartledge  Salt  Beresford  Harris 
 Llanfairfechan 
 
 Delta  Penlington  McNeill  Hitchings  Morris 
 Aber - Foel Fras - Foel Grach - Melynllyn - base 
 
 Returned to  Valley in the evening. 
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Remarks NCO i/c MRT All parties had some night experience for the last  2  hrs of their 
Walk. 

1/12 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  We do sometimes do some rather long walks but I wander if the N.C.O. really meant 

them to go that far. 
2/12         F/O O. i/c MRS 

 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg. Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Group Capt. 
 

16 
LEAVE THIS PAGE 

 
BLANK 

 
 

17 
MOELWYNS 

36 hour exercise 
 
Saturday 6 8 th December, 1958 
 
 Fg Off Andrews, Plt Off Barr and 16 members of the team (N.C.O. i/c Cpl Hughes) 
travelled in Bedford R.L 58 AE 94 and a landrover (used generally by G.W.D.S. and on loan from 
M.T.) to the campsite at Nant Mor.  Ref (107/617463) 
 The route taken was via the Nant Ffrancon Pass and Capel Curig and then to Beddgelert.  
Stops were made at Idwal Cottage Y.H. to replenish the Wardens supply of pyrotechnics and at 
Beddgelert to check with Constable Hughes via whom we have contact with Valley and R.C.C. 
 The camp itself was set up very quickly and a full meal was ready within an hour of arrival 
at the site.  This is one of the most pleasant camping places used by the team but is has the 
disadvantage of a narrow high walled approach road.  This again highlights the disadvantage of the 
large Bedford R.L for use on mountain roads. 
 
Sunday 7 9 th December. 
 
 The team split up into two parties , 1  Plt Off Barr and Cpl Hughes  2  Fg Off Andrews & 
S.A.C. Cartledge, each having seven members.  Each took a 'Thomas stretcher', 'Walkie Talkies' 
and ropes and did the normal Moelwyn Course from Llyn Stwlan over Moelwyn Bach, Moelwyn 
Mawr, Cnicht, Yr Arddu and to base camp.  Party one started from base and party two from Llyn 
Stwlan.  The Llyn Stwlan party was dropped by Doyle - duty driver - in the R.L. and then he and 
Potter went out on driving instruction - Potter is being trained on the R.L. - and returned to pick up 
Plt Off Barrs party. 
 Meanwhile at base camp Driver (W.O.P.) kept in contact with teams while Mackenzie 
stayed to cook the dinner. 
 The weather was cold and as the parties started up their first peaks there was light snow.  
This made some of the descents down grassy slope very fast indeed but moving over boulders and 
scree very hazardous.  Towards evening the snow fell faster but it was warm work for the teams 
managing the stretcher, pulling it up steep slopes even though it was empty. 
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 Party two arrived back at base when it was dark and on the final slope, steep with heather 
covered boulders, there was hardly a step taken without one member of the carrying party thudding 
onto his back. 
 
 After a very good meal the camp was dismantled in heavy rain.  Team back at Valley by 
2200hrs. 
 
Remarks Officer i/c Mountain Rescue. 
 
 Personally I enjoyed this training.  It required definite 'team effort' and practice at managing 
a stretcher over difficult country.  It also gave new members a chance to handle ropes attached to a 
stretcher whether used for hauling or breaking and it gave them experience in choosing the easiest 
and quickest way across broken ground. 

Fg Off  16.12.58 
 
Remarks O.C. Flying Wing 

Wg Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Group Capt. 
 

19 
DENBIGH MOORS 

36 hour exercise 
 
Saturday 13th December, 1958. 
 
 Fg.Off Andrews, Plt Off Barr and 12 team (N.C.O. Cpl Tech Bray) travelled by L. Rover, L. 
Rov Ambulance and Bedford R.L. to Llyn Aled  Ref. (108/922574).  Route was via A5 to Pentre 
Foelas. 
 While camp was being set up F/O Andrews and Cpl Wicks went on to Denbigh to check 
police contact.  This station is over 10 miles from the campsite but they have 3 patrol cars and 3 m/c 
in contact by radio. 
 The police were most helpful and there was some discussion as to the chances of locating 
the canopy lost from T.11 on the previous Wednesday.  The team had been asked by O.C. Flying to 
exercise in the area with a chance of finding it.  The police had had no  word of the canopy at that 
time although they had had the message from Valley previously. 
 On returning to camp a meal was waiting and the tents already fully organised. 
 
Sunday 14th December. 
 
 It was decided to split into four three parties of four and to cover the high ground in the area 
of greatest probability as picked out by Flt Lt. Rose. 
 
1). Cpl/Tech Bray  108/035553 
 Cpl Dewar  108/013541  Foel Frech 
 Harris   108/9995576  Manol Gwyn 
 Pendlington  108/972579  -  Base 
 
2). P/O Barr  108/068524 
 Salt   108/0143541  Foel Frech 
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 Hitchings  108/975561  Pont y ddol 
 McNeill  108/925573  -  Base 
 

20 
3. Fg Off. Andrews 108/976458 
 Major   109/954512 
 Haynes  Ridge   Mondwl either 
 Berisford     l   -  Base 
 
 Although all parties watched carefully for any trace of the missing canopy it was not found.  
The land is very difficult to cover with small numbers as there is a lot of new forestry, large areas of 
marsh and in places knee high heather.  It is possible a team member may have passed close to the 
object without seeing it. 
 The weather was clear - blue skies and bright sunshine - and but for the cold wind one might 
have imagined spring had arrived. 
 
 By the time all parties had eaten and the camp was packed it was 1900 hrs. 
 
 The roads on the road back to Valley were very icy and all drivers F/O Andrews, Cpl Wicks 
and SAC Doyle had to proceed very carefully along roads which were in places completely ice 
covered. 
 
 Team back at Valley 21.30 hours. 
 
Remarks O. i/c Mountain Rescue. 
 A good weekends training.  Sorry no canopy.   We covered as best we could about 36 square 
miles but with no luck. 

Fg Off    18.12.58 
 
Remarks O.C. Flying Wing. 
 
 Thank you - it may turn up one day 

Wg. Cdr. 
Remarks Station Commander. 
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4 hr ex     HOLYHEAD MOUNTAIN 
 

Wednesday 17th December 1958 
  
1330  F.S. Lees & 9 left Valley in RL & LR for a quick visit to TWR farm  106/222822 & 

the training crags beyond where newcomers whe were pushed gently down ropes hanging 
over vertical faces!  Attempt on crack to right of Catapult not pressed home so that there 
was time for 3 ascents of Catapult Crack (top roped) before dark.  The beginners party were 
then performing quite creditably on the 100' free abseil down the yellow wall. 

1700  Left for RAF Valley & were in time for a late tea (Contrary to usual practice of 
cooking our own rations due to lack of light in evening and lack of time for warning the 
Catering Off as to whether an exercise would be held depending on whether this was a 
sports afternoon or not.  As soon as there is a little more light in the evenings more training 
can be squeezed in by staying out later & "brewing up" at the training area.) 

 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 
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  There are always new members to train & Holyhead Mt. is very convenient at this 
time of year 

30/12 NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 

Fg Off i/c MRS  5/1/59 
 
Remarks O. C. Flying Wing 

Wg. Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Group Capt. 
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ERYRI 

6 day exercise 
Tuesday 23rd December 1958 

 
1400  F.S. Lees & 10 Duty Team travelled in RL 58AE94  RL 35AA73 & trailer to Capel 

Curig where a camp was set up in the barn of Nyth Bran  107/737532.  The gate from the 
loop road on the A5 is hardly "RLable" and turning space by the barn poor so the RL was 
left there & equipment ferried the 150x up the hill in the LR.  A good campsite for a long 
period with several telephones for emergency use within 100x. 

 
Wednesday 24th December 

 
  Some snow was seen on the higher mountains yesterday so in 2 parties the team 

went looking for suitable steep slopes to teach the rudiments of snow & ice climbing.  
Cpl/Tech Bray took Driver Hirchings Dewar to Carnedd Llewelyn via Bodesi while FS Lees 
took Beresford Harris Hughes & Andrews to Snowdon.  As had been surmised there was a 
fair amount of snow in the gully on the NE face of Carnedd Llewelyn & of a reasonably 
hard nature so that step cutting could be practised.  There was less on Snowdon there being 
very little in the Trinity Gullies of Y Wyddfa.  After going to the top we descended to the 
col & traversed to the top of Parsleyfern gully of Crib y Ddysgl where there was sufficient 
for training purposes.  Descended late by this gully into upper Cwm Glas & traversed round 
to the RL at Pen y Pass in the last of the light. 

  A useful day - & some appetites developed. 
 

Thursday 25/12/58 
 
  Christmas Day celebrated in traditional manner - the turkey issued was perfectly 

cooked by Cpl Dewar & AC Driver - in fact a very good meal indeed.  (The rations for the 
period were very good.) 

 
Friday 26/12 

 
  Short walks in the vicinity.  A visit to the Capel pinnacles was defeated by heavy 

showers, 
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Saturday 27th December 1958 

 
  LR back to RAF Valley for fresh bread & some of the meat which had been left in 

the refrigerator. 
  Cartledge & Harris were set down at Peny Grwyd to walk back to base across Glyder 

Fach while Bray Hitchings & Beresford & Dewar Driver Harris in 2 groups ascended 
Clogwyn Mawr & Greigiau Gleision.  Strong winds, cloud, some showers of sleet - 
extremely heavy at times. 

 
Sunday 28th December 1958 

 
  Again a day of high winds & heavy showers.  A brisk "hare & hounds" - a nav. ex. 

using a yellow can (1lb size) on a stick with next map ref in it - quick but also accurate 
navigation is essential & the course is normally covered at a brisk trot whenever practicable.  
Bray & Hughes were the 'hares' 7 with 15 mins start & a doubtfully placed first 'can' were 
never seen again!  Hounds in pairs at 5 mins intervals - Harris Cartledge; Beresford Dewar; 
Hitchings Andrews; Haynes ???????; French Lees.  As the last party NCO i/c ended up 
carrying all the cans!  3 prs seen on top of  Moel Siabod but lost the race down by 5 
minutes! 

 
Monday 29th December 

  The majority stayed on base camp & cleared up after a gargantuan breakfast.  A keen 
party set out for the well known Lockwood's Chimney but the downpour dampened their 
spirits somewhat & they returned with the LR so that ferrying kit down the track could be 
commenced in the daylight. 

  Returned to RAF Valley in the evening, 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT More new ground covered  The intake of new members of the past 

few months are beginning to grasp the geography of the area & starting to look like 
mountaineers. 

31/12/58 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT Christmas Grant is one of those times when most people would admit 

that being on duty with the team is no 'easy way out'  Quite a number of the men had to 
derailed for this service.  However it went well and I would mention in particular the 
excellent rations for this period 

Fg Off i/c MRS  5/1/59 
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Remarks O. C. Flying Wing 
 
 Good.  Unpopular though duty over these periods may be, it does go a long way towards 
producing a good team spirit. 

Wg. Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Group Capt. 
 

REMARKS FROM REPORT:- 3/4 January 1959 
Remarks O i/c Mountain Rescue 
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 First class training weather for this is the type of weather in which RAF teams are usually 
the first line of attack.  In December '57 we spent five days searching for a Canberra in such 
conditions.  At times like this I am extremely proud of the team spirit shown by the airmen in the 
M.R.T. 

7/1/59   F/O i/c MRS 
 
Remarks O. C. Flying Wing 

Wg, Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
 I agree with Andrews.  If a team displays enthusiasm in these weather conditions during 
training, I say "well done!" 

Group Capt 
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CARNEDDAU 

36 hour exercise 
 
Saturday 3rd January 1959. 
 
 Flying Officer Andrews and 9 team travelled by Landrover and Bedford RL to the campsite 
at Cyffty.  A disused lead mine (map ref 107/771588.)  Snow was falling as the sleeping tent was 
erected and the kitchen equipment was set up in an old building - windowless and doorless - but 
nevertheless comparatively sheltered. 
 An excellent meal was cooked, rations again being very good.  Despite a great 'snow battle' 
to get the circulation going, it was still a rather cold and uncomfortable night for most of the team. 
 
Sunday 4th. 
 
 The morning started bright and sunny with about 2" of snow still on the ground. 
 Cartledge, Major, Driver, Pearson, Jarvis and Salt were taken by F/O Andrews in the 
Landrover and dropped at (107/725655) - the mouth of Cwm Eigiau after a very 'interesting# drive 
over a snow covered track.  (It was along this track that the ambulance penetrated the Carnedd to 
pick up Major Robertson 12 months ago after F/S Lees now famous rescue).  From here the party 
attempted to climb Carnedd Llewelyn but half an hour after leaving the L/R they ran into blizzard 
conditions and knee deep soft , wet snow.   This was extremely exhausting and they modified the 
course and passed over the col between Llewelyn and Craig y Ysfa dropping down to the A5 at 
Helyg where they were picked up by the land Rover once again. 
 During this time Doyle and Potter had been having driving practice as Potter is to take the 
test next week. 
 The party was very tired and uncomfortable when picked up but after a very good meal and 
a change of clothing they were none the worse for their experiences.  The team was back on camp 
by 21.30 hours. 
 These conditions of soft deep snow, extreme cold and a strongish wind whipping snow into 
ones face are some of the most trying that can be encountered anywhere. 

REMARKS FACING (page 24) 
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SNOWDON 

36 hr exercise 
 
 Saturday 10th January 
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 F/O Andrews, P/O Barr and 13 M.R.T. travelled in L/R & trailer (Driver Cpl Wicks L/R 
Ambulance (F/O Andrews) and Bedford R/L (SAC Jones) to Nant Gwynant - map reference 
107/628508 - via Caernavon and Beddgelert. 
 The roads were in very bad condition - with hard packed snow and ice all the way from 
Valley.  The convoy passed the scene of a few 'incidents' along the road but did not get involved.  
From Caernavon the L/R Ambulance was fitted with chains as its normal swaying, on this road 
surface, leads to a 'waltzing' feeling while driving. 
 SAC Jones, on loan from M.T. did very well with the '3 tonner' on his first drive for the 
team. 
 On arrival the snow was scraped aside to pitch the two tents on the banks of the Afon 
Glaslyn; at the foot of the Watkin Path leading up Snowdon.  Soon afterwards there was an 
excellent hot meal produced. 
 
Sunday 11th January. 
 
 Cpl Wicks and SAC Jones were left at base camp to check the M.T. and fit chains onto the 
LandRover.  There had been a tendency for the trailer to 'wag' the L/R.  They were also charged 
with the important task of providing a huge meal for the returning party. 
 The 13 other members set out for the summit of Snowdon, hoping for some packed snow on 
which to practice step cutting and ice-climbing.  This was not to be.  After about a mile and a half 
deep snow was encountered and the party went forward in single file.  Owing to the extremely tiring 
job of breaking the path a new member had to lead every 100 yds. 
 Before even reaching the foot of the zig zags leading to Bwlch Saethau, the weather 
deteriorated rapidly and began to snow hard. 
 An attempt on the summit was abandoned as 
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progress was extremely slow and conditions were so bad that it was decided to practice building a 
'Snow hole' - as one would if overtaken by darkness or a blizzard. 
 The party split into groups and holes were dug in the deepest drift that could be found.  
Once down to ground level the object was then to burrow under the snow at ground level.  This was 
achieved quite well and P/O Barr and Cpl Hughes were inside and starting to enlarge the 
accommodation when 'the roof' collapsed.  They both surfaced at full speed. 
 Amusement at the occurrence was cut short by another deterioration in the weather and there 
was a total 'white out':  fine snow blowing from the surface and more falling made it impossible to 
see more than a foot in any direction.  In the face of this onslaught the team retreated at full speed. 
 On pausing about half a mile from the campsite Cpl Hughes discovered that he no longer 
had his small pack on his back.  He had had with him in the snow hole and had left it behind in his 
rapid surfacing.  A call for three volunteers to accompany him back up, saw Cpl Hughes, SAC 
Major, SAC Pearson and SAC Haynes repeat the days march.  Fortunately the weather cleared 
about half an hour later. 
 After a good meal the team returned to Valley arriving at 22.15 hours. 
Remarks O. i/c Mountain Rescue 
 A very good weekend.  Snow adds much interest (and hard work) to the normal training 
programme. 

Fg. Off.  20.1.59 
 
Remarks O.C. Flying Wing 

Wg. Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Group Capt. 
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CARNEDDAU 
 
36 hr ex    Saturday 17th January 1959 
 
 
1330  Fg Off Andrews Plt Off Barr & 13 MRT travelled to Capel Curig in RL 58AE94 
1530 Amb & LR & trailer.  Terrific rain and heavy rain had made the proposed campsite at Bryn 

Engan a bit wet and so the convoy was diverted to Cyffty old lead mine while Fg Off 
Andrews advised Pitreavie of the change of contact to be at Betws y Coed police sta. 

Cyfftty had the advantage of a much drier spot for a tent & an old building for 
kitchen so the team was comparatively dry. 

 
Sunday 18th Jan 

 
The rain continued but it was hoped that the freezing level might be at about 3000' & 

leave some reasonable snow above that level.  The day improved rapidly so that 
photographs were taken of the remaining snow!  Cpl/T Bray with P/O Barr & 4 others 
ascended Carnedd Llewelyn from Bethesda while FS Lees & 5 drove some way up Cwm 
Eigiau by LR until stopped by a long deep wet drift.  The latter party went up by the NE 
face & found plenty of snow but all somewhat soft & damp - obviously it had not frozen 
even at 3200' 

The mist on the summit was almost freezing & some braking & falling, belaying etc. 
was practiced on the top of the NE face where there was a steep slope remaining from an old 
cornice.  Later joined by Brays party.  The LR party then walked back to camp while the 
Bethesda party glissaded (nearly all wet - sitting) down to Llyn Llyfnant & so the LR - dark 
& rain for last hour. 

Back to camp a little later than expected & to Valley much later. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT Most people managed to get their equipment dry in time for the next 

exercise. 
27/1/59 
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Remarks Officer i/c M.RT. 
 

Quite a weekend as far as conditions went, and one to remember when choosing a campsite 
in advance.  The change over was achieved fairly smoothly and 'promptly. 

 If Valley has good weather factor, Valley M.R.T. doesn't benefit. 
30.1.59   Fg Off. 

 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
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SNOWDON & GLYDERS 

 
72 hr ex    Friday 23rd January 1959 

Group Captain, Commanding
R.A.F. STATION VALLEY 
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1900  Plt Off Barr, FS Lees & 14 Duty Team travelled to a base camp at Nant Peris in RL 

58AE94, Ambulance & the recently acquired Signals vehicle replacement - another 1 ton 
Austin .  Unfortunately, though better since this one was fitted the smaller E type insulated 
"box".  It yet  has to be fitted  with benches, battery storage & the wireless equipment & was 
merely used as another load carrying vehicle to tow the trailer & to give the W/Op some 
experience of driving it. 

  Cold clear weather  new snow  frost. 
 

Saturday 24/1/59 
 
 Various snow climbing courses on Snowdon:- 
  Andrews Pearson Haynes - Cwm Glas, Parsleyfern Gully- Zig Zags - Snowdon. 
  Bray Douglas Mackenzie - Cwm Glas Bach - Clogwyn y Garnedd gullies to summit 

P/O Barr Cartledge Beresford - from campsite direct to the Llanberis ridge (via Mor  
Mawr) - Zig Zags & Snowden 

  Lees Potter McNeill Major - Central Trinity gully Clogwyn y Garnedd from  
Pen y Pass. 

 
Only the last party attempted a Snowdon gully & turned back halfway up due to the slow 
progress - deep powder on 'neve' - & the lack of time.  The remainder carried out falling & 
stopping leading on the steep hard slopes at the top of the Zig Zags of the Miners & PYG 
tracks - several large groups of civilians were observed without ice axes, all of whom were 
fortunate to run into soft snow before coming to grief. 
 A very fine day, extended well into the evening as there was a full moon rising 
immediately the sun set. 
 The W/OP had spent the day rigging complicated aerials with counterpoise earth 
using odd trees etc for a walkie talkie test on Sunday 
 

Sunday 25th Jan   another fine clear day 
 
Elidir Fawr - Y Garn - Andrews Jennings McNeill loud and clear all day - to be expected as 
these mountains are almost 
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all in sight of basecamp 
 Pen y Pass - Glyder Fawr - Y Garn - Cartledge Major Beresford Haynes - str 5 
except while ascending Cwm y Ffynnon - useful link with:- 
Crib Goch - Snowdon - Lliwedd - Bray P/O Barr Pearson & Potter. 
 Mobile in Amb.  FS Lees & Douglas - contact as far as Capel Curig (5s). None from 
further east although attempts made to East side Conway Valley.  Not conclusive since all 
the other parties were busily engaged in climbing - not easy with a walkie talkie on, eg. Crib 
Goch! 
 

Monday 26/1/59   again frost and sun 
 
 P/O  Barr & Pearson traversed Glyders & Y Garn from Pen y Pass while Lees & 
Bray joined them as far as top of Cwm Cneifon.  All  descended ft of Clogwyn On then 
latter 2 climbed the R hand branch of the gully giving a severe ice climb - about 500' long, 
time approx 31/2 hrs 
 Remainder explored series of caves near campsite 
 Returned to RAF Valley late in evening. 
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Remarks NCO i/c MRT  Magnificent weather and useful training 
27/1/59 

 
Remarks O. i/c MRT 
The (Teams') standard of training is slowly being raised with this kind of experience. 

Fg Off   30.1.59 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
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36 hr exercise   MOEL SIABOD - CARNEDDAU 

 
Saturday 31st January 

 
Fg Off Andrews, P/O Barr and 13 team left camp at about 1400 hrs in a borrowed Land 
Rover (driver SAC Driver), Land Rover Ambulance (F/O Andrews and Bedford R/L (SAC 
LeMar) 
 
Base camp was set up at Caer Llugwy (ref 107/749572) the main feature being an 'Arab 
type' cooking shelter rigged between two handy trees.  Once this was erected the cooks got 
busy with the job of providing sausages and fried onions. 

 
Sunday 1st February. 
 

Fine clear weather and an early start to the day.  It was decided to combine a good walk and 
R/T practice for the newer members, and that the more experienced men should search for 
some snow on which to practice their winter mountaineering techniques. 
Party One 
Harris   Dropped by L/R in Gwynant valley and allowed to make their 
Harris   own way over Moel Siabod back to base camp 
Driver   Party call sign:  'Alpine Zulu' 
Le Mar 
Hitchings 
Walker 
 
Party Two  Cwm Lloer, snow gully climbing and then onto Carnedd Daffyd 
P/O Barr  and Carnedd Llewelyn finally dropping down the ridge into 
Cpl Hughes  Bethesda where they were picked up. 
Cartledge 
Andrews 
Penlington 
   Party call sign  'Alpine Charlie' 
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Base Camp Salt : McKenzie  (link set with 'Alpine Victor') 
 
Base Radio - 'Alpine Victor' SAC Jennings 
 

Group Captain, Commanding
R.A.F. STATION VALLEY 
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Mobile Link set  - F/O Andrews in the L/R Ambulance - call sign 'Alpine Tango'. 
 
The radio link up worked extremely well.  Tests between 'Alpine Victor' and 'Tango' (F/O 
Andrews being lame and less and less fit as the weeks go on!) were very successful.  
Jennings arranged a counterpoised aerial which gave readable messages up to 12 miles away 
and with the man on the Carneddau between the two sets.  Full contact was maintained with 
all sets for the whole exercise. 
 
An excellent meal and then the camp was packed with a, most magical speed, the result was 
that the team was back at Valley by 2000 hours which is very unusual. 

 
Remarks O. i/c M.R.T. 

A very pleasing weekend.  Results were good, also the weather was fine and sunny if a little 
cold.  The latter is only to be expected at this time of the year. 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 

Wg Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 
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9 hr Exercise    CARNEDDAU  Evening & night training 
 
Wednesday 4th February. 
 
1330 Fg Off Andrews, P/O Barr and 10 team travelled in RL and Land Rover to set up a 

temporary base at the roadside on the  A5 at Llyn Ogwen (ref 107/663603) 
 
1520 Three were left at base, the two permanent staff members and Mackenzie, who is still on 

light duties.  The rest set off to use the remaining one and a half hours daylight on the snow 
in Cwm Lloer. 

 
1800 After reaching the first patch of snow the team O. i/c returned alone as he was holding back 

the party who climbed up to the ridge above Llyn Ffynnon on good snow but in a biting 
cold, near gale force wind which threatened to help some of the lighter members get 
airborne.  It was much to cold to wait for anyone and the party pressed on to the top of 
Carnedd Daffydd in the dark, returning later in very treacherous conditions. 

 
20.45 When they did finally get back they found a meal waiting for them in the improvised camp 

of a 'corale' of vehicles positioned to keep off some of the wind. 
 
 Team watered and fed; the equipment was packed and loaded onto our long suffering RL 
22.30 and then returned to Valley arriving about 22.30 hrs. 
 
Remarks O. i/c MRT 
 Very useful training.  I hope the men weren't asleep at work 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 

Wg Cdr 

Group Captain, Commanding 
R.A.F. STATION VALLEY 
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Remarks Station Commander 
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SNOWDON & MOELWYNS 

        Combined Exercise 
36 hr Exercise        Valley & Harper Hill MRTs 
 
Saturday 7th February. 
 
1330  Fg Off Andrews and 13 team with Cpl Tech Bray as 2 i/c left Valley to set up camp 

at Dolgarrog (Map Ref 107/772673).  The convoy consisting of LandRover & trailer (Cpl 
Wicks)   L/R Ambulance (F/O Andrews) Bedford RL (SAC Driver and Signals truck (JT 
Potter) 

 Harper Hill M.R.T. with Sgt Stead in charge, were already in camp having a 48 hr exercise.  
They did in fact assist in an  emergency when a solo climber fell on Black Ladders.  They 
were 'on the spot' at the time and helped to carry the injured climber down. 

 
Sunday 8th February. 
 
  A full scale combined exercise was arranged with the Harpers Sigs truck as base 

('Alpine Hotel') and Valley control acting as a link set on Moel Siabod with Jennings and 
F/O Andrews in the L/R Ambulance setting up 'Alpine Victor'.  Full contact was maintained 
between Dolgarrog, Siabod, Snowdon and the Moelwyns throughout this exercise. 

 
 Base camp  Mckenzie (V)  Campbell (H) 
 Alpine Hotel  Driver (V)  Case (H) 
 Alpine Victor  Jennings (V)  F/O Andrews (V) - link set on Moel Siabod 
 Duty Driver  Cpl Wicks (V) 
 

Snowdon Horseshoe 
 1 SAC Andrews (V)  Starting up Crib Goch 
  Woods   (H) 

Cowan  (H) 
McCommac (H) 

 
 2 SAC Pearson (V)  Starting up Lliwedd. 
  Henderson (H) 
  Tate  (H) 
  Powel  (H) 
 
 

36 
 Moelwyns 
 1 Sgt Stead (H) 
  Cpl/Tech Bray (V)  Pen y Gwryd Hotel to Crimea Pass 
  Hitchings (V) 
  Beresford (V) 
 
 2 SAC Cartledge(V) 
  Harris  (V) 

Group Captain, Commanding
R.A.F. STATION VALLEY 
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  Harris  (V) 
  Potter  (V) 
 

The weather was fine and warn and most unseasonable for the whole of the weekend.  The 
courses were all completed in very good time. 

 
Remarks Officer i/c M.R.T. 
 
 This was a most useful weekend as we managed to iron out a few differences in procedure 
between the teams.  Also Harper know a little more about Wales and from some reports the extra 
1000' on some of our tops added to their tiredness at the end of the day. 

O i/c MRT 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
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YR EIFL 

 
10 hr Exercise 
 
Wednesday 11th February. 
 
 Fg Off Andrews and eight team got away to a very rapid start at 1320 hrs to travel in L/R & 
trailer and Bedford R/L to Yr Eifl on the Lleyn Peninsula.  SAC Driver and Pearson brought more 
of the food and cooking equipment later on in the afternoon when it had been collected. 
 A temporary camp was set up by the roadside in a narrow lane near Trevor (map ref 
115/365403) and SAC Andrews and two new members AC Newby and J/T Gordon were taken in 
the Land Rover and dropped at Llithfaen (352482). 
 On returning F/O Andrews then joined with J/T Potter and SAC Salt and set off for the top 
of Yr Eifl. 
 Both parties carried 'walkie -talkies' and Kennings started to prepare the evening meal while 
keeping in contact with those on the hill. 
 An arrangement had been half made to combine with the 'chopper' of 22 squadron.  It could 
not be finalised before the team left but there was a chance that the weather might have been 
suitable to attempt some stretcher lifts and winching of team members. 
 About forty minutes before nightfall the 'chopper' did arrive over Trevor but the cloud base 
was very low and did not in fact make contact with the team before he turned back for Valley. 
 After an excellent meal the small team returned to Valley. 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 This is part of our area unworthy of a longer visit but well worthwhile for a Wednesday 
afternoon.  The fairly short sharp trot to the top (1,849') was quite a step for our two newcomers. 

Fg Off i/c MRT 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 

Wg Cdr 
Remarks Station Commander 
 
 

Group Captain, Commanding
R.A.F. STATION VALLEY 

Group Captain, Commanding
R.A.F. STATION VALLEY 
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ARENIGS 

36 hr exercise 
 Saturday 14th February 

Fg Off Andrews and 9 team travelled in L/R, Sigs truck and trailer and Bedford R/L to set 
up camp in an old house 'Taihivon' (Map ref. 116/811398).  The scout car driven by F/O 
Andrews went ahead to ask permission to use the house from the farmer and then to call on 
the police in Bala to let them know the exact position of the team's base for the weekend. 

Setting up camp in this house, which is by the roadside and has a good parking 
space, is quite a luxury for the team after a few weeks under canvas.  The weather this 
weekend made it a fortunate choice of campsite 

 
 Sunday 15th February 
 

The cloud was again down to ground level and it was decided to do a navigation exercise, 
carrying r/t with the two parties.  The topography is ideal for getting oneself lost in cloud 
especially as there are large areas of bog in which one can march up to one's knees in black 
mud. 
 
Base Group 
 Two members of the permanent staff SAC Jennings and AC Driver remained at the 
house to maintain r/t contact and prepare a meal for the rest of the team. 
 
Party I 
 J/T Potter drove SACs Andrews, Penlington, and Haynes to Ysptty-Ifan in the Land 
Rover and left it there to walk back to Taihivon via Arenig Fach. 
 
Party II 
 F/O Andrews, Mackenzie, Salt and Newby went up to the top of Arenig Fach from 
base and then across featureless and boggy country towards Yspytty Ifan to pick up the 
Land Rover. En route a grand 'bothy' - old house which could be used to sleep in - was 
revisited, namely Cefn Gwyn (116/836456) 
 

39 
This provided excellent shelter for a stop to eat chocolate and apples in reasonable comfort. 
 
Once back to base, fed and changed it was possible to make note of the excellent signals 
throughout the whole exercise, considering the very adverse conditions.  This was due 
absolutely to the persistence of SAC Jennings. 
 
Camp packed, the house swept out and cleaned up, the owner thanked ,most warmly and the 
team returned to camp. 

 
Remarks Officer i/c M.R.T. 
 

With six members of the team concerned in the M.R. Winter course being held at 
Fort William, the shortage of members, personnel detached and some on leave, those 
remaining have been on call all the while and although the team has been small there has 
been excellent spirit and few grumbles from everyone. 

Fg Off  O. i/c MRT 
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Remarks Officer Commanding Flying Wing 
 
 I appreciate that the team is stretched just now.  Well done those who are left here. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Station Commander's Remarks. 
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PLYNLIMON 

Combined Exercise 
72 hr ex        Valley and St Athan MRTs 
 

Friday 20th February. 
 

An advanced party of four left Valley at 1430 hours in the Bedford R/L to go ahead 
to Dyffryn Castell (127/774817).  They arrived about 1930 hrs and set up the camp in the 
dark assisted by some members of the St Athan team who were already settled onto the 
campsite. 

The main body of the team - the L/R and trailer and the signals truck left Valley at 
6.30 with Cpl Wicks in charge and they arrived at about one o'clock to find the tents up, 
lamps alight and hot drinks and sandwiches awaiting them. 

 
Saturday 21st February. 

 
The exercise was organised jointly between the teams with Flt. Lt Newbold, Officer 

i/c St. Athan MRT in charge.  The wireless operators of the two teams got together to 
discuss difficulties and also set up a base radio while the parties, mixed - members of the 
two teams going out together, did a r/t and navigation exercise all converging onto the 
summit of Plynlimon.  

 
Sunday 22nd February. 

 
It was decided to have an inter-team competition of 'hare and hounds' the course to 

be over the summit of Plynlimon once again.  Valley were extremely successful.  The  
Valley 'hounds' caught the St. Athan 'hares' after a fairly long run while the Valley hares 
easily out paced the St Athan hounds.  F/L Newbold sent a message to the O i/c Valley 
confessing complete defeat in this, perhaps the most tiring form of training. 
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That evening the team were informed by a passing patrol car that earlier that day 
their services had been required.  A call to Valley cleared up the situation. 

 
Monday 23rd February. 

 
The team did a short course between Devil's Bridge and the campsite before having a 

meal and then packing up for the return journey. 
 
Remarks O. i/c MR.T. 

The failure to contact the team was due a combination of circumstances and there 
has been a definite tightening up all our arrangements.  A little more knowledge of the team 
and its weekly activities would not be wasted.  It would also help to sway those NCOs and 

Group Captain, Commanding
R.A.F. STATION VALLEY 
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section commanders who consider airmen involved in M.R to be on a 'jolly' and hence treat 
applications to join the team with some contempt. 

Fg Off  O. i/c MR.T. 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
 

The call-out shambles was unfortunate, but due to a simple and small oversight.  
This loophole has now been cleared up. 

Wg Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 
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S.W. SNOWDONIA 

36 hr Exercise 
Saturday 28th February, 1959 
Fg Off Andrews and 13 team travelled in L/R & trailer, Bedford R/L and Austin Sigs Truck 
to set up camp in Cwm Pennant (107/527449) sleeping again in a disused farm house owned 
by a Major Evans (Plas Hendre) 
While the team was moving the equipment into the house and cleaning it ready for the night 
F/O Andrews and SAC Andrews went to notify the police at Tremadoc and show them 
exactly where the team was based. 
Then followed the usual tasks of settling in, tidying up and cooking a first class meal. 
 
Sunday 1st March 
 
Base 

SAC Jennings an extremely intricate aerial system to give a very powerful 
'Walkie talkie' signal and also worked practice messages with Pitrieve.   The sigs truck is 
still not fitted out and is waiting to go into Station Workshops for modification.  In the 
meantime Jennings has the wireless equipment roughly mounted on a packing case which 
can be lifted out of the vehicle when it goes into Workshops.  Although the aerial was 
successful it took too long to arrange.  Experiments continue. 
 Jennings assisted by SAC Jones also produced an excellent three course meal. 
 
Party I 
 SAC Andrews  Base - 553486 (Moel Lefn) → 551505 → 535514 
 J/T Potter  (Mynydd Tal y Mignedd) → 520505 (Craig Cwm Silin) → 
 PO Barr  512496 (Garnedd Fach) → Base 
 
This party did a circular route around the ridge above Cwm Pennant.  The new permanent 
staff admin. orderly going well indeed in such fast moving company. 
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Party II 
 SAC Penlington Rhyd Ddu → 552521 (Mynydd Drws y Coed) → 535514 → 

Hitchings  527504 → 512495 (Garnedd Goch) →Base. 
 Newby 
 Gordon 
 

Group Captain, Commanding 
R.A.F. STATION VALLEY 
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This party was dropped off at Rhyd Ddu by F/O Andrews driving the Land Rover who then 
returned to spend two hours writing this log book. 
 
Party III 
 SAC Major  Base → 512496 (G.G.) → 528504 → 535514 (M T y M) → 
 Mackenzie  551527 (M DyC) → Rhyd Ddu 
 Walker 
 Beresford 
 
F/O Andrews set out to pick this party up at Rhyd Ddu and happened to arrive at the scene 
of a car accident where a pedestrian was injured and was lying bleeding from a nasty head 
wound with possible concussion and a fractured skull.  Fortunately there is a good first aid 
kit in the Land Rover and he was able to deal with the situation until a doctor arrived. 
 
Once more the house was cleaned, the owner thanked, and the team returned to camp, 
arriving at 22.30 hrs. 

Remarks O. i/c MRT 
It's a coincidence that we start a course of first aid lecture at the next briefing on Tuesday 
evening, but I for one will be listening hard as one can't know enough about this side of our 
work.   The weekend was again good training. 

F/O O. i/c MRT 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
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TRYFAN BACH 

9 hr Exercise 
Wednesday March 4th 

 
1330 F/O Andrews, SAC Andrews and 11 team got away to an early start after lunch and 

travelled in Land Rover and Bedford RL to set up camp at Gwen y Gof Uchaf (107/673604) 
 
 The afternoon was spent teaching the newcomers to the team abseiling on 'Little Tryfan'.  

After initial instruction all the team abseiled down the main face of Little Tryfan using a 
500' nylon rope. 

  The return route consisted of an easy rockclimb up the left hand edge of the outcrop 
and a few of the very recent arrivals took their first steps at rockclimbing safeguarded by a 
'top rope', the rest returning 'solo'. 

  The training session ended with a demonstration stretcher - lower by the more 
experienced members of the team, again down the main slab of Tryfan Bach. 

 
1830  Team returned to the vehicles to consume a 'high tea' prepared by two members of 

the permanent staff. 
2000  Meal finished, equipment repacked and team on the road 
2130  Team back at Valley. 
 
Remarks Officer i/c M.R.T. 
 An interesting and useful afternoon. 

Group Captain, Commanding
R.A.F. STATION VALLEY 
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F/O 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

4/5/59  Wg Cdr A/CO 
 

45 
GLYDERS AND CARNEDDAU 

36 hr Exercise 
Saturday March 7th 

 
1330  16 team with F/O Andrews i/c and SAC Andrews 2 i/c travelled in L/R and trailer, 

Bedford RL and Austin 1 ton sigs truck to set up base camp at the old lead mine buildings at 
Cyffty (107/771588) 

 
  During the chaotic period of serving and eating the evening meal an Army Staff car 

arrived and the Officer i/c was informed that an Army exercise would take place next 
morning when patrols would work through the area and clean up the old mine buildings as 
'an outpost of resistance'. 

 
 Sunday March 8th 
 
0830  Team having breakfast 'defended' by an Army sergeant and two men when the actual 

attack took place the R.A.F, I'm relieved to report, carried on with their jobs with no more 
than suppressed mirth and occasional encouragement.  After this breakfast interlude the 
serious work of the day began. 

 
Base Camp - Walker volunteered as he had no experience at cooking for the full team at all.  
His efforts were well received. 
 
Signals Vehicle - SAC Jennings and Jones (driver) moved the signals vehicle in the area and  
carried out test with N.R.C.C.  Jones also dropping and picking up parties:- 
Party I 
 SAC Andrews  Idwal Cottage   Pen yr Helgi Du 
 SAC Salt  Pen yr Oleu Wen  Pen Llithrig yr Wrach 

Ac Barr  Carnedd Dafydd  Clogwyn Mawr 
J/T Gordon  Carnedd Llewelyn  Base 

 
 Party II 
  SAC Cartledge Base - Idwal Cottage as above 
  SAC Major 
  LAC Haynes 
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 Party Three 
 F/O Andrews  Capel Curig  Llyn Caseg Fraich 
 SAC Harris  107/701583  Glyder Fawr 
 AC Parsons        686586  Glyder Fach 

SAC Wallace        677583  Twll Du  →  Idwal Cottage 
 
Party Four  Idwal Cottage - base 
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SAC Pearson   As above 
SAC Harries 
LAC Mackenzie 

 
Weather was fine and all parties instructed to cover their courses as quickly as 

possible.  In Party I this led to a very fast pace and Barr and Gordon were worked very hard 
by SACs Andrews and Salt. 

 
 After a meal camp packed and team returned to Valley 
 
2130 Team back on camp 
 
 
Remarks O. i/c M.R.T. 
  Once again a good weekend spent at one of our best campsites.  The placing of 

'newboys' with fast walkers may seem cruel but it shows the calibre and determination of the 
newcomer very plainly. 

F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
  Well done & well done the newboys 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
  'Ear 'Ear 

4/5/59  Wg Cdr A/CO 
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MYNEDD MAWR 

9 hr Exercise 
 Wednesday 11th March 
 
1330  F/O Andrews, Cpl Tech Bray and 15 team travelled in L/R & trailer (Brown), L/R 

Ambulance (F/O Andrews) and Bedford R/L (Driver) to set up camp at Llyn Quellyn 
(107/556554) for an afternoon exercise. 

  Weather was overcast and cloud was just touching to summit of nearby Mynedd 
Mawr (2290') 

  Cpl Tech Bray and Cpl Hughes took a 'walkie-talkie' - for listening only - and started 
up the hillside while the rest were organised into search parties to follow and try and locate 
them. 

 
  After a reasonably stiff climb all parties converged onto the top without success and 

joined to form one large 'sweep line'.  The 'missing' climbers were eventually 'found' making 
their way back to base camp having sat and watched one search party pass within 100' of 
them earlier in the afternoon. 

 
1750  Parties returned to base for a meal - many very members among them not bothering 

to find a bridge to cross the river in the valley but walking straight through it. 
 
 Tea, food, clothes changed and back to Valley. 
 
Remarks Officer i/c M.R.T. 
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  This afternoon proved to the novices just how difficult it is to search this kind of 
countryside, particularly in low cloud and also the rain did not add to the comfort of the 
Wednesday afternoons 'spirit'. 

F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

4/5/59   Wg Cdr.  A/CO 
 

48 
DENBIGH MOORS 

36 hr Exercise 
Saturday 14th March 

 
1400  F/O Andrews, Cpl/Tech Bray and 17 team travelled by Land Rover, L/R Ambulance, 

Bedford R/L and Austin Sigs Truck to set up camp at Llyn Aled (108/922574) 
 
  Weather - strong wind and occasional rain 
 It had been decided to carry out a night navigation exercise over the moors and despite the 

very unfavourable weather the exercise was carried out. 
 
2300  Parties ready to go after tea and sandwiches. 
 
 Cpl Wicks acted as duty driver, dropping off one party and he then stayed as base camp 

guard. 
    Party   Course 
      1 Cpl Hughes  Base   872564 
 Potter        108/933600      ↓ 

Haynes  895593 
Gordon  861573  Base 

 
      2 F/O Andrews  Base   940518 
 Pearson     ↓   917541 
 Haiden   957559  917555 
 Brown   960544       ↓ 
 Harris   955536  Base 
 
       3 Cpl Tech Bray  Base   869573 
 Walker      ↓   895593 
 Mackenzie  893556  933600 
 Barr   872564      ↓ 
 Driver   955536  Base 
 
       4 SAC Major  957559  917544 
 Harris   960544  917544 
 Newby   955536      ↓ 
 Stuart   940518  Base 
 
  The conditions were very difficult as it was extremely dark and the terrain 

featureless.  The weather made it more unpleasant although fortunately the rain was not 
continuous.  The main troubles were the conditions underfoot - knee deep bogs are 
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encountered frequently - and the fact that large areas of newly planted forestry are not 
marked on our maps and a new lake has been created in the area. 

  Despite all this no party became hopelessly lost the first one arriving back at 
approximately 0530 hrs and the last 0700 hrs. 

 
 Sunday 15th March 
 
1400  Most of the team were awake by this time and we spent the afternoon preparing a 

large meal - breakfast - cum - lunch - cum dinner - and then the camp was leisurely packed 
before nightfall and the team returned to Valley arriving at about 2030 hrs 

 
Remarks Officer i/c M.R.T. 
  Excellent training and no complaints.  A few blisters and thoughts of 'being onto a 

good thing' evaporating rapidly  with the stench from a pile of sodden and muddy clothes. 
F/O 

 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
  Well done indeed 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
  Excellent 

4/5/59  Wg Cdr  A/CO. 
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HOLYHEAD MOUNTAIN 

6 hr Exercise 
 Wednesday 18th March 
 
1330  F/O Andrews, Cpl Tech Bray and 20 team spent the afternoon on Holyhead Mt.  A 

temporary campsite was set up at Twr Farm (106/222822) where the vehicles - L/R and 
trailer, Bedford R/L and Ambulance were parked on a small side road (!) opposite the farm. 

 
  Cpl Tech Bray and Cpl Hughes instructed the majority of the team in stretcher 

lowering and abseiling on fairly easy angled slabs while SAC Andrews, SAC Pendlington 
and F/O Andrews went ahead to 'Yellow wall' to arrange abseil ropes and experiment with a 
set of 'Jumar Climbing Stirrups' on loan for testing purposes from the British 
Mountaineering Council. 

  Although seemingly easy to operate the first attempts resulted in unforeseen 
difficulties in moving the right hand and foot at the same time and also in deciding which 
particular stirrup one's weight was on at that moment. 

  Having practiced on the easier slabs the whole team moved onto 'Yellow Wall' and 
abseiled over the 80' overhang - the less confident having a 'top rope' for safety. 

 
  The weather throughout was bright and sunny but marred by a cold easterly wind. 
  After a meal of sausage, egg and chips beans the team returned to camp arriving at 

18.45 hrs. 
 
Remarks O. i/c MRT  A well spent 'sports' afternoon    F/O 
 Working on Holyhead Mt reminds me that we have never heard or seen anything of the film 

we made there last summer? 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
  Neither have I - I will make enquiries 
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Wg Cdr 
Remarks Station Commander 

4/5/59  Wg Cdr  A/CO 
 

51 
36 hrs exercise    VYRNWY - BALA WATERSHED 
 

Saturday 21st March, 1959 
 
1330  Cpl/T Bray & 16 team travelled in 58AE94, LR & trailer to a base camp near Fedw 
1730 ddu above Lake Vyrnwy via the Aber Hirent Pass.  117/960256 
 

Sunday 22nd March 
 
0830  SAC Cartledge & Newby set out with a "yellow can" (small ex-Nestlé's milk tin 

taped to a 2 ft stick painted yellow) and were given a general area to set it down;  the rest of 
the team to carry out s sweep search for it, as distinct from the different type of search used 
on Mynydd Mawr (p.47) - a  "fair search" for good visibility.   Today 8/8 cloud above 12oo 
ft so that only one man in each side could be seen - "dressing by the centre - on Cpl/T Bray.  
Sweep started 961263 and covered the ridge running North Westwards until the "can" was 
found at 969278.    15 persons in the line. 

  Then in small parties navigated back to base over Pen y Broncyn Trefeilw & the top  
1530 of the Aber Hirent Pass. 
  Returned to Valley in the evening. 
 
 Remarks NCO i/c MRT  This type of search is most frequently required & 

needs good navigation & intelligent self discipline in every member of the line.  A 
worthwhile exercise carried out in ideal cloud! 

21/4/59    NCO i/c 
 Remarks Officer i/c MRT 

F/O 
Remarks O.C. Flying Wing 

Wg Cdr 
 

Remarks Station Commander. 
4/5/59  Wg Cdr  A/CO 
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ERYRI 
Easter ex, 
 

Thursday 26th March 1959 
 
  F.S. Lees & 16 Duty Team travelled in all vehicles to Bryn Engan nr Capel Curig 

107/726577. 
  Signals equipment set up with aerials to various suitable trees which adorn this site.  

The RAF St Athan Team under command of Fl/Lt Newbold & Sgt Hendren were camping 
further down the valley at 745569 a mile & a half away and R/T inter-communications was 
arranged. 
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Good Friday, 27th March 1959 
 
  Rockclimbing & abseiling training was carried out on Clogwyn Caerau (791571) & 

newcomers shown lowering techniques.  Last year the Team rescued 2 civilian climbers 
from steep cliffs by descending from above, attaching the injured man to the rescuing 
climber & then carrying on downwards preferably after warning the 'lowerers' above of the 
added load!  NCO i/c suggested to one of the teams afterwards that the Swiss "tragsitz" a 
rescue harness, might be made use of in this country &circumstances like this instead of our 
tangled web of knotted slings everywhere & recently the civilian M.R. Committee obtained 
one & sent it to me for tests.  Meanwhile SAC Andrews (fabric worker) & Cpl/T Bray (A/F 
fitt.) designed and manufactured model of their own using more modern RAF methods & 
equipment (quick release box from stretcher) - Air Ministry blessing was given to this 
project when first to obtain one was put to the M.R.C.  

  Today a comparative trail was carried out, most people having a "pick a back" ride 
down a small steep cliff about 70 feet high - the most difficult job is getting over the edge. 

  An interesting day for all, particularly when summoned to the car park below by a  
1700 2 star red - only to find, at the cost of several twisted ankles, that the St Athan "base wallah" 

had set fire to their cooking tent!  We shared our rations such as tea with them & tried not to 
be too unsympathetic!  (The fire extinguisher, forgotten the last 12 months suddenly 
reappeared in our cooking tent that evening!)  Good ?? 
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Saturday 28th March 1959 
 
  Combining with RAF St Athan MRT.  4 rockclimbing leaders were produced by 

Valley - Bray Driver & one  taken to the Moelwyn crags - Bray Drover + one Slick ↑ N 
Chim ↑ N Chimney.  Harris + one Monton. Taith y Pererin.  Cartledge + one Milky Way ↑ 
& ↓ N Chim.  Pearson + one Taith y Pererin.  Others walked on Glyders while Mackenzie 
Stuart Maiden & Brown walked back from Blaenau Ffestiniog via Moelwyn Bach, 
Moelwyn Mawr & Moel Siabod.  Remainder Valley team - Andrews Newby  Slick  Creeper 
↓ N Chimney,  Potter Douglas  Milky way.  ↑ & ↓ N Chimney.  ↑ Floating Rib. 

 
Easter Sunday 

 
  Was wet, so after parties had been worked out for 14 peaks traverse tomorrow, 

equipment R/T sets & food sorted, most were pleased merely to eat & sleep although some 
river fording on a not very tight rope (NCO i/c submerged of course) & canoeing (frying pan 
paddle for ?????) rapid shooting contest with Plas y Brenin CCPR students (Potter, ASF, 3rd 
place?) was attempted.  Early to bed. 

 
Monday 30th March 1959 

 
0150  Reveille   Normal Alpine breakfast feelings 
 Landrover used to ferry some people to the roadhead at the eastern end of the Carneddau - 

Bwlch Ddenfaen - in case the RL could not go through the last gate (no turning room before 
the gate for a mile) - while remainder followed in RL. 

0330  Landrover & first 2 parties left base, followed within 10 minutes by the RL & 
remainder   (New gate quite "RLable")(turned it at Cae coch) 

0430  Pearson Harris & Maiden left Bwlch y Ddenfaen gate with a second party, Lees & 
Mackenzie a few yards behind.  The LR (Driver) went back to meet the RL & brought on  
the other parties in 2 shifts. 

  For the first time in the recorded history of the team an attempt on the 14 Peaks was 
being made carrying walkie talkie sets - the 'lucky people' being handicapped had all done 
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the traverse previously in good time - Cpl/T Bray 11hrs 20, SAC Andrews 10 hrs 57m & FS 
Lees 10hrs 58 mins - anything under 24 hrs is a pass. 
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Easter Monday 1959 continued 
The 14 Welch 3000' Peaks Traverse 

 
 Pearson 

Harris 
(Maiden) 

Lees → 
Mackenzie 
← 

Cartledge 
Newby 
← Major 

Andrews 
Douglas 
(Stuart) 

Bray 
Hughes 
Potter 

Bwlch y Ddenfaen 0430 0430 0445 0445 0445 
Foel Fras 3091' 
(696682) 

0600 0617 0631 0640 0640 

Foel Grach 3195' 0625    0730 - 48 
Carnedd Llewelyn 
3484' 

0730 0650-5?  0748 0748 

Yr Elen 3151' 0710 0715 approx  0810 -15 0810 - 15 
Carnedd Dafydd 
3426' 

0900 0900  0925 0925 

Pen yr Oleu Wen 
3210' 

0920 0920  0950 0950 

Ogwen (Tal y Llyn 
Ogwen) 1000' 
Approx 
Arrive 
Depart 

 
 
 
0950 
1017 

 
 
 
0950 0955 
1017 1017 

 
 
 
1015 
1045 

 
 
 
1030 
1105 

 
 
 
1030 
1105 

Tryfan 3010' Maiden retired blisters 
etc. 
 1120 

1120 
1145 1145 

1145 Stuart    1240 
Retired 
blisters etc. 

1240 

Glyder Fach 3262' 1215    1345-1410 
Glyder Fawr 3279' Mackenzie joined P & H 

1245 
  1440 1440 

Y Garn 3104' 1355   1545 1545 
Elidir Fawr 3029' 1450 1450  1620 1620 1655-1715 1655-1715 
Nant Peris 350' 
approx 
Arrive 
Depart 

 
 
1530 
1600 

 
 
1530 1705 1703 
1600 1727 

 
 
1703 
1727 

 
 
1810 
1825 

 
 
1810 
1825 

Crib Goch 3023' 1830 1830 Lees & Major  15 mins below 
Grochan 
2115 approx 

Crib y Ddisgl 3493' 1900 1900  2310 2310 
Snowdon (Y 
Wyddfa) 3560'  

1940 1940 2118 2110 2033 2330 2330 

 
Total times Pearson      13h40  Mackenzie 13h23  Cartledge    14h2m   Andrews Douglas 
  Harris         Lees  14h53  Newby  Bray Potter Hughes 
        Major  14h39mins 16h50m 
 
  Twelve finishing out of 14 is quite pleasing:  the other 2 have not been in the team 

more than a month. 
  (Distance from top Foel Fras to top Snowdon approx 30 miles, with 11,000 feet of 

ascent and descent between.) 
  Tea supplied by Cpl Wicks & SAC Brown, driver, at Ogwen & Nant Peris while 

operating mobile link R/T set.  Base set TR1154-5 operated by LAC Driver mainly from 
base camp, though later in the day from Pen y Pass.  Reasonable communications could be 
maintained throughout, although one does not feel particularly talkative always! 

  Parties met at Llyn Llydaw by landrover & LR ambulance & taken back to camp on 
Monday evening & early Tuesday morning.  LAC Driver had had the gratification of asking 
for 3 gallons of draught bitter & filling 3 vacuum flasks ready for the thirsty on their return 
well after closing time! 
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55 
Tuesday 31st March 1959 

 
  A wet morning, everyone was pleased to rest, bandage blisters, eat and then pack up. 
  Returned to Valley in evening. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 
  To complete the traverse of the 14 Peaks is a mountaineering achievement with 

which this half of the team might well be proud.  We hope to arrange for those who missed 
this opportunity to attempt it this time to start the expedition on the next 72 hr duty team 
exercise. 

21/4   NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  This is one of the 'highlights# of the training year and results were excellent. 

F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
  Good 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
  This is most commendable 

4/5/59  WG CDR  A/CO 
 

56 
36 hr exercise    ARANS 
 

Saturday 4th April 1959 
 
1330  Fg Off Andrews & 13 team travelled to Dinas Mawddwy in RL 58AE94, 

Ambulance & Landrover & trailer. 
 Campsite at 116/860150 
 

Sunday 5th April 1959 
 
 Weather fine.  The whole team except one member left on base camp and a duty driver 

combined in a stretcher carry along the Aran Ridge. 
11.15  F/O Andrews and 11 team were dropped off by a Bedford R/L driven by Driver 

(SAC) at Rhyd yr Abbod (891274) and from there working in relays of 6 carrying at a time, 
carried the empty Thomas stretcher over Aran Benllyn, Aran Fawddwy (2970') to Llyn  

16.30 y Fign and from there down the Gribin Ridge to base camp at Dinas Mawddwy. 
  The route was covered fairly quickly and the final gallop down a very steep slope 

into Dinas Mawddwy completed at very high speed. 
  Having recovered our breath and satisfied our appetite we camp packed up camp and 

returned to Valley. 
2215 
 Remarks O i/c M.R.T. 
  It makes a change for the team to work together like this at a weekend and quite a 

few of the newer members who thought carrying an empty stretcher was 'childs play' were 
quite willing to hand over their straps when their turn came. 

Fg Off 
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 Remarks O.C.F.W. 
Wg Cdr 

 
 Remarks Station Commander. 

4/5/59  Wg Cdr  A/CO 
 
 

57 
8hr exercise    HOLYHEAD MOUNTAIN 
 

Wednesday 8th April 1959 
 
1330  F.S. Lees & 17 Team went to a temporary camp opposite Twr farm (106/222822) in 

58AE94, Ambulance & the LR & trailer.   A multitude of new faces since NCO i/c went to 
Scotland in February & a few newcomers were present at Easter - all were taught abseiling 
& lowering & tied knots until they were tired of bowlines, on or off 'bight'. 

  An aerial ballet was arranged , & recorded on Bray' positive film - more "tragsitz" 
tests in fact.  About 30' up the slightly overhanging Yellow Wall is a sloping ledge with an 
inch-high spike 6 feet higher;  SAC Andrews climbed up a fixed rope using the BMC test 
'Jumar' climbing clamps & belayed on the small spike.  F.S. lees was then lowered from 
above with the empty harness on his back & SAC Penlington abseiled down beside him as 
helper.  The aim was to "evacuate" the "injured" Andrews - Penlington needed prusik slings 
to stay put & Lees could not help much.  All periodically swaying away from the wall & 
bounced up & down on the stretching nylon ropes - but eventually the rescue was effected!  
A second try with Cartledge, Bary & Potter in the respective 'situations' probably produced 
more mirth & experience ending up  with Potter choking upside down hanging from a 
twisted foot!  Practical lessons well learnt all round. 

2030  Just finished the open air "barbecue" before the rain & returned to Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. The Yellow Wall is higher & more overhanging when one dangles 

across, up & down it for sometime.  A very useful afternoon, which may turn away the 
newcomers who  expected a good 'skive' 

21/4/59  NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT This was a typical afternoon's work on Yellow Wall and the 

knowledge gained in the use of the 'tragstiz' in a very severe setting will be invaluable in an 
actual operation 

F/O 
Remarks O.C. Flying Wing 

Wg Cdr 
Remarks Station Commander 

4/5/59    Wg Cdr  A/CO 
 

58 
36 hr exercise    RHINOGS & MOELWYNS 

Saturday 11th April 1959 
1345  F.S. Lees & 13 Team travelled to a new campsite near Maentwrog (116/662393) in 2 

RLs, Ambulance, LR & trailer. 
1600  Sometime elapsed before an ideal (wood-like) tree could be scaled to attach an aerial 

& counterpoise earth for the walkie talkie base set.  2 sets out as a preliminary test, with 
Hitchings Gordon & Gunn at about 2 mile range.  5s. 
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Sunday 12th April 1959 
  Team in 2 groups "advanced" & others - latter doing walkie talkie & nav ex. over 

northern Rhinogs. 
1030  Gordon Gunn 'Zulu'  600273 - Rhinog Fawr - 663320 - 653327 - 658347  Moel 

Ysgyfanogod - base.  Unfortunately RL taken along B road from Harlech instead of 
Llanbedr to the dropping point - this road is not suitable for vehicles this size, high dry stone 
walls & tight bends, narrow touching both sides. 

  Hitchings Brown Wallace 713307 - Rhinog Fawr & and as above 
  'Advanced' group taken to Moelwyn crags to be shown suitable training climbs thus: 

 Bray Haynes  Milkyway Taith y Pererin Chic / Slick 
  Cartledge Potter Taith y Pererin.   Sheep rescue unnamed wall 
  Lees Salt  ------- " -------  Slick  -------" ------- 
 During the day Gordon, in an attempt to encourage Gunn, left him & they became separated.  

Gunn, the novice reached base at dusk with Gordon's small rucksack (food, head torch etc.) 
& anorak - it was pouring by then!  Gordon (walkie talkie) eventually met the other party & 
they searched until dark for Gunn.  They descended into Cwm Bychan, telephoned our 
contact, the Maentwrog policeman from the first dropping point 600273 thus our search was 

2200 modified & the LR returned some rather tired & wet men at Harlech. 
2359  Left base after late 'dinner' & returned to Valley a little late. 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT Serves 'em right - excellent experience. 

21/4  NCO i/c MRT 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
 If these men stay with the team this day will have been well spent. 

F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
 Nothing like learning the hard way! 

Wg Cdr 
Remarks Station Commander 

4/5/59  Wg Cdr   A/CO 
 

59 
CALL OUT    ABER FALLS 

Monday 13th April 1959 
 
  Duty Air Traffic Controller was informed that the Fire Service had been asked to 

help rescue an injured man from a ledge on Aber Falls - (it is thought by the Fire tel. 
operator).  This happened in December 1957 & after some hours we were brought in as the 
firemen were not equipped for rock climbing etc. 

  Fg Off Andrews agreed to travel to Bangor Police Station while DATco found out 
more about it. 

  Team arrived Bangor.  Police Sgt. Roberts told of how injured person on scree & 
assistance not required - even by Fire Service?! 

  Returned to Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT Useful training in "Scrambling" & keeps up the interest.  It is always 

going to Bangor to give 20 mins time for more information to come in 
23/4   NCO i/c MRT 

 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  As it happens we were not needed but our response was very prompt.  In view of our 

previous experience we were certainly  justified in not trusting the rock climbing abilities of 
the Fire Service even if they were successful this time. 
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F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W 
  I agree - and congratulations on  the speed of departure which was excellent. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
  Good show. 

4/5/59  Wg Cdr  A/CO 
 

60 
8hr exercise    HOLYHEAD MOUNTAIN 
 

Wednesday 15th April 1959 
 
1350  F.S. Lees & 16 team left Valley in one RL (58AE94), landrover &  trailer & 

travelled to a temporary base camp at Twr farm  106/222822.  Fg Off Andrews followed a 
little later in the Ambulance with Fg Off Biggs. F.W. Adj. 

  The team was split into 3 groups for abseil training and later all gathered to stretcher 
lower down the Yellow Wall, with F. W. Adj volunteering as patient - we were all keen as 
ever not to drop the patient - slightly different lowering & a relative stranger helpless by tied 
in the stretcher, instead of a well known team member. 

1600  Fg Offs Biggs & Andrews departed - apparently little changed after the ordeal! "Not 
from what I hear"!  

  The stretcher was then hauled up & lowered down about five times until the 
newcomers were competent lowerers.  Mean while a new climb was attempted on a top rope 
- success to NCO i/c & SAC Andrews -  standard prob HVS - "Curved Crack" - up the 
buttress edge to the right of "Catapult Crack" while was also ascended by personal of the 
keenest rockclimbers,  again on a top rope as the holds are not above suspicion on the upper 
section above the overhang. 

1930  All down to the vehicles for a meal, finished as normal in the dark 
  Returned to Valley 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT  An interesting afternoon & evening for all - was the FEW. 

Adjutants visit to see whether it would be safe to put W/Cdr Booth in a stretcher next time?! 
23/4 NCO i/c MRT 

 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  Seeing the team through Fg Off Biggs' eyes the display was very impressive.  I only 

wish that Station Commanders could see the team in action more often as they could not fail 
to be impressed with done.  I can say that after the one ride 'ON' the stretcher F.W. Adj was 
very ready to return to the 'safety' of the Mess. 

F/O 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
 It does him good, but not for me! 

Wg Cdr 
Remarks Station Commander 

4/5/59   Wg Cdr  A/CO 
 

61 
36 hr exercise    GLYDERS & SNOWDON 
 

Saturday 18th April 1959  (fine.  overcast mainly) 
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1340  F.S. Lees & 15 Team set out in 2 RLs, Ambulance, LR & trailer & drove to a 

campsite in Cwm Dyli  107/656538. 
  A Signals test was carried out while the convoy was travelling & proved fairly 

successful.  (The Sig equip is temporarily mounted in RL 59AE05) T1154R1155 with an 8' 
loaded whip aerial mounted on the n/s indicator bracket.  Using the practice net the 18G 
signals were not readable due to the noise level on the RL engine & the low power 
transmitter of the 18G transmitter - when the vehicle was stopped halfway across the island 
it was possible to send a message asking for permission to change frequency to the H.F. 
distress frequency (1 day),  Using this the set was most successful, although the equipment 
tended to go off line due to vibration - better mountings are really required.  Nevertheless 
adequate 3 way communication could be maintained whilst on the move. (The 18G 
transmitter on the HF distress is far more powerful than  that on the exercise frequency; the 
distress freq. would be used during an operation).  The W/OP is now impatiently awaiting 
the recently acquired Sigs truck having brakes serviced in MTSS & modifications carried 
out in workshops to house the equip in the empty shell. 

1600  When the camp had been set up there was time for some parties to try rockclimbing 
on the nearby Lockwoods Chimney, Clogwyn y Bustach - a well known & popular climb 
which goes up a remarkable chimney cut 50' deep into the mountainside.  Ropes were 
Andrews Barr Douglas;  Potter Brown;  Harris Windsor;  Cartledge Sexton; Major Parker. 

 
Sunday 19th April 1959 

(fine early. overcast.  snow showers in afternoon) 
1000  RL (other to Ogwen to drop a navigation party or 3 keen on looking at some of the 

14 Peaks route -Cpl Hughes, Jennings, Sexton, Brown & Cpl Douglas Parker Windsor 
Hitchings - up Y Garn & then around onto Elidir Fawr.  Brown, with new boots dropped out 
at Nant Peris & got a fine blister by walking up the Llanberis Pass.  Remainder achieved 
Crib Goch by the North ridge but did not feel like going onto Snowdon - most new people 
(& boots) - & returned to camp down E ridge Crib Goch,  Llydaw & and the pipe line to the 
Power Stn. 

  Six rockclimbing leaders to Lliwedd - a huge, awe inspiring crag that 5 of them had 
never previously climbed!  Perfectly dry 
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 to start with but after two or 3 light snow showers the rock was again at their greasy normal 
- & extremely cold on fingers. 

   Andrews Harris  Roof Route Terminal Arete 
   Cartledge Major  ------  "  ----- -------   "  ------- 
   Lees Potter   Mallory's Slab    ------"  ------- 
  Rather too cold for serious rockclimbing.  All seemed impressed by the character of 

the Lliwedd precipice - a place where we hope to practise a "tragsitz" evacuation later in the 
year. 

  Returned to Valley in the evening 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. 
   The Signals situation is encouraging - due wholly to the work of SAC 

Jennings who has made a temporary moveable "pack" of the equipment & carried on 
experimenting under difficult conditions, rather than wait for the official mods, servicing 
etc. to be carried out in workshops, MT & RSF - the modification on paper totals for 
embodiment 225 man hrs, Carpenter II, 37 man hrs metal work 7 176 man hrs G. wireless 
fitter & alone &   (The vehicle issued to us in January 75AV07 had been standing at the 
M.U. for a considerable time so that when the brakes were 'put u/s' & taken down some of 
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the major components were found rusted & in need of renewal, although not noticed on 
acceptance.  Spares are awaited!) 

  This is a good example of how a permanent W/OP can make a difference - airmen 
straight from W/OP school can not even use the equipment when set up for them, let alone 
operate on a small aerial like this successfully made of the recommended 44 foot one,  
which needs a 3 tonner to carry it. 

24/4/59   NCO i/c 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  I fully endorse F/S less remarks regarding SAC Jennings.  His work, often until late 

at night has enabled us to keep up and in some ways increase our signals efficiency. 
F/O 

Remarks O.C.F.W. 
  I agree - Jennings has been doing a first class job for a long time 

Wg Cdr 
Remarks Station Commander 

4/5/59  Wg Cdr   A/CO 
 

63 
P.T.O. 
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IDWAL SLABS & GRIBIN FACET 
8 hrs exercise   Wednesday 22nd April 1959 

(fine sunny) 
1330  F.S Lees & 20 team travelled to a base camp at Ogwen in RL 58AE94, Ambulance, 

LR & trailer  107/650604 
  Jennings took Windsor, Parker, Baker up Pen y Wean Wen, Carnedd Llewelyn Yr 

Elen Carnedd Dafydd & Pen yr Oleu Wen - 2 descended in dusk down Ogwen ridge 2 down 
the Glandena ridge. 

  Remainder rockclimbing training :- Idwal Slabs. 
Harris Cartledge   Hope start   Bad Step   Faith ↓ E traverse ↑ Charity 
Newby Mackenzie -----" -----     ---"---                 Ordinary with some of Tennis Shoe 
Penlington Barr Idwal Buttress   Charity 
Bray Walker  Charity 
Lees Gordon  Hope  Walker Gordon ↓ Eastern traverse. 
Lees Bray  Direct start to Original route Holly Tree Wall  Ontarder Rtc 

   Upper Staircase ↓ Introductory Gully 
  Gribin Facet:  Potter Haynes  Gully & Slab c Seniors direct finish 
    ↑ Slab ↓ Recess ↑ Intermediate. 
  Salt Hughes Slab ↓ Recess ↑ Intermediate 
  Potter Salt Haynes did Flake Crack on a top rope from Hughes. 
  Pearsom Brown  ↑↓ Recess  ↑ Intermediate  ↑ Gully & Slab ↑ Slab Climb, 
  All returned to Ogwen just before dark 
2145  Set out for Valley 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT A pleasant afternoon - & of useful length now 

24/4/59   NCO i/c 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  Good 

F/O 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
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Remarks CO 
Gp Capt 
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72 hr exercise     ERYRI 
  

Friday 24th April 1959 
 
1430  Cpl/T Bray & 15 duty team travelled in 2 RLs, Ambulance, LR & trailer to a 

campsite at Dolgarrog.  107/775675.  Despite the numbers of newer members it had been 
planned to attempt the traverse of the 14 3000' mountains of North Wales again, so that 
those not on duty team at Easter might have an opportunity of proving their ability. 

 
Saturday 25th April 

 
0230  Reveille 
0330  Parties set out from Bwlch Ddenfaen after riding there in the Landrovers 
  Since many of those participating did not know their way over all of the 14 Peaks, a 

system of pausing & route finding was adopted using as guides those who had already 
completed the 14 Peaks previously. 

  Rain & cloud added to the darkness made navigation quite difficult:  one party was 
horrified to meet another "faster" party going exactly the opposite direction between Foel 
Fras & Foel Grach!  The weather deteriorated in the afternoon & was blowing a gale by the 
time the only successful party had reached the knife edge of Crib Goch!  The majority gave 
in because of weather, or blisters.  Jennings (W/OP!) & Parker (joined the team 15/4/59!) 
were the only 2 to complete the traverse. 

  Account by Cpl/T Bray follows: 
0830  Ogwen.  The Landrover with tea was met by the first party to arrive - Penlington, 

Salt, Haynes who reported rain, cloud & high winds on the first lap - they then departed for 
Nant Peris.  Soon after the rest of the (newer) members started to trickle in complete with 
"guides".  Wicks & Wallace (driver really) retired with overheating & tyre wear, returning 
to base in the LR.  Remainder of the field left in one party with the Glyder "guides" - 
Jennings, Walker, Best, Parker with 'guides' Andrews, Cartledge & Mackenzie. 

  After returning to base for more tea the LR arrived at Nant Peris to await the first 
arrivals (P. S & H), soon in & all running well, but announced their retirement owing to the 
conditions on the track - galeforce winds with heavy rain & cold. 

  Next in were Walker & Best with serious engine trouble which 
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 forced then to retire on Y Garn; finally Jennings & Parker came in, both running well 
1725 & departed immediately on their last lap with Bray as 'guide'.  Wet Glyder parties left for 

base in Landrovers.  The remaining 2 arrived summit of Snowdon following an uneventful  
2020 last lap - the track drying out but the very strong wind tended to affect steering. 
2120 Descended to Llyn Llydaw & waiting LR 
2200  On arrival at base it was found that the new car park being built had affected the 

originally good drainage of the campsite, the cooking tent being flooded.  Barr (the cook) 
had evacuated complete with hot meal, to the Army Cadet T.A. hut near the main road, so 
that hot food was available to those who needed it. 

 
  Sunday 26th April 1959  ( The Great Dolgarrog Flood) 
  Team awoke to find water lapping at the door of the sleeping tent & some had 

already retired to the RLs with wet sleeping bags.  All wet kit was removed for drying in the 
furnace room of the aluminium works.  Water was level with the top of the cooking tunnel 
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top so the whole tent & salvaged rations were moved 50 yards to dry ground before a meal 
could be made.  With all members wading, a drainage ditch was dug & after several hours 
work the water level was dropped sufficiently to make the sleeping tent habitable.  A 
continuous shift of kit dryers at the aluminium works managed to dry everything out by 
evening.  A small party left in the LR to climb on the Milestone Buttress. 

  Wall climb - Newby.  Penlington 
  Cartledge Wallace.  Salt Barr  Ordinary. 
 
  Monday 27th April 
  Ogwen for rockclimbing:-  Tryfan:  Crevassed Rib - Penlington  Parker.  Grooved 

Arete Salt Haynes,  Newby Walker 
 North Buttress  Pearson  Barr. 
  The remainder of the team went to Clogwyn Cyrau for some practice with the 

"Bradrews" harness. 
1430  The Landrover driven by Wallace arrived at the ft of the crags with  message passed 

via Valley from Inspector Morris of Blaenau Ffestiniog police to say that 2 sheep were stuck  
1500 on the crag above the town & could we help?  As this gives very good training a party of 7 

left for the scene in the LR while Wicks Best & Wallace returned to base in the RL 
  Arriving on the scene the animals (ewe & lamb) were seen to be about 70 feet from 

the top of the crag opposite the Queens Hotel in the centre of the town.  Andrews & Bray 
were lowered on separate 500 feet ropes & managed to secure both animals without much 
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 difficulty, the lamb being worn in a small rucksack & the ewe lowered with the aid of top 
ropes in the "Ewedrars" sheep rescue harness.  Bods, ewe & lamb were then lowered to the 
screes over steep broken ground a distance of perhaps 250' ("to the deafing cheers of the 
mob!") 

  The whole operation took about one hour & was watched by what seemed like the 
entire population of Blaenau from the main street & ended with handshakes, photographs & 
fond farewells! 

  The party returned to base.  Camp struck.  Team returned to Valley. 
Cpl/T   NCO i/c exercise 

 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 

A varied weekend.  I was most pleased to hear that Jennings & Parker completed 
the"14 Peaks" particularly under the conditions & surprised that Penlington (medical 
orderly) & his party did not  ("unjustifiable" was used, though I say "no guts or will 
power!") 

The sensational sheep rescue is well played down by Cpl/T Bray; the crag appears to 
overhang the main street of Blaenau Ffestiniog; the Team in this 'show' did a lot of good - 
for more than eg at Eirias Park, Colwyn Bay 

NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 

Well done Jennings and Parker.  no comment of the others.  The sheep rescue has 
earned us the good will of Blaenau Ffestiniog Police and looks like giving us another plaque 
for the wall 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks Wing Commander Flying 
  Well done indeed - an excellent effort carried out in the right spirit. 

Wg Cdr 
Remarks Station Commander 
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Gp Capt 
 

68 
36 hr exercise   S. W. SNOWDON GROUP 
 

Saturday 2nd May 1959 
 
1330  Cpl Hughes & 14 team travelled in 2 RLs, L R & trailer to Cwm Pennant where after 

visiting the owner, they took up residence in the disused old chapel house.  107/527449 
 (F.S. Lees & Cpl/T Bray gave "tragsitz" demonstration to Harper Hill MRT in Derbyshire) 

Sunday 3rd May 
 
  Parties carried out navigation & familiarisation training walks over the surrounding 

hills.  R/T sets were used & several trail base aerials were used. 
  Hughes Taylor Major Hitchings Haynes Mackenzie R/T 
 Base - 499484 - Garnedd Goch - Mynydd Tal y Mignant - Moel Hebog - back to base at 

Llanfihangel y Pennant. 
  Pibworth Gordon Walker Pearson Jennings R/T  did the reciprocal. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 
  Details to be inserted later when time permits 

8/6/59  NCO i/c 
 

69 
8 hr exercise   CWM IDWAL SLABS 
 

Wednesday 6th May 1959  (fine sunny & quite hot) 
 
1345  F.S. Lees & 15 team travelled to Ogwen in 2 RLs, LR & trailer; a temporary base 

was set up in the car park 107/650604.  Fg Off Andrews came in the Ambulance later 
1630 When he had finished invigilating a examination. 
  Rockclimbing training:- 
 Penlington Mackenzie  Bochlwyd Chim.  Arete & Slab Zig Zag on Gribin Facet 
 Major Driver       up & down.  Ditto Slab Int 

Haynes Gordon  Gribin Facet Slab ↑&↓ Intermediate ↑↓ Recess ↑↓ 
Andrews Potter  --------" ---- Monolith Bochlwyd 2 pitch Slabs Tennis Shoe 
Harris Parker   Slabs Charity - Gribin Monolith 
Cartledge Taylor   Hope 
Lees Bray   Tennis Shoe, Javelin Buttress ↓ Javelin Gully 

  Cartledge    ↓ Hope 
 Fg Off Andrews  Gribin ↑ Slab Recess ↑ Intermediate ↓ Slab (solo) 
 -------- " ------   Penlington  Tennis Shoe 
  Navigation:- 
 Pibworth Jennings Barr Tryfan Glyders. ↓ by Devils Kitchen 
 
2200  Returned to Valley 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT The "afternoons" at this time of the year can be extended usefully 

until ten o'clock; one feels as though it has been a weekend almost!  The R.O.M. which tries 
to find experience mountaineers to MRTs has  turned up trumps bringing back, once more, 
Cpl Pibworth, an M.T. fitter to Valley as a part time team member.  He has been a Valley 
MR Team member since 1949 except for 2 periods of overseas service when he was a 
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member of Changi Jungle R.T. & Katunayake land R.T. so is a most welcome addition to 
the Team. 

8/6/59  NCO i/c 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  An excellent afternoon even though I arrived after the main body of the team.  The 

team is definitely showing the good effects of two regular exercise periods a week 
F/O 

 
P.T.O 

Remarks/ 
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Remarks O. C. F. W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Gp Capt 
 

71 
36 hr exercise   S.W. SNOWDON GROUP 
 

Saturday 9th May 1959  (thundery & oppressive) 
 
1330  F.S. Lees & 14 Team went to the mountains to the S.W. of Snowdon, but set up 

camp on the northern side of the hills visited last weekend.  Vehicles used were RL 58AE94, 
Ambulance, LR & trailer;  campsite Tal y Mignedd 107/532532. 

  The late afternoon was utilised by some to do gentle walks in the vicinity - 
'geography' generally & other some rockclimbing. 

 
Sunday 10th May  (heavy thunderstorms) 

 
  Navigation parties as follows 

Pibworth Windsor Gordon Best:   Cwm Silin (looking for a/c wrecks as well) - ridge to 
Mynydd Drws y Coed - Bwlch Gylfn - Mynydd Mawr - base. 
Harris Parker Taylor Driver did the reciprocal. 
Mackenzie Haynes Jennings - transport to Betws Garmon - Moel Eilio - Snowdon - Mynydd 
Drws y Coed - base - Haynes also continued to "bag" Mynydd Tal y Mignedd. 
Lees Bray Cartledge climbed Outside Edge & Ord. routes on Cwm Silin Great Slab. 

 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 
  Extremely wet at times, but a useful w/e 

8/6/59 NCO i/c 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 

F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Gp Capt 
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72 
8 hr exercise    CWM IDWAL 
 

Wednesday 13th May 1959  (fine, overcast later) 
 
1330  Fg Off Andrews & 21 team drove to Ogwen in RL 58AE94, Ambulance, LR 7 trailer 

& set up a temporary base at 650604. 
  Rockclimbing as follows:- 
 Milestone Buttress   Fg Off Andrews Windsor ↑ Pulpit ↓ Rowan ↑ Odr cum Direct 
 Andrews Potter  start of Superdirect on a rope from above party.  Pulpit Ivy Chimney ↓ 

Rowan 
 Pearson Harris    Ord. Ivy Chim. Direct ↓ Direct 
 Idwal Slabs Lees Bray Penlington  Heather Weakness & Tennis Shoe - Javelin Buttress ↓ 

Javelin Gully  ↓ Faith  Bad Step Hope 
 Cartledge Hughes  ↑ Rowan  Ivy Chimney  ↓ Ordinary. 
 Salt Walker  Direct  Pulpit 
 Major Haynes  ↑ Rowan final chimney Direct  ↓ Pulpit. 
 
 Jennings Taylor Parker Jones walked over Glyders from Capel Curig to the Miners Track 

which they followed down to Ogwen. 
2200  Returned to Valley after the usual sausage & egg "tea". 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT Another pleasant afternoon & evening well spent 

8/6/59  NCO i/c 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  Making excellent use of the very good weather 

F/O  11/6/59 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

WG Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Gp Capt 
 

73 
LAKE DISTRICT 

 
Friday 15th May 1959 

 
Fg Off Andrews & 18 Duty Team left Valley in a radio controlled convoy of 5 

vehicles - both RL 59AE05 & Sigs vehicle now serviceable from MTSS.  Bangor 1332. 
Conway 1404 A55 Colwyn Bay 1420 Abergele 1438 St Asaph 1450 (some via Rhuddlan) 
Holywell 1508  Northop 1520  Ewloe 1527 - A494 Queensferry 1532  A550 Hooton Green 
1545  A41 - Eastam - Birkenhead 1605 - tunnel (quite busy)  Liverpool 1615 - A59 Maghull 
1636 - Ormskirk - 35 mims stop -Preston 1745 - A6 - Lancaster 1840 - Carnforth 1908 -  

2207 Kendal 1940 - Windermere 2000 - Ambleside 2010 stop until 2130 Keswick 2207 -Millbeck 
82/254263. 
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Saturday 16th May   (fine weather still) 
 

The remains of the RAF Topcliffe MRT were joining with us for the exercise;  Their 
stn. is running down & they have few members & are non-operational _ RAF Harpur Hill 
MRT covering their area of responsibility, tho' for this period Valley "exchanged" N Wales 
with H.H. who were camping at Nant Peris. (NRCC approval obtained several weeks in 
advance.)  Fg Off Andrews & Pearson combined with Cpl Colingham (temporary NCO i/c 
Topcliffe, on loan from Kinloss) and his 3 men available for mountaineering; rockclimbing 
on Bowfell (Bowfell Buttress & Cambridge climb) 

Great Gable parties with hopes of ascending the far famed Napes Needle (first 
recorded rockclimb in GB?):  Andrews Walker, Harris Hughes,  Newby Driver, Cartledge 
Haynes.  Unfortunately most of the British climbing public had similar ideas so many 
converged below the final tier & queued there while others gave up all hopes of reaching the 
top;  ↑ Arête & ↓ Wasdale crack the popular approach & retreat from the sub summital 
platform. 
Walker & Hughes back over Gable, while Andrews & Harris & 2 other ropes ↑ Abbey 
Buttress ↓ Needle Ridge ↑ Eagle Nest Direct. 

Walkers were:- Mackenzie Jennings Gordon - Grisdale Pike - Grasmoor - Sail - 
Millbeck & Hitchings & Jones the reciprocal. 

Meanwhile FS Lees Cpls Wicks & Bray went to 14 MU Carlisle for petrol in 
59AE05.  On return Cpl Wicks set down the other two at Scales Inn at 1455 whence they 
returned to base over Blencathra 1605 - 20 & Skiddaw 1830  base 1945. 
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Whit Sunday 17th May 1959   (fine) 
 

A search for less frequented crags was quite successful for 4 V & 6 Topcliffe - Pillar 
- Lees Bray  Andrews Harris ↑  New West.  Slab & Notch ↓ W face traverse from Low Man 
↑ West Wall climb.  ↑ Pulpit  ↓ W face -------- 

------ but not so successful for the other roclclimbing group who went to Birkness 
Combe & found many of the people they'd met on the Napes Needle the day before!  Great 
Crags: ↑ Harrow Buttress, Rib & Wall.  ↑ Oxford & Cambridge climb ↓ O & C ↓ Mitre 
Buttress direct ↑ Harrow Wall & ↑ Harrow Buttress. 

Cpls Jones & Wicks went up Skiddaw (3054') & were pursued by Walker who, 
although he traversed the mountain twice, never met them.  It transpired that they had 
descended on the side away from base to a hostelry (marked on the map) & then contoured 
back after 'lunch' round the mountain! 

Mackenzie Driver Jennings & Hitchings went in the RL with the Birkness Combe 
party (Driver the W/OP driving - most impressed with Honister Pass) & then from 
Gatesgarth farm went up Buttermere Red Pike, over Haystacks & Fleetwill Pike to meet the 
rockclimbers at the RL in the evening. 

 
Monday 18th May 

 
  The weather still holding.  More "familiarisation" & rockclimbing.  Grisdale Pike - 
Grasmoor - Sail - Overside - by Walker (n) Hughes Wicks & Jones.  Jennings & Hitchings went up 
Skiddaw & then Hitchings continued over Saddleback where Jennings (tummy) crept back down to 
base camp at the foot of Skiddaw) 
Shepherds Crag  Andrews Gordon ↑ Brown Slab Int. Direct  ↓ Int. ↑ Crack ↓ Crack.  Harris Potter 
similarly.  Andrews Harris Potter then ↑ Shepherds Delight & Donkeys Ears. 
Others in Landrover to Dow Crag:  Fg Off Andrews & Pearson followed Bray & driver ↑ D Ord ↓ 
Scoop with Amphitheatre ↑ Jones' route ↓ C Ordinary while Newby Cartledge followed by Lees & 
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Haynes climbed Gordon & Craigs route went down C Ordinary & latter pair also " squeezed in" 
Woodhouse's Route direct. 
 
(Inserted between pages 74 and 75) 
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Whit grant ex    Tuesday 19th May 1959 
 

The drivers were supposed to  have an easy day & sleep in preparation for the 
overnight drive south but odd servicing problems kept them busy of most of the day. 

Other went up Helvellyn (3118').  Jones Walker Hughes. 
Mackenzie Jennings Hitchings & rockclimbing in Borrowdale:  Black Crag Buttress 
(Troutdale Pinnacle) Cartledge Pearson Harris 

 Newby Haynes  Bray Lees 
 Great End Crag  Vulcan's Buttress Lees Bray 
      Pearson Harris 

Returned to Valley overnight - an easier task for the drivers & quite peaceful in the 
Mersey Tunnel! 

 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT A welcome change.  Excellent convoy experience which is very 

useful for 'callouts'.  A good w/e for weather too. 
8/6/59 NCO i/c 

 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  An excellent grant exercise.  Weather, climbing and walking all good.  The new 

experience is very useful and the effect on team morale tremendous. 
F/O 

 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Gp Capt 
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Callout   Tuesday 19th May 1959 
 

RL 59AE05 15/5/59 driver FS Lees 
 
Valley         1300 
Bangor         1330 
  Penmaenmawr 5 mins stop 
Conway         1402 
  Llandudno           " 
St Asaph        1447 
Queensferry   1530 
Tunnel           1605 
Maghull         1635  refuel 35 , mins 
Preston           1740 
Garstang        1815 
Lancaster       1835  20 min holdup 
Kendal          1935 
Ambleside      2000 - 
Keswick

59AE05   19-20 May 1959 
 
Keswick         2250  
Ambleside     2325 - 2338 
Kendal           2359 wait for 5 mins 
Lancaster       0035  --- 5 --- Feds 
Garstang        0100 
Preston 
Ormskirk       0215 
Maghull 
Tunnel           0237 
Queensferry 
St Asaph 
Colwyn Bay   0350 tea stop dep 0357 
Conway         0410 
Bangor          0430 
Valley           0454
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1230?  The W/OP talking on the telephone to the MR wing overheard a tannoy saying 
something about M.R.T. Standby  (It had not been realised that the MR Section tannoy was 
u/s)  Driver headed over to FS Lees who rang Air Traffic and asked what the messages.  F/L 
Hopkins actually wanted "Immediate Readiness" and not "Standby".  Anson overdue 
Brassington → Ballykelly diverted when over Rhyl to Valley.  Weather not at all good - 
seagulls walking!  Correct tannoy message requested from PBX - 

  Team did not hear of the incident as the 'emergency' pro-words were not used in the 
original broadcast & some delay was caused.  Other heard the first broadcast but interpreted 
"Standby" correctly & did not hurry! 

  Since no news when Team assembled Fg Off Andrews suggested moving to Bangor 
Police Station & awaiting events there.  Therefore departed with 24 Team in 2 RLs Amb. 

1300 LR & trailer (Sigs truck had been just put u/s that morning with small hole in gear box) 
  Whole Team shortly afterwards moved to Bethesda & investigated mention of low 

flying a/c from Bethesda waterworks.  Too late in time. 
  The checked information was slightly different:  the pilot of the a/c had given his 

position as over Rhyl & he could have been further north when he turned westwards to 
Valley.  This was confirmed by NRCC & from the flight plan estimated the a/c may have 
been 10 miles S of Rhyl due to increased wind velocity over the forecast one.  Which thus 
pointed once more at the Carneddau. 

  Since no other information was available we requested permission to do a brief 
search of the crests of this range using some of the best men & leaving half the team in 
reserve at Bethesda.  The SASO 18 G was not keen but finally agreed after stipulating wait 
until 1730 hrs on our estimate of 4 hrs to cover the ridges in question. 

1730  Parties left Bethesda as follows:  RL to Ogwen - Bray Pibworth Penlington Douglas 
Potter - Pen yr Oleu wen - Carnedd Llewelyn - Yr Elen - Bethesda 

1800  LR to Drum - Lees Hughes Andrews Major Cartledge - 
2030  Llewelyn where message from Bray on cairn announced nil finds & carrying on at 

2000.  Returning to Bethesda at 2130 & 2145 hrs respectively.  Gale force wind, rains cloud 
base about 1000', visibility ranging from 10 - 30 yds. 

  Wg Cdr Flying coordinating search from Bethesda Police Stn.  NRCC arranged for 
St. Athan MRT to come up in support & an air search from first light over area out of cloud 
- weather expected to improve a 
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 little on following day.  (SMO came out but returned V to standby for news) 
  Some Army Outward Bound School apprentices were exercising in the area & 

volunteered to assist in the search together with a few civilian climbers who have recently 
taken over Ogwen Cottage as a mountain centre.  Thus with St Athan MRT 12 parties of 6 - 
10 persons were available. 

 
Wednesday 20th May 

 
  During the night leaders of these parties & their areas were chosen & were set down 

at about 0600 at their starting points.  As usual walkie talkie sets tended to hold things up a 
bit - & we had few spare batteries as most were used over Whitsun, both by St A & Valley.  
(More spares are being purchased on our original request for 200% spares a year ago).  
Finally managed to put 8 sets out. 

  Recall not 100% efficient when pyros used in cloud if parties had no R/T when Fg 
Off Andrews, at the advanced base telephone box by Tyn y Shanty with the St A sigs 
vehicle & Valley W/OP (Jennings) (677604) was informed by Valley A.T. that the a/c had 
been seen by a search a/c.  Misunderstanding here - Fg Off Andrews understood search a/c 
was a helicopter & crew had landed to ascertain 3 crew of Anson dead etc., but apparently 
this was not so.  He arrived scene first after arranging recall of some parties (??? 30 miles 
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drive) & was  passed within 5 mins by 2 search parties who were covering that particular 
vicinity - Tal y Fan  2000' 721722. 

  It appeared that the a/c had flown straight into the hillside & broken up killing the 
occupants immediately. 

1700  All parties back, some after completing their search areas! 
  Again spent night in ATC hut at Bethesda. 
 

Thursday 21st May 
 
  Cleaning hut & returned to Valley 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT  The snags on the callout have, we hope, been ironed out again.  

The phrase "Standby" means only that personal kit is stowed on the vehicles & the Team 
members go back to their normal work & normally warning  is given several days before the 
actual "Standby".  What is required for the MR Team to stand by at the M.R. Section for 
imminent action, the official phrase is "Immediate Readiness". 

9/6/59  NCO i/c 
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  As usual when the team is called to act in earnest the response was excellent.  

Although most of team had had little or no sleep the night before and the conditions were 
very bad on the tops (virtually nil visibility, driving rain and gale force winds) all were keen 
to take part in the search on the Wednesday night and all were up with no grumbles(!) at 
0400 hrs on Thursday Morning after 31/2 sleep. 

  Others on base camp did well too.  SAC Brown (MR permanent staff),who had 
driven all through the previous night, helped with a meal for the parties returning from the 
hill, prepared hot drinks for the St Athan team when they arrived and kept the 'planners F/L 
Newbold, Sgt Hendren (St Athan) and F/O Andrews and F/S Lees, provided with coffee 
throughout the night.  He slept for an hour sitting with his head on the draining board and 
woke up to start preparing breakfast at 0345 hrs. 

  The finding of the a/c and the events of the day culminating in the drive to the 
morgue at Bangor with the crew, exposed some shaky knowledge and loose organisation 
which has been thoroughly thrashed out.  It has led F/S Lees and I to attempt the task of 
completely rewriting all the Station Standing Orders on M rescue and these will be 
circulated for comments as soon as completed. 

F/O 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
 

Despite the comments on organisation, this was a well carried out "op".  There were 
weaknesses but discussion has, I think, pointed the need for future occasions. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
 
  Good effort 

Gp Capt 
 

79 
36hr exercise    ERYRI 

Saturday 23rd May 1959 
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  F. S. Lees & 10 Duty Team travelled in 2 RLs, Amb. Sigs truck LR & trailer to 
Cyffty  107/771588 

 
Sunday 24th May 

   
  Signals test in the vicinity for majority 
  Rockclimbing:-  Bray Penlington.  Girdle Traverse of Lliwedd. 
  Lees Driver ↑ Flying Buttress  ↓ Pharaohs  Passage 
    ↑ Spiral Stairs       ↓ Parchment Passage 
    ↑ Crackstone  Rib ↓ Dead Entrance. 
  Returned Valley in the evening. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT A fine sunny w/e - most were happy to have a gentle walk with R/T 

sets after their heavy going of the last week.  The pair who did the girdle of Lliwedd are to 
be congratulated - this is a most impressive expedition of severe standard, about 3000 ft 
long. 

NCO i/c 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  A day spent with the Board of Inquiry saw the last of the Anson incident for me.  

The team 'relaxed' in a fairly energetic way, the rock climbers doing extremely well. 
Fg Off 

 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt 
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8 hr ex.    CWM IDWAL 
 

Wednesday 17th May 1959 
 
1330  F.S. Lees & 15 went to Ogwen car park in all the vehicles.  Another fine warm 

afternoon. 
  Another R.O.M surprise for us - Sgt McMichael Ops Clk. posted back to Valley after 

leaving here for overseas in Sept 1956 - another trained part-time team member to help in 
the uphill struggle to keep a reasonable standard despite postings & demobilisation. 

  Tryfan traverse by Sgt McMichael & Jennings.  Remainder rockclimbing. 
 Milestone Buttress  Major Windsor  Rowan.  Final Chim Direct ↓ Ord ↑& ↓ 

Anniversary Approach 
  Milestone Buttress - Salt Gordon  Canopy.  End Gut  Rope Wall 
  Gribin Facet  Cartledge Hughes ↑ Slab Int ↓ Recess ↑ Flake Crack ↑ Monolith by de 

Selinconts Var ↓ Slab Intermediate 
  --- " --- Harris Brown ↑ & ↓ Slab Int.  ↑ Angular Chim. ↑ Flake Crack 
  --- " --- Lees Parker Taylor  ↑ Slab Int. ↓ Slab Route. 
  Bochlwyd Buttress  Penlington Driver ↑ &↓ Chimney. ↑ Marble Slab. Gargoyle 

Traverse.  ↓ Arete & Slab. 
2100  Tea sausage & egg with roasted potatoes new pattern! 
2200  Returned to Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 
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  Much experience gained, still on dry rock.  Quite chilly for a 3! 
9/6/59  NCO i/c 

 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  Education officers work 'nights' on camp too at exam time and invigilation excluded 

me from the pleasures of rock climbing in warm sunshine. 
F/O 

 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Gp Capt 
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36 hr ex.    BERWYNS 
 

Saturday 30th May 1959 
 
1330  F.S. Lees & 18 team motored to Llanarmon Dyffryn Ceiriog in RL 59AE05, Sigs 

truck with trailer, Ambulance & LR.  Camp set up at Pantian  117/124356 - a slight mod. to 
our normal arrangement caused by a family camping on our normal flatest spot.  A site 50 
yds further up the valley was quite satisfactory.   Signals vehicle driven up the hillside to a 
convenient knoll whence a wire aerial could be strung to big trees. 

  A night nav ex with u/t navs hoping to gain their badges if not lost too much.  The 
weather was too good to make nav difficult. 

  Best Major Harris   R/T O 
 Llanarmon DC - 156351 - 145361 - 139372 - 139380 - Moel Fferna - 121385 (steam) - 

102375 - 119368 - base 
  Brown Pearson Haynes  R/t K in Ambulance - 
 Llandrillo  0533345 or 05303355 - 058327 - 060318 - Moel Sych - Cader Berwyn - Spitfire 

engine 07553367 -  Lysander 079341 - Cader Bronwen - 098352 - Pen yr Eryr - base. 
  Windsor Hughes Salt Pibworth in LR     017305 -  04653157 -Moel Sych - Cader 

R/T Z. Berwyn - Spitfire engine 07553367 - Cader Bronwen - Lysander 079341 - Blaen 
Cwm Llanwenog - Pen yr Eryr - Base 

  Taylor Sgt McMichael Mackenzie R/T A. 
 Llanarmon DC - Rhos - Mynydd Tarw - Foel Wen - Tomle - Lysander 079341 - Spitfire 

engine - Cader Berwyn - Cader Bronwen - Pen yr  Eryr - base. 
  Minor snags with accs. PE Set & walkie talkies kept the W/OPs & FS Lees busy 

until 0400 when 2 went up Pen yr Eryr as link & improved communications a lot - 
experiments with HF 15 & TR1154/55 showed little improvement for                                                        
power of latter.  Lees & Jennings joined by Driver when first party returned to base. 

 
Sunday 31st May 

0600  All parties back for breakfast & bed. 
1800  Left for Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 
  A short night at this time of year but quite interesting & useful practice with R/T 

which, on this occasion, on channel 2, worked satisfactorily. 
9/6/59  NCO i/c 
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  It is good to have a satisfactory report on R/T at night as this has been quite a sore 
point in the past.  It is most upsetting to carry a 'walkie talkie' which is either completely dead or 
also emitting the  most ear-splitting whines and screams and is neither case of any use whatever 

F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Gp Capt 
 

Remarks for Exercise 6th & 7th June 
 
Officer Commanding Flying Wing 

Wg Cdr 
 
Station Commander 

Gp Capt 
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36 hr exercise    MOELWYNS 
 

Saturday 6th June 1959 
1330  Fg Off Andrews & 15 team travelled to Nantmor in all vehicles except 58AE94 

(Major)  Camp by Cae Dafydd 107/620467. 
 

Sunday 7th June 1959 
 
 Base camp  -  Th ethor (a sickquarters driver ex M.R.S. who still out with team when we are 

short of drivers. 
 
 Party One Sgt McMichael (i/c) PYG - Y Cribin - 
   Taylor   (Nav) Yr Arddu (673506) 
   Parker  (Nav)  Moel Blesiddau - 
      Moelwyn Mawr Yr Arddau (626463) Base 
 
 Party Two Mckenzie (i/c)  
   Gordon (nav) Base - Yr Arddu - Cnight - 
   Best  (u/t) Moelwyn Mawr - Moelwyn Bach 
   Brown   (u/t) - Back to base 
 
 Climbing Group a)  F/O Andrews Windsor -   "Taith - Pererin" 
         "Kirkus's" 
    b)   Cartledge - Driver   "Yglenin" 
         "Taith y Pererin" 
         "Kirkus's" 
    c)  Salt - Haynes   "Y glenin" 
         "Slick" 
         "Chick" 
 
Remarks O i/c MRT 
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  A very windy day with a hint of rain which held off fortunately.  The wind made 
climbing very tricky and a parachute almost a necessity! 

Fg Off 
FURTHER REMARKS OPPOSITE 
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SNOWDON AND CARNEDDAU 
 
36 hour exercise     Saturday 13th June 1959 
 
 Fg Off Andrews and 17 team travelled in L.R Ambulance, Austin Sigs and 1 RL to  
 set up camp at CAER LLUGWY map reference (107/749572).  On arrival it was found that an ex- 
team member had pitched a tent squarely in the middle of the rather limited camping space but  
nevertheless camp was established. 
 Most of the team had a swim in the river before tucking into an above average Saturday  
evening meal. 
 During the visit to the local police station the sergeant mentioned a request from two 
 farmers who had attempted and failed to get a sheep from a difficult ledge on Craig-yr-Ysfa.  He 
asked if we might look out for it if we were exercising in that vicinity. 
 

Sunday 14th June. 
 
 Clear skies, hot and hardly a hint of a breeze.  It was decided that a climbing party would  
climb on Craig yr Ysfa and that the walking parties should do the 'Snowdon Horseshoe' not an  
excessive day's walking but as it turned out quite enough in the blistering heat - carrying 'walkie- 
talkies' as well. 
 
Base camp J/T Gordon 
Base Wop Harris 
Duty driver Driver 
 
Horseshoe starting Crib Goch    - starting Lliwedd 
F/O Andrews      Sgt McMichael 
SAC Jennings      SAC McKenzie 
SAC Brown      SAC Haynes 
 
Climbing party Bray 
   Pearson 
   Harris 
   Newby 
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
 The climbing party did not find the sheep but saw a carcass at the foot of the crag so it was  
presumed that the animal either fell or committed suicide. 
 The walk round the horseshoe was very enjoyable despite the heat.  Not too many people 
 about on Crib Goch or Lliwedd.  The view was very fine and the new members of the team on the  
walk were able to pick out most of the groups of hills in our area.  Fortunately we were not called  
on to carry down a (aprox) 14-15 stone lady who had a touch of the sun although we did assist a 62  
yr old woman who was coming up the final 150' of the Watkin Path on her hands and knees!  I only  
hope I am able and interested enough still to attempt it when I am that age! 

Fg Off i/c MRT 
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Remarks O. C. F. W. 
 Good - I hope your hav!  We should all realise our limitations 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
 I trust that the lady wasn't "caught bending. 

Gp Capt 
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NANT PERIS   -  18th - 23rd June 

5 Day Exercise 
18th  Sgt McMichael & 13 team travelled to Nant Peris (107/600586) & established base camp at 
the old quarry workings - RL, Sigs truck & LR amb, 
 
19th Climbing parties were arranged in the Llanberis Pass as follows:- 
 Bray, McMichael - Dinas Bach - Wall & Slab, Flake Traverse, Chimney Climb 
 Salt Gordon -               Dinas Bach Chimney Climb, Flying Buttress Spiral Stairs 
 Penlington Dempster - Chimney Climb, Flying Buttress, Spiral Stairs Crackstone Rib 
 Cartledge Potter - Dinas Cromlech (Flying Buttress, Nebs Crawl) 
 
 A walking party consisting of Brown, Mackenzie & Windsor traversed Snowdon from  

P.Y.P to base 
 Driver, Andrews ration run to Valley for Summer Course at Glan Dena (Sigs truck) 
 
 Base - Harris 
20th 
 Andrews, Driver to Ogwen in LR amb then Idwal Slabs - Tennis Shoe - Clogwyn Y Geifr- 

 Devils Kitchen climb - return on foot to base. 
 
McMichael Brown walk over Glyders to Ogwen returning base in LR amb left by previous 
party 
 
Bray Gordon   Clogwyn Y Person - Rectory Chimney 
Penlington Windsor  Vestry Variant Snowdon Base 
 
Cartledge, Dempster  Clogwyn y Person - Gambit - 
Potter, Salt   Snowdon - Base 
 
Base - Mackenzie, Morris 

21st 
Majority of the team spent the day being top roped up the V.S routes on the small crag 
behind the camp site. 
 
Martin (Summer course) Bray - Horned Crag - Lliwedd. 
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22nd 

A damp & forbidding pouring day so most people elected to walk  Two parties were 
dropped by RL as follows 

 McMichael, Mackenzie Windsor - Beddgelert - Craig Wen Y Aran - Snowdon - Base 
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Potter, Cartledge, Dempster, Bray - Bettws Garmon - Moel Elio - Foel Gach - Snowdon - 
Base. 
 
Salt, Gordon by LR amb to Ogwen - Milestone Buttress Sylvan Traverse - return on foot to 
base (plus Andrews Driver) 
Base - Morris, Penlington 

23rd 
 Brown Andrews to Valley in LR amb for fresh meat 
 
 Base - Morris, Dempster 
 

The remainder of the team gathered on the East Buttress of Lliwedd to demonstrate the 
'Tragsitz rescue harness to some of the instructors on the Summer Course from Glan Dena.  
This crag presents a face which is approximately 1000 ft in height lying at a rather 
impressive & uniform angle so was considered as good a test as any for the 'Tragsitz' & 
team! 
A descent was first made to the Great Traverse which cuts the face at roughly half height, 
via the Terminal Arete.  This took some time owing to the loads being carried by most 
people (30 lbs+) & the need to 'shepherd' some of the newer & less experienced team 
members on this loose & 'mountaineering' type face. 
An advanced party had meanwhile already descended to the 'Terrace' to establish belays & 
for the lowering party & fix ropes as handlines for the 'observers' & photographers.  This 
was  finally done with the help of the odd piton by the time the main party had arrived. 
The approximate line of descent was somewhere between 'Central Chimney & Roof Routes' 
so it as decided that a party of two with 'walkie talkie' should climb down Roof Route in 
order to pass instructions to another walkie talkie established at the actual lowering stance. 
Penlington & Potter departed on this chore whilst 
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 FS Lees donned the 'Tragsitz followed by Driver as his patient, 
Two 500 ft ropes were used as it has proved impracticable for one 'lowerer' to hold two 
people for any length of time.  The 'Tragsitz' party commenced their descent & the whole 
operation went off reasonably smoothly, several rests being taken by FS Lees when small 
ledges permitted, thus allowing both himself & the lowering party some relief at times. 
There has been some doubt as to whether the 500 ft ropes would be long enough but the 
'stretch' which can be something like 100 ft under these circumstances proved adequate & 
there was found to be 50' spare left on the spools at the completion of the lower. 
All ropes were recoiled & the remainder of the team reclimbed to the top via the Terminal 
Arete having added to their burdens the rucsacs & other equipment of the four who had 
descended - it pays to be the patient under these circumstances.  All team reunited at P.Y.P. 
& returned to base & hence to Valley at approximately 2000 hrs. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c team 
Due mainly to F.S. Lees who was responsible for the introduction of the 'Tragsitz' to this 
country, much valuable experience was gained.  This was the first that the teams (or anyone 
else) in this country had tried this rescue system on a crag the size of Lliwedd & it was 
proved 'workable'. 
The time taken on this 'first big test' was about four hours summit to base; where a certain 
well known civilian organisation had taken over twelve hours in an actual rescue from an 
easier place on the same crag & they were 'experts!  A good five day exercise. 

Vic Bray 
 
 Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
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  An excellent w/e and a step forward in rescue arrangements available in this country. 
 Remarks O.C.F.W. 
   Good.. 

WG Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Gp Capt 
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DENBIGH MOORS AND CARNEDDAU 

54 hour Exercise 
 

Friday 26th June 1959 
 
1700  F/O Andrews, Cpl Pibworth and AC Best left Valley before the main team to #set 

up' a practice incident in conjunction with Civil Defence, Police, Fire and Ambulance 
services to be held in the area of the Sportsman Arms on Denbigh Moors. 

 
  The incident opened at 1930 with a report to the local police of an a/c crash - civilian 

airliner - scattering casualties over a wide area. 
  When the 11 man team - Cpl Hughes i/c - arrived they reported to the senior police 

incident commander.  Although all around was confusion they managed to install some 
order, conducted a sweep search and rescued Best from a fairly 'dicey' position on the ledge 
of a slate quarry near which the plane was first supposed to have struck.  They excited much 
comment by the speed in which covered the moorland in the search and efficient way they 
improvised ropes - karabiners and slings to rescue Best. 

  Due to a slight hold up the 'chopper' arrived later than expected but luckily just as the 
man was rescued making the timing of the evacuation almost too perfect. 

 
  At the close of the incident the team were fed as part of a subsidiary exercise in 

emergency feeding by the W.V.S.  That part of the civil defence service was very well 
organised and the food really excellent 

 
2245  Left Blychan where food had been served to set up camp at Cyffty (map ref 

107/771588) 
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Saturday 27th 

 
  As 'walkie talkie' contact had been slightly below standard it was decided to do a 

walkie talkie exercise over the moors. 
 

Base Camp - AC Best (really a casualty as he has a suspect ankle - nothing to do with  
"Exercise Sportsman") 

 
 Sigs Vehicle - moving to try out different positions to obtain the best contact 
 Driven by Wallace and operated by Jennings. 

Duty Driver - Brown 
Hill parties 
 
1 F/O Andrews  107/842591 108/885554 
 Driver          849586        917541 
 Taylor          861574        940519 
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 Windsor         873564        954488 - Cerrig y Drudian 
 
 2 Cpl Hughes  107/842599        919563 
  Harris          875584        961545 
  Mackenzie  108/899574        964527  Pont yr Alwen 
 
 3 Cpl Pibworth  107/877616        948592 
  Major          867607         972579 
  Parker   108/917599         975661 
  Haynes         948592 
 
 Contact throughout the day was good and it seems that the problems on the previous  

evening was partly due to the choice of channel, and partly to the excessive interference at  
about dusk. 
 
All parties covered their courses at a good speed and although clear with checks on  
navigation.  Windsor in party one went the way of all good navigators - into the river at the  
end of the course for his pains. 
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Sunday 28th 
 
Base camp  -  Best assisted by Cpl Hughes 
 
Driver - Driver dropping parties  2  and  3  and F/O Andrews taking party  1  to Cae Goch in the  

ambulance 
 
Hill Parties 
 
1 Cpl Pibworth  Cae Goch (107/732715) Pen Lithrig y Wrach 
 Mckenzie  Drum     ↓ 
 Windsor  Foel Fras   Base 
 
2 SAC Harris  Pen yr Oleu Wen (107619) Pen Lithrig y Wrach 
 Taylor   Carnedd Daffydd   ↓ 
 Jennings  Craig yr Ysfa    ↓ 
 Parker   Pen y Helgi Du  Base 
 
3 SAC Major  Capel Curig   Foel Grach 
 Haynes  Pen Lithrig y Wrach  Foel Fras 
 Brown   Pen y Helgi Du   ↓ 
 Wallace  Carnedd Llewelyn  Bwlch y Gaer 
        (picked by Amb.) 
 
 Again a fairly long day.  Some cloud on the tops in morning but clearing later. A really  

grand meal on return which did much to bolster tired bodies. 
Remarks O. i/c MRT 
  A really hard-walking weekend.  The exercise proved that we are still a long way 

ahead of the civilian services in dealing with a/c accidents.  Still the sort of practice should 
interest and wake them up! 

 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
    Well done 
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Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Gp Capt 
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8 hrs exercise    CWM IDWAL 
 

Wednesday 1st July 1959 
 
1400  Sgt McNichael + 12 to Ogwen car park (107/650604) in Bedford 3 ton truck, and 

Austin sigs truck for "Sports afternoon" exercise. 
  Weather:-  Cloudy with slight drizzle - "clag" on the tops. 
  Exercise mainly utilized for rock climbing experience, only one party walking. 
  Following detail of climbs  carried out at:- 
 GRIBIN FACET 
"Zig zag"    "Zig zag" (Direct Finish) 
"Gully & Slab"   CASEY and SALT "Angular Chimney"  PENLINGTON & DRIVER  
"Senior Climb"   "Flake Crack"" 
 
 "Angular Chimney":-  HARRIS, TAYLOR, BEST 
 IDWAL SLABS 
  ↑ "Hope"  ↓ "Ordinary":  HARRIS, TAYLOR,  BEST 

 WALKING PARTY:  TRYFAN NORTH RIDGE, BRISTLY RIDGE descending to 
base via GRIBEN RIDGE.  PIBWORTH, McMICHAEL 
BASE PARTY:  McKENZIE & BROWN 

2100  Tea - inevitable fried eggs, bacon and "bangers" 
2100  Returned to VALLEY 

REMARKS:  The Austin Signals truck was parked "tail down" in the car park, and on the 
teams departure for Valley all efforts to start this vehicle were of no avail.  Unfortunately 
the Bedford 3 ton truck had already departed with all the "manpower", leaving the Sigs truck 
stranded, however, fortunately a party of Army personnel camped at Ogwen kindly assisted 
to push the truck onto the main road where after a good downhill run it was induced to start.  
The carburettor of this vehicle requires a through inspection. 

Sgt 
 

REMARKS OFFICER i/c M.R.T. 
Vehicle checked and new diaphragm fitted.  A good example of what happens if one 

vehicle is left behind. 
F/O 

 REMARKS O.C.F.W. 
Wg Cdr 

 
REMARKS STATION COMMANDER 

Gp Capt 
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36 HOUR EXERCISE  MAENTWROG 
 

SATURDAY/4th JULY,'59 
14.00 Cpl PIBWORTH and 10 Team members to MAENTWROG camp site (116/663394) via 

CAERNRVON in Bedford 3 tin, 58AF05 and Austin 1 ton Signals 75AV05 with trailer. 
The weather was exceptionally fine and pleasant. 
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17.00 On arrival at the camp site it was found to be partly overgrown with heavy growth of ferns. 
A large number of unpleasant flies able to bite formidably also made the site uninviting on 
this particular day. 
The stream from which water was drawn on the previous visits was now very low and slow 
running.   Water for domestic and ablution purposes was found in plenty down in the valley. 

 
SUNDAY/5th JULY '59 

Complete change in weather.  Heavy rain during night - morning close and "muggy" drizzle 
and cloud down to 750' contours in hills 

10.30 Permission had been requested and granted to climb on the cliffs at PORTMADOC - this 
was obtained Saturday.  A party of six were taken there by truck.  Climbers:- 

  PENLINGTON HARRIS NEWBY 
  GORDON  SALT  McKENZIE 
 A walking party of three going south with W/T set. 
 Extensive road work and construction in progress in area around the drained 

TRAWSFYNYDD lake.  Party crossed below the Main Dam and followed the ridge to CLIP 
(116/654327) in patches of thick cloud.  W/T contact with Base had been arranged for every 
hour - to 10 minutes past.  This proved successful up to 16.00 when the signal strength was 
very weak. (distance +4 miles)  Instead of walking to LLANBEDR it was decided to circle 
to PENRHYNDEURAETH and intercept the truck returning with climbing party. 

 FARM at NANT-PASGAN-BACH accessible by L/Rover (116/653363) on good hard road 
from junction of EMBANKMENT and A.496 (116/622377).  Walkers:- JENNINGS, BELL 
and PIBWORTH. 

19.00 Good meal served up by BROWN and MORRIS on return to Base and the camp was struck 
in fine weather at 20.30 hrs. 

 Return to VALLEY and Team booked-in at 23.00 hrs. 
 
 REMARKS OFFICER i/c M.R.T. 
 A satisfactory w/e.  We must consider whether this is really a good enough campsite for 

summer use. 
Fg Off 
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REMARKS O.C Flying Wing 
Wg Cdr 

 
REMARKS STATION COMMANDER 

Gp Capt 
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8 HOUR EXERCISE    OGWEN 
 

Wednesday / 8th July '59 
14.00 Pibworth and 11 Team members out in Bedford 59AE05 and Austin 75AV07 with trailer to 

the car park at LLYN OGWEN. 
 The weather was hot and dry with a light breeze on top 
  Base:-  BELL and MORRIS 
 Climbers:- 
 PENLINGTON HARRIS GORDON WINDSOR 
 DEMPSTER  BROWN PARKER MacMICHAEL 
 

Walkers:- 
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Jennings and Pibworth.  One hour spent solving the secrets of the CHURCH ROCKS - and 
thence to FOEL GOCH via CWM CYWION and then along the tops to GLYDER FAWR 
and down the GRIBIN ridge. 
A wonderful afternoon, all parties revelling in the glorious sun.  Last man off the hill by 
20.05 hrs. 
Return to VALLEY and the Team booked in at 23.00 hrs. 
OFFICER i/c M.R.T. REMARKS:- 
 I'm glad to see the team making full use of all the time on Wednesdays.  I hope the 
volunteer members are not too tired the following day! 

Fg Off 
 
REMARKS O.C.FLYING WING:- 

Wg Cdr 
 
REMARKS STATION COMMANDER:- 

Gp Capt 
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PLYNLIMON 

Friday 10th July 
 
1540  Fg Off Andrews and 18 team left Valley in full M.R. compliment of vehicles 

including S.S.Q Land Rover in place of our own as major repairs - and travelled to 
Dolgelley arriving at 2150 hrs.  After checking in with the Fire Station and Police, the Fire 
Station being our local subunit, a temporary camp was set up on a large parking ground near 
the river our usual site in the Fire Station yard not really being practicable with all the 
vehicles. 

  A makeshift meal followed and most of the team slept out or in and under the 
wagons. 

 
 Saturday 11th July 
0700  A fairly early get away for the team on the last stage of the journey to set up base 

camp at Dyffryn Castell (127/174817). 
0930  While the main body of the team erected the tents and arranged the cooking 

equipment in an outhouse which we have the use of, F/O Andrews & SAC Haynes visited 
the police station at Aberystwyth. 

  Parties then walked over all the hills:- 
 Major, Harris, Brown, Pibworth  827812 - 799779 - 765757 - Devils Bridge & back along 

the road to camp (should have taken correct bearing earlier & gone over hills!) 
 Sgt MacMichael, Jennings, Mackenzie - base - 791808 - 797818 - 808791 - 808784 - 

798771 - Banc Myherin 2002' - 809748 - up track to 826754 where the RL had been left 
with walkie talkie set. 

 Bray, Cartledge, Harris were set down by the RL at 826754 and went to Banc Myherin - 
808799 - 791808 & to base. 

  An interesting "bog trotting" & navigation area new to all those taking part -just 
south of our area.  Weather was quite  suitable for losing "navigators" - low cloud & rain. 
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Sunday 12th July 1959 
 
  An unsettled morning with high winds & heavy showers later in the day, clearing in 

the evening. 
  Navigation exercise in the Plynlimon area:- 
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 Sgt McMichael, Potter, Jennings in the landrover to Cwm Synlog 698838 & Pont Syfydoin 
725847 - not recommended route, whereas this spot can be reached from Penrhyncoch 
642841 by a good road running directly along the ridge.  They then walked over 737847 - 
Drosgol 759878 - Plynlimon (2468') - then SW along the ridge to Y garn (2245') & back to 
base. 

 Bray, Gordon, Haynes - base - 763839 - ford at 758848 - track - Drosgol - Plynlimon 
summit - Y Garn - old lead mine nr Eisteddfa Gurig & down the road to base. 

 Cartledge, Brown, Harris attempted to trace an old aircraft wreck mentioned by a local - a 
Fairey Battle which crashed 6.10.38!  Enquired at Bont 843828 but the old man used to live 
there has moved to 

 Other clues are "3 miles above Bont!" 
 Then they went from Eisteddfa Gurig to 790870 - 777852 Y Garn 764839 & base 
 Fg Off Andrews, Morris, Dempster:  base - Plynlimon - Drosgol & back. 
 

Monday 13th July 
 
  A general drying out day with a motorised navigation exercise exploring tracks & 

roads of access to Plynlimon area.  Of particular notice is the track from Tal y Bont 777958 
Drain to Nant y Moch 763871 which is not really suitable for Landrovers "the worst 
possible kind of old drove road - old drovers don't use it!"   From Nant y Moch there is a 
first class track to Ponterwyd.  It was also found that there is a good track from Poterwyd to 
Pont Syfydrin direct (yesterday 11/2 hrs would have been saved this way!) 

  Back to Valley in the evening by the much quicker A496. 
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  Remarks O i/c M.R.T. 

(Unfortunately Fg Off Andrews was sidetracked by a visit of the representative of 
the "nursing Mirror" & was unable to finish the account before going on leave.  The 
remainder has been written up from dictation by Sgt McMichael, Cpl/T Bray & Cpl 
Pibworth.  Obviously a useful visit to our southern boundary 

25/7/59  NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks OC FW 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks CO 

Gp Capt 
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36hr Exercise     SNOWDON      Weather:- Fine and warm 
 

Saturday 18th July 1959 
1330 Sgt McMichael + 13 team members left Valley for forward base at NANT GWYNANT  

(107/627508) in vehicles 
  Bedford 58AE94  Cpl PIBWORTH 
  Bedford 59AE05  Le MAR 
  Austin (Sigs) 75AV07 DRIVER 
  L. Rover (amb) 08AA20 BALL 
 The fuel trailer being drawn by Bedford 58AE94 
1415 On the approach to Menai Bridge Bedford 59AE05 goes u/s obstructing traffic.  u/s vehicle 

is towed across bridge by the Austin signals truck to road leading to Menai railway station, 
and trouble investigated.  Found to be caused by fractured H.T. Brush holder on distributor 
cap on the ignition electrical system. 
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1430 Consultation with Cpl Pibworth to  determine if fault can be rectified on spot.  It is decided 
to phone Valley for serviceable part to be sent out. 

1445 M.T. Section RAF Valley contacted (Public telephone Menai Bridge side) who confirmed 
that the necessary part would be despatched immediately  Cpl Pibworth posted on the bridge 
to intercept vehicle with required part. 

1530 No contact with the vehicle carrying new part having been made instructions given to 
DRIVER to transfer serviceable distributor from Bedford 75AV07 to u/s vehicle (loaded 
with bulk of teams equipment) and this to proceed to forward base with team members, Sgt 
McMichael in the Rover ambulance going ahead to obtain permission to camp.  Austin 
signals truck and crew to remain with u/s vehicle to give any necessary assistance. 

1545 Vehicle from Valley carrying new part contacted by Sgt McMichael in the ambulance about 
half way between Bangor and Menai Bridge (having passed Cpl Pibworth whose efforts to 
attract drivers attention were unnoticed).  Instructions given to the driver where to find our 
u/s vehicle, and to recall Cpl Pibworth from Anglesey of bridge. 

1700 Permission to camp obtained from farm (Snowdon Frams Ltd. 107/628513) 
1715 Bedford 59AE05 again serviceable arrives forward base, and camp set up. 
1800 Austin signals truck and Bedford 58AE94 arrive at camp site. 
1800/1900 Excellent meal provided by PEARSON, but a bit short on the rations 12 members 

having been catered for, but 14 on exercise. 
 

Sunday 19th July 1959     WEATHER:-  Fine and warm 
0800/0900 Breakfast prepared and cooked by TAYLOR. 
0900/1000 Preparation of kit for days exercise.  Base camp cook and guard detailed - HARRIS 

The erstwhile doubtful weather having taken a definite change for the better everyone being 
eager to rush off to the hills while it lasted.  Rock climbing parties and one walking party 
conveyed to Pen-y-Pass in Bedford 58AE94, vehicle remaining in park until completion of 
detail.  The remaining walking party did their detail from base to base. 
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Sunday 19th July 1959 (Cont.) 
 
 Exercise Details:- 
 
Climbers   LLANBERIS PASS 
 1. Cartledge FLAKE CHIMNEY  DINAS BACH 
  Haynes FLAKE TRAVERSE  ------ " ------- 
    HOLYTREE ROUTE  ------ " ------- 
    SPIRAL STAIRS  DINAS GROMLECH 
    FLYING BUTTRESS  ---------- " --------- 

2. Parker  FLAKE CHIMNEY  DINAS BACH 
 Windsor FLAKE TRAVERSE  -------- " ------- 
   SPIRAL STAIRS  DINAS GROMLECH 
   FLYING BUTTRESS  ---------- " ---------- 
3. Driver  SPIRAL STAIRS  DINAS GROMLECH 
 Dempster FLYING BUTTRESS  ---------- " ----------- 
   CRACKSTONE RIB  ---------- " ----------- 

Walkers:- 
 Cpl Pibworth, Jennings, Le Mar, Bell 
 A circuit of the Snowdon "Horseshoe" via Crib Goch, Crib y ddisgl, Y Wyddfa, and y  

Lliwedd led by Cpl Pibworth giving the drivers some exercise and climbing experience 
Sgt McMichael, Pearson, Taylor 
A "recce" of the LLECHOG crags to survey the climbs on slabby rhyolite, the party going  
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via the Watkin Path to Y Wyddfa and Bwlch Main.  No climbs were carried out, as no one 
seemed to know in which guide the climbs are listed.  The party then went to the area of a 
reputed Mosquito crash below the summit of Yr Aran and found small pieces of aircraft 
wreckage at 107/608518 (back bearings checked by PEARSON).  The wreckage found 
would not be recognizable from the air. 

1800 All parties returned to Forward Base, being duly fed and refreshed, 
2000 Camp broken, site tidied the team leaving for Valley which was reached at 2200 
 Remarks:- 
 1. Virtually every time the team has "taken to the road" recently some mechanical fault  

has developed on some vehicle leading to delay in getting to the  exercise area thus giving  
rise to certain misgivings of what might happen on a "call out" 
2. The sliding window on the near side door of the ambulance is noted to be missing. 

Refitted last Monday   NCO i/c 25/7 
 3. Reference to 18 Group letter 18G/1900/12/SAR dated 30th April 1959 the aircraft  

wreckage found at 107/608518 does not "tie up" with any listed wreckage given in this 
letter. 

24/7 
(This due to the continued shortage of Secretarial staff on permanent M.R.)  NCO i/c 25/7 
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 REMARKS OFFICER i/c M.R.T. M.T. 
1. I can see no reason for Remark 1.  The recent mechanical defects were not due to 
faulty or inefficient servicing. 

Fg Off M.T.O. 28/7/59 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 

Fg Off Scotts has promised every help to improve the present situation before the 
Aug grant.  Unfortunately the steering troubles on the RL 59AE05 are beyond rectification 
here & he is recommending it for replacement on F523. 

28/7  NCO i/c MRT 
 
REMARKS O.C. FLYING WING 

1. I'm not sure from this report whether this breakage is listed on the traffic map.  If 
not, then please arrange for this to be done. 
2. If the MT unserviceableity is not rectified in the near future - say 15 Aug '59 - pl. let 
me have the picture in full 

Wg Cdr 
 
REMARKS STATION COMMANDER 
       Gp Capt 
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8 hour Exercise    SNOWDON     Weather:  Very warm and muggy 
 

Wednesday 22nd July 1959 
1355 Sgt. McMichael & 14 team members travelled to forward base at Pen-y-Pass car park via 

Yellow route through Bryn yr Efail on B4547.  Vehicles used were 
    Bedford 58AE94  BROWN 
    Austin (Sigs) 75AE07  BELL 
    L.Rover (Amb) 08AA20 DRIVER 
1455 Arriving at the PYP car park some traffic confusion occurred due to the unusually large 

number of cars parked, but this was eventually sorted out, and the teams vehicles got 
through to a clear space beside the wall which provides shelter for the "bomb". 
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1525 Energy rations distributed.  MORRIS carry out base and vehicle guard duties. 
 The afternoons exercise consisted of rock climbing practice by majority of members present, 

two parties of walkers carrying out energetic circuit of the Snowdon tops.  A small party 
(Penlington and Driver) went to DINAS MOT in the Llanberis Pass where they did the 
Cracks and Slab Climb.  A larger party under Cpl/T BRAY walked round to Lliwedd where 
Bray and Taylor climbed Ridge Route, Harris and Brown climbing Route 2, while Cartledge 
and Gordon did Horned Crag.  The walkers went in two parties Cpl Pibworth and Bell doing 
the Snowdon Horseshoe via Crib Goch etc. and a larger party consisting of Cpl Hughes, 
Haynes, Parker, Sgt McMichael going round by the road to the Miners Track and thence by 
the ridge to Bwlchy Saethau joining the Watkin Path and up to Y Wyddfa returning to base 
via Crib-y-Ddisgl and Crib Goch. All parties had returned to base by 2030 to an 
uncomplained of  meal prepared and cooked by Morris. 

2130 Cooking utensils cleaned, and equipment stowed in vehicles.  Team returned to Valley by 
the same route. 

2315 Team vehicles refuelled, and with equipment returned to M.R. Section. 
 
 Remarks:- 
  A useful afternoons exercise giving newer members experience and keeping the 

others fit.  Continuing the run of M.T. trouble the fuel trailer is u/s with a broken spring leaf. 
Sgt 

 
 Remarks Officer i/c M.R.T. 
 
 Remarks O. C. Flying Wing 

Wg Cdr 
 
 Remarks Station Commander 
  In future the diary is to be prepared and sent to me weekly for perusal. 
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MOELWYNS & ARENIGS 

36 hr exercise      Saturday 25th July 1959 
 
1330  F.S. Lees + 13 Team drove from RAF Valley to the disused farmhouse, Tai Hirion  

116/811398 in RL 58AE94, Sigs 75AV07, Ambulance 08AA20 & SSQ landrover 40AA14. 
The latter had been modified by the SMO for the hot weather & was pleasantly like a sports 
car, so we knew to expect rain & took the tilt & frame with us. 

1600  While Sgt McMichael & Cpl Pibworth organised the base camp & cooked a supper 
there was time for a quick climb on the Moelwyn crags:- 

  Parker Brown  Craig y Stac N & S Chimneys Creeper 
  Driver Gordon  -------------- ----------------- (Cordie of 3 without Driver) 
  Harris Paerson  Craig Dyr ↑ Chic ↓ Slick 
  Lees Cartledge ----------- ↑ Bent ↓ Chic 
  Bray Haynes  ----------- ----------------    (first time the team has 

attempted "Bent" route; another "goodboy climb" pleasantly varied!) 
2130 Returned to Tai Hirion for meal, & then briefing for night exercise ("NCO i/c back specially 

from leave for monthly night ex.!" unknown team member's quote) 
 
  2 parties dropped on A5 walking across Arenigs southwards to base & one party 

coming from the west across the Manods:- 
(Sunday 26/7/59) 

Group Captain, Commanding 
R. A. F. STATION,  VALLEY 
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2359 Oscar  Haynes N. Sgt McMichael i/c Parker R/T Pibworth: 
 Cerrig y Druidion 953486 - 895483 - 859452 (pt 2059') - Carnedd y Filiast - 860442 - 

826420 - 821415 (Arenig Fach) - Base 
0730 

0015 Zulu  Harris N. Cartledge i/c Brown R/T 
 Rhyd - lydan 892508 - 895483 - 859452 (pt 2059')  Carnedd y Filiast - 860442 & over 

Arenig Fach as for Oscar to base 
0700 

0030 Delta  Gordon N.  Pearson Bray Lees (all carrying RT set at times) 
 top of Crimea Pass - Moel Farlwyd - Moel Penamnen - 727458 - Manod Mawr - 746443 - 

757428 - 763421 - Carnedd Iago - base.  A brew of tea with solitary angler in 'bothy' at 
Llynan Farmallt delaying them so that they'd 2 hrs continual rain for the last leg of their 
course while the other 2 parties slept!              0930 

 
  The W/OPS Driver & Morris set up a link on Arenig Fach which enabled them to 

maintain contact with the first 2 parties but Delta was u/s shortly after leaving transport.  
Not struck by lightning. 
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 Slept most of the day & returned to Valley in the evening 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT The weather deteriorated sufficiently to make navigation over the 

rather featureless (&boggy!) hills not too easy; rain seemed impossible on Saturday 
afternoon! 

5/8/59  NCO i/c 
 
4 hr exercise   HOLYHEAD MOUNTAIN 
 

Wednesday 29th July 1959 
 
1330  F.S. Lees + 11 Team went to TWR (222822) in 58AE94 and 08AA20.  An 

unexpectedly sunny afternoon after a dull morning / forecast. 
  Although, when rockclimbing "the leader must not fall", were fore to be strict-like & 

expect a hold to break occasionally, etc. & so be prepared for the worst.  Thus a kit bag was 
filled with stones & rocks & securely lashed with two old coal bags & then tied to one end 
of an old climbing rope.  The other end was tied to the NCO i/c who belayed himself with it, 
standing on a good ledge 3' x 1' & about 6 feet below the top of one of the Holyhead 
Mountain buttresses.  Then with every indication of glee Cartledge & Driver hurled the 
"leader" - it weighed 80 - 100 lbs. - past the belayed "secondman"; having done this before 
the result was disappointing - he merely refused to hold tightly for the first snatch & then 
gradually 'braked' the running rope - with little snatch but some burns on the gloves.  Several 
others had tries but we had chosen one of the few places where a ledge is above a steep wall 
on Holyhead mountain - most of the ledges here slope out 45o & do not make suitable 
stances - & the wall below was not really steep enough to make the return of the sack easy - 
much friction on the bag on uneven slabs & overhangs to be overcome.  More exploration 
needed by NCO i/c to find the perfect training site for this interesting practice. 

1730  Returned to Valley 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 1. Also useful experience for stretcher & personnel lowering 
           5/8  NCO i/c 
2 Ref Wg Cdr Booth's remarks p. 101 this wreckage is not visible from the air & therefore not 

on the A.T.C. map.  We have a list, carried with us always, with fuller information to guard 
against false alarms from curious mountain walkers finding small pieces of a/c.  This list is 
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kept up to date & when time permits amendments are sent to NRCC to bring their list up to 
date.  This is another minor outstanding job which Sgt McMichael happened to note. 

6/8  NCO i/c 
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41/2 day exercise  SNOWDON, GLYDERS & MOELWYNS 
 

Friday 31st July 1959 
 
1400  F.S. Lees + 14 Duty Team for August Grant travelled to a base camp nr. Capel Curig 

in 58AE94, 75AV07, 08AA20 & the landrover 35AA78 serviceable once more (oil seals 
had been awaited sometime).  Permission to use Mr Campions barn at BRYN 
BRETHYNAU had previously been arranged as at Christmas.  As RL too wide for gate it 
was left in lay-by & loads ferried in LR.  With owner's permission also, the second gate was 
widened to allow 

1600 the Signals vehicle to be brought up the hill in search of better communications.  The final 
gateway with reseated extended gate replaced 6 cwt 10' oak post & renovated dry stone wall 

1900 is a credit to RAF Valley! 
 Map Reference 107/737572 
 

Saturday 1st August 1959 
 

 Rockclimbing on Lliwedd:- 
 Lees Hardman  Route 2, Term. Arête  Bray Brown   Roof Route.  Terminal Arête 
 Cartledge Gordon (JRL also ???? pitch) Ridge route. Penlington Driver Avalanche Red Wall 
 Newby Dempster  Roof  Red Wall  Parker Pearson Horned Crag 
  Those leading through moved more quickly & were able to go along the ridge & 

descend to the Landrover at Llydaw by the Gribin ridge while the remainder merely had 
time to ascend the mountain & return by the ridge direct to Llydaw.      Overcast but fine. 

 
Sunday 2nd August 

 
0825  F.S. Lees on ringing Pitreavie to give details of arrangements laid on for Royal 

Flight Standby (0830 - 0915A.) was told by Controller to stand down owing to Royal a/c 
missed approach to S on Green One.  (The Signals vehicle was maintained S by a dash to 
RAF Valley yesterday for the spare P.E. generating set (in workshops) as the petrol tank 
seam burst on the first one through vibration - a fault all too common with this type of 
engine). 

  To vary the training a little an obstacle race round the Snowdon Horseshoe was 
planned.  Two teams were to traverse the           taking with them a bicycle; this to be ridden 
roped where necessary, whoever possible; the bicycle to be serviceable at the finish - Pen y 
Pass. 

  The traverse of the Crib Goch knife edge was particularly gratifying 
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Call Out 
 when one met tourists on hands & knees below the ridge - a certain amount of one-

upmanship was indulged in by the Team members & much film was expended.  Bray's party 
arrived Snowdon summit from Pen y Pass in 2 hrs. 3 mins, thus gaining 27, mins on the 
other team led by NCO i/c (who had a very unfit W/OP & another new man as handicaps!!) 

  Descent over Lliwedd to Pen y Pass in 1hr 22 mins for first party (Bray)  Total 
1655 aggregate 3hrs 25 minutes is a good time for "sans bicyclettes" 
approx. 
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1650  After perfect contact all day (once the parties had risen above the local screening of 

Moel Berfedd at Pen y Pass) the base set died away with flat accumulators about 30  
minutes after the second PE set's petrol tank had started leaking like the first. 

 
1655  Alpha (Bray) informed Zulu (Lees) of news of injured person "500 yds below 

summit of Snowdon, on Watkin track".  Zulu just above Llyn Llydaw unable to regain 
contact with base; waited for Bray to consult local rescue organiser Mr. Briggs of Pen y 
Gwryd, to see what he was doing  From outside PYG A. Z. QSA 5 ↕ & arranged with Chris 
Briggs for he & A to go up Llanberis trail with stretcher & any climbers available in 

1700 LLanberis Pass while Z retraced steps up Snowdon from Llydaw via Gribin ridge, to attempt 
to get injured man to summit hotel before dark with rope stretcher etc. 

1830  Reached injured man (611542) & inspected injuries - to scalp & face & slightly to 
ankle.  Conscious & not apparent sign of fractured skull but shocked & cold: willing to 
attempt "hop" up track to summit but not able, so pic-a-back, with top rope pulling & 
steadying.  Steep scree etc, 

1900  Summit.  Other party contacted by radio, above Clogwyn Station with stretcher 
arriving 1950 (Tea etc. meanwhile). 

2130  Stretcher to Llanberis after carry down railway track. 
 Returned to Base camp rather hungry. 
 

Monday 3rd  August 1959 
 
  A late start with most feeling rather rubbery kneed after the high speed ascent & 
1200 descents of yesterday:  3 walking over Moelwyns from top of Crimea Pass via Allt Fawr, 

Moel Druman Y Gribin & Moel Siabod to base:  Driver Bell & Hardman carrying a walkie 
2000 talkie which gave good reception all day. 
 Remainder rockclimbing on Moelwyn Crags, three ropes 
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 attempting to improve on a traverse across Craig Dyn called Bandolier.  Lees Pearson  

Cartledge Dempster  Bray Gordon. 
 Started up Kirkus to big grass corner at top of first tier then right hand onto Chic, up 20' & 

horizontally to Slick blocks.  Then a horsetail line across the Slab & under overhangs 
closely joining end of Slack.  3 good pitches of severe standard (from Slick)   Meanwhile 
Penlington & Parker ↑ Chic ↓ Slick ↑ Kirkus & Newby Brown ↑ Kirkus ↓ Slick ↑Chic, trav  
to Bent ↑ Slick slab to grass ledge. 
Lees Pearson down "One for the Road" -  the last half-hour climbing becoming purgatory 
through midges. 

2030  To Bryn Brethynan for somewhat overdone stew. 
During the day the duty MT NCO Cpl Pibworth had come out on request to check 

brakes on RL as the shudder noticed after they'd been relined about fortnight since now 
becoming most pronounced & braking not good enough for bank holiday traffic.  

 He found a few snags & adjusted but recommended gentle drive back & put u/s. 
 

Tuesday 4th August 1959 
 
0900  Mackenzie Hardman  N Ridge Tryfan - Bristly Ridge Glyder Fach along ridge to 

Capel Curig on nav. ex. 
  Parker Gordon  Crevassed Rib ↓ 1st Pinnacle Rib.  Tryfan 
  Cartledge Dempster  Grooved Arête ↓ Gashed Crag. 
  Lees Pearson Newby    Y Gelynen  ↓ Taithf y Pererisn 
  Penlington Driver    ------"----- -------"----------- 
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  Bray Pearson photographs of  "  bits of Evasion & ↓ TyP 
 Then is Craig Dyn too late to attempt continuation of yesterdays traverse to the left so all 

three cordees ascended Bent. 
1900  To Bryn Brethynan where Sigs truck had already been parked - the beautiful 45o 

counterpoise aerial demolished - gates refurbished etc. 
  Returned to RAF Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT A useful training period with a callout to help stimulate enthusiasm - 

a very smart rescue which would, no doubt, have been an all night job but for our fortunate 
presence.  We have a small but well trained group of mountaineers despite recent losses.  
Unfortunately there is not always suitable backing from the base camp which in 
emergencies such as this, is often dependant on a W/OP & a driver - permanent staff (no 
complaints on this occasion however).  We 
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 been short of a perm. staff driver for exactly a year now except for the last month when 
LAC Bell (4243703) was posted in as of 2/7/59.  He is now on P.W.R for overseas.  Once 
more can the question of permanent staff be raised with F.T.C. please?  Untrained men 
cannot be expected to cope with a job which is right outside the scope of normal M.T. 
station jobs & requires first class driving ability, local knowledge etc. as well. 

  The W/OP situation is similar although we are well placed at the moment with one 
NSA with 8 months to do. one demobbed in 5 days time (Jennings) & one regular who is not 
interested & has applied for a teleg II course.  The W/T equipment we use is obsolete & 
W/OPs need special training in its use; they are not trained in R/T at all.  Therefore in 6 
months time it would help towards efficiency if a W/OP with 2 years guaranteed 'life' was 
posted to commence training! 

  Thirdly, can the question of a perm staff deputy NCO be raised with FTC, please?  I 
have been away & instructing on a M.R. rockclimbing course & on leave since the 
beginning of June.  In a larger section with several SNCOs this would not matter much but 
here things tend to get left undone, or until my return.  A short term SAC due for demob & a 
NSA cannot be expected to know their stores procedure, write up this log book & carry on 
with their normal servicing of radio equipment etc. & Help with the driving duties because 
the driver establishment is too low.  On my return I found four out of 12 walkie talkies 
serviceable, 3 vehicles u/s, the whereabouts of an aircrew watch unknown & 2 airmen left 
the station with a lot of M.R. equipment still signed out, to quote a few snags.  Normally, 
without going on leave or pass, I can just keep above water by working in the evenings.  In 
fact are there no trades over established at SNCO level?  General administration & stores 
work could be managed by any non-mountaineers! 

6/8/59  NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
 The remarks by N.C.O. i/c Mountain Rescue concerning his staff are very real.  An 

increased permanent staffing as suggested would greatly increase the ease of efficiency of 
the section and relieved present manpower for the tasks they are there to do 

6/8  F/O 
 

110 
Remarks O.C. Flying Wing 
 
  I appreciate that the manpower problems is now good.   Equally, the whole future of 

the MRTs is a bit insecure & this is no time to ask for increases 
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 2. Neither P3 nor I can correct manning problems unless we are kept fully in the picture 
&  this far must do separately.  Till we have a résumé in the near future, an eval/strengths 
and estimate demob on the team 

 3. The state the NCO i/c complains of on his return to the team from pass & leave is 
not good enough.  There must always be a deputy i/c and he must be aware of & accept his 
responsibilities.  It is the F/Sgt's duty to ensure this. 

 4. Does it need a F/Sgt to get a walkie talkie put serviceable?  Are the losses now 
accounted for?  F/Sgt Lees please come and see me about the present situation. 

7 Aug 59  Wg Cdr 
 
Station Commander 
  Keep me informed regarding the man power problem. 

Gp Capt. 
 

111 
36 hr exercise     LLEYN 
 

Saturday 8th August 1959 
 
  F.S. Lees & duty team left Valley in 58AE94,75AV07 & LR 35AA73 setting up 

camp at Llanfihangel y Pennant 107/527449.  The house which had been empty for some 
time is now occupied once more but alternative ruined houses in the vicinity are not yet 
available for the winter.  On this occasion fine & dry  all slept outside & did not put tents 
up. 

 
Sunday 9th August 

 
  Successful signals with experimental aerial working Pitreavie & later vehicle which 

carried out nav & R/T practice on the peninsular.  One navigator was refused his M.R. 
badge on two occasion s. 

  More work is yet to be tried with varying types of aerials for the walkie talkie sets.  
Halfwave dipole & 1/4 wave counterpoise can be most effective in certain directions & from 
selected camp sites. 

  Returned to Valley in the evening. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 
  The makers of these walkie talkies which were introduced about a year ago, 

recommend these aerials as being distinctly more efficient for mobile "base" sets.  
Experience is being gained in the best practical means of siting aerials & camps & the 
campsite register annotated accordingly. 

NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks officer i/c M.R.T. 
 Considerable good work is being done in this specialised wireless field. 

F/O 
 

112 
10 hr exercise    MYNYDD MAWR  ("Elephant Mountain") 
 

Wednesday 12th August 1959 
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1330  F.S. Lees & 11set out for Rhyd ddu (570527 in 58AE94, Sigs truck, Ambulance & 
Landrover.  Traffic was quite heavy & Caernarvon definitely over-tourised though well 
policed. 

1545  Arrived Quellyn area, hot and frustrated size of large velicles & inability of visitors 
to drive near walls!  Most of the afternoon gone before we set foot on the hills (about 30 
miles.) 

  Cpl Hughes & Sgt McMichael took a search line up the NE flank of Elephant 
Mountain hoping to find another a/c engine reported here vaguely (We know of 2 wrecks on 
this mountain). 

  After parking vehicles in the car park at Rhyd ddu 4 returned to the NW end of the 
lake in the Landrover & set out for Castell Cidwn where Bray & Cartledge ↑ Finals Wall & 
↓ Wolfs Buttress while Lees & Driver went up & down Wolfs Buttress & cairned it for the 
others. 

2030  Back to LR & then car park for a meal.  A fine evening midges & moon rise 
2330  Arrived at Valley - roads comparatively deserted. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT The Caernarvon Eisteddfod can be blamed for much traffic.  In an 

emergency, at this time of day & year a police car escort would be essential to get anywhere.  
For exercises we are better travelling on the A5 to Ogwen, but went to this area for a 
change, both for drivers & mountaineers. 

17/8/59  NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks officer i/c M.R.T. 
 With such crowded road conditions the mountain rescue team would be more mobile in 

Land Rovers with a smaller selected team.  This would be more economical than the present 
heavy vehicles 

F/O 
 
Wg Cdr   OCFW 
 
Wg Cdr  A/CO 
 

113 
36 hr exercise   GLYDERS, CARNEDDAU & MOELWYNS 
 

Saturday 15th August 1959 
 
1400  F.S. Lees + 12 travelled in the same 4 vehicles & the trailer now with new springs, to 

Cyffty 107/772589.A perfect site for the dipole aerial with a hollow between the two 
hillocks to place the signals truck was found within a 100x but the owner of the land could 
not be found despite several trails during the afternoon & evening.  We did learn that if we 
should find him, he is old, deaf & speaks very little English!  (Ambulance ignition wiring 
failed at Dalar cross rds; returned to M.T. & refitted before continuing) 

 
Sunday 16th August 1959 

 
  Yet another fine day.  The farmer could not be found / awakened so aerial set up by 

roadside'  Navigation parties in various directions to see if aerial was particularly more 
efficient "broadside" than "end on" 

"Alpha" Jennings Sgt McMichael Hardman dropped from LR at Sychnant Pass.  748770 - Tal 
y Fan where much time wasted searching for a/c wreckage, when all other parties & base 
knew its position.  (Not briefed to search for this wreckage at all!).  Eventually Cpl/T Bray 
called up & volunteered its position since it was obvious from the R/T that they were 
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wasting much time.  After this they cut short their course heading through Cwm Eigiau to 
base. 

"Kilo"`  Bray Pibworth Grant from LR at Aber 
 Aber - Anafon - 705666 - Carnedd Llewelyn - Pen Lithrig y Wrach - Tal y Llyn y 

Geirionydd - base. 
"Oscar" Pearson Brown Haynes from Ambulance on top of Crimea Allt Fawr - Moel 

Druman - Y Gribin - Moel Siabod. 
  Contact between Alpha Kilo & base was first class as was to be expected using 1/2 

wave dipole attached to the HF15, the aerial at right angles to the direction of advance of 
these parties.  With Oscar, poor - screening by Siabod & direction in line with aerial - at its 
most inefficient.  Contact from Allt Fawr however 61/4 miles away & later Moel Siabod, 
good. 

"Zulu"  Lees & Cartledge - 12" copper tube - 5 sections - str 3 from Llyn Ogwen.  Set 
switched off while taken up Soap Gut & Chimney route.  Satisfactory contact from halfway 
up Heather Terrace & foot of Pinnacle Rib - less than 4 sections practically useless.  The set 
then carried 
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 up 1st Pinnacle Rib by NCO i/c - Cartledge resting after struggling up Soap Gut with it -  & 
then  Short Chimney.  Admirable contact with Kilo & Alpha & base from summit of Tryfan 
using 5 sections (12" long each).  Set switched off again.  Left it on summit & party 
descended to Terrace Wall & climbed Belle Vue Bastion & North Tower back to ridge. 

2230  All parties back at base - most in last light. 
2300  Late dinner commenced.  Sometime taken collapsing aerial system in dark - slowly!  

Plug trouble with Landrover (new engine on demand) - oiled up 
 

Monday 17th August 1959 
 
0030 approx Set out for RAF Valley 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT A fine weekend with much done 

20/8/59  NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
 A good training weekend 

F/O 
 

Wg Cdr 
 

Wg Cdr A/CO 
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9 hr exercise    GLYDERS 
 

Wednesday 19th August 1959 
 
1330  F.S. Lees + 13 Team were joined by Pilot Officer Cleaver for sports afternoon 

exercise.  In view of last weeks experience we travelled to Ogwen & set up base at 
107/650604.   4 vehicles & trailer out 

 Fine, warm rather thundery. 
  Nav - Pibworth Hughes - ↑ Gribin ridge Glyder Fawr - Y Garn - Foel Goch.  Sgt 

McMichael & Bell reciprocal. 
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  Rockclimbing:-  Bray P/O Cleaver  Bochlwyd Chimney, then walked up west face of 
Tryfan & descended North Ridge. 

 Cartledge Taylor  Milestone Buttress - Rope Wall.  Sylvan Traverse. 
 Haynes Hardman  Gribin Facet Slab  Slab Int. ↓ Recess.  Angular Chimney & direct finish 

Zig Zag & severe finish. 
 Dempster Brown as for previous pair. 
 Lees Driver East Wall Idwal Slabs - Heather Wall ↑ 
   ↓ Rake End Chimney  ↑ Ash Tree Wall  ↓ Hope 
2100  Commenced supper.  So did the midges 
2200  Returned to Valley.  LR. radiator not circulating - boiling, 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 
  Another good afternoon's work. 
  The M.T. situation has now changed:-  established for 2 three ton Bedford RLs, 1 

Sigs vehicle, 1 Amb, 1 Landrover scout car & one trailer.  One RL 59AE05 had had 
recurrent steering troubles which culminated recently is a decision to take F523 action.  
Since then second thoughts have suggested trying yet another new steering box since brand 
new spares are found to be faulty from time to time.  Thus the vehicle is now awaiting the 
spares.  The Landrover 35AA73 went in this morning after a few days of radiator trouble; a 
new radiator is on I.O.R. demand.  A new engine is also in MTSS awaiting man power to fit.  
If the new rad. appears shortly, as is hoped, the two jobs can be combined & M.T.O. hopes 
that he may have more men shortly!  Therefore we hope the situation will improve soon - 
the Landrovers are the only vehicles really useful, particularly at this time of year on the 
secondary roads we use mainly. 

20/8/59  NCO i/c MRT 
 

116 
Remarks Officer i/c Mountain Rescue 
 F.S. Lees informs me that there no other N.C.O. to take over his duties when he is off the 

station.  Part of his job is to train airmen from other stations as mountaineers.  This 
necessitates his running courses, periodically through the year away from  this station.  The 
M.R.S. is therefore left without an N.C.O. at these times.  Would it be possible for the 
M.R.S. to have junior N.C.O. to look after  maintenance & checking of inventories, even 
though he may not be a mountaineer. 

21/8/59  F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.FW. 
 

I agree with the views above.  I have always thought that Lees should in fact hold 
something of a roving commission as the chief authority on mountain rescue in the service.  
However, this has not happened & there is no doubt that the Valley team suffers from his 
absences on these courses - on the other hand we have the benefit of his knowledge & 
experience for the ????? part of the year. 

 I will endeavour to put across a case & would welcome some ammunition on 
which to  base it! 

24 Aug '59  Wg Cdr OCFW 
 
  I quite agree! 

Wg Cdr  A/CO 
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36 hr exercise    DENBIGH MOORS 
 

Saturday 22nd August 1959 - Sunday 23rd 
 
1330  F.S. Lees + Team, again with Pilot Officer Cleaver as guest, travelled in RL 

58AE94, 75AV07 a borrowed squadron Landrover (without tilt) towing trailer 15AW90 to 
the Denbigh Moors, setting up camp by Llyn Aled Uchaf  108/922576.  A night exercise 
was planned using walkie talkies with a new type of base camp aerial & on walkie talkies 
(ground plane one) on top of the knoll behind the camp.  A fine evening to make nav easy. 

 
2245  Alpha.  Brown N Cartledge i/c Dempster R/T 
 Gwytherin - Llyn Dymper - Moel Llyn - Pen yr Orsedd 893556 - Mwdwl Eithin 917541 - 

956529 - Griag Hir - Cefn Tan y frary 949578 - Llyn Aled Uchaf. 
 
2245  Kilo  Bell N Haynes, Pilot Off Cleaver Newby R/T 
 Gwytherin - Moel Seisig - 872563 - Pen yr Orsedd - 928554 - Pont y Brenig 962573 - Llyn 

du 992576 - Gwylfa Hiraethog 947591 - base, 
 
2230  Tango  Hardman N Taylor i/c Sgt McMichael John Glews 
 952591 - 969597 - Llyn Du - Manal Gwyn 999556 - Fray Hir - Gwylfa Hiraethog - Llyn 

Dymper 894592 - base. 
 
 Foxtrot  Lees Pearson mobile link set.  Base 'Victor@ Driver & Morris 
  Quite satisfactory comms. - better than previously at night in this area.  'Tango' went 

adrift in forestry & were found at about dawn at Pentre Cymmer nr. Pont yr Alwen by the 
LR.  Sgt 'Mac' was now trying to navigate & operate the R/T set - an impossible task.  His 
"navigators" were learning - including some new Scots words! 

0900  All back for breakfast & bed. 
1900  'Lunch' 
2100  Commenced sweep search for trailer keys which included the RL ignition key! 
2300  Returned Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT.  A useful exercise - this type of aerial works quite well.  The 

trailer keys turned up, lodged in the towing arm on Monday! 
2/9/59  NCO i/c MRT 
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
 At last back in charge after a very welcome spell of leave.  I have been most interested to 
read of the team's activities.  I find that all our old troubles are still with us:- MT unsuitability and 
unserviceability, radio unserviceability and spares; permanent Staff shortage and finally the 
difficulty in keeping this log up to date. 
 With regard to F/S Lees plea for a deputy I am fully in support not only in sympathy with 
him and his findings when he does return, but also because I know very well how much other 
people have to do when he is away.   Writing without checking up I would think F/S Lees has been 
absent at least few months so far this year.  During this time airmen in the section have had to their 
own imitative and work without close supervision;  I have had regular evening working hours, and 
up to mid July I was making regular daily trips in my own car between my two sections.  Since that 
date I have been without transport and for the three weeks up to F/S Lees return supervision was 
very difficult, the main contact being by telephone. 
 The M.R.T. is most easily compared with 22 sqn or 1113 MCU and is normally a rather 
large 'secondary duty'  Without F/S Lees or a deputy in the section full time, it becomes a struggle 
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to manage at all.  One man can cover for another for short periods but over a long time efficiency 
most surely drops  - if both are normally fully  employed (which we certainly are!) 
 I have instructed F/S Lees to prepare details of his absences so that a case may be made for a 
deputy in the section. 

4/9/59  Fg Off. 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
 
 Yes, but don't let's overstate the case before we start 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 
 

119 
10 hr exercise    MILESTONE BUTTRESS 
 

Wednesday 26th August 1959 
 
  F.S. Lees + 16 Team went to Ogwen with Pilot Off Cleaver for a practice casualty 

evacuation from the Milestone Buttress.  Transport used was 58AE94 & trailer  75AV07 & 
Ambulance 08AA20 (660604)  (662603). 

  Walkie talkies with 12" crag aerials were used with Sigs truck used as link if 
necessary.  From the foot of the Corner chimney on  the Direct route the stretcher was taken 
down using 500' ropes with Mr. Cleaver as the first casualty, Lees as guide & Dempster 
being lowered separately to pass instructions to the lowerers (each with a walkie talkie 
headset attached) - there was too big a time-lag from need of guide for "slack" or "take-in" 
to time stretcher slid down onto him!  Throat microphones might help, but basically the sets 
were never intended to be used on rockfaces.  A "Dan Dare wrist watch radio" is required! 

  Several experiments followed using two rescue harnesses for 'casualties' instead of 
stretcher.  Rope pads required to save wear on sharp edge, particularly at he top & round 
waists of lowerers. 

  Returned to Valley in the evening 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT More technical rescue advances with continued experiments - a most 

interesting afternoon & evening 
3/9/59  NCO i/c MRT 

 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  Interesting 

4/9/59  Fg Off 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
 

120 
48hr exercise - search  ABERYSTWYTH to ABERDARON COAST 
 

Sqn Ldr Brook from SRCC 19 Group asked for MRT assistance in searching for 
wreckage of Victor possibly washed up around northern Cardigan bay coast during the 
week.  O.C.F.W agreed to excuse part time members Saturday morning work so that the 
Team could have 2 full days. 
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Friday 28th August 1959 

 
1900  F.S. Lees + 16 + Pilot off Cleaver drove 58AE94, 75AV07 Amb 08AA20 & 

borrowed CWTS LR 45AA38 + trailer to a base at LLanbedr where the Short & Harland 
2200 hostel was used by kind permission. Mr Good OC MOS Llanbedr:  brand new beds & 

"dunlopillo" matteress had just been set! (116/587270) 
 

Saturday 29th August 
 
  Operating in pairs, some with mainly sandy stretches, other with short stretches of 

steep cliffs to search. 
 

1. Plt off Cleaver Hardman.  Aberystwith 58338250 - rope - mainly cliffs - North to 
meet 2. 

2. Lees Taylor.  Pont Aber Leri 61609315 south - Borth beach then cliffs to meet 1. 
3. Sgt McMichael Dempster.  Aberdovey northwards to meet 4      R.V at Inn in 
4. Haynes Harris.  Barmouth across bridge south to meet 3.            Llwyn gewil 
5. Bray Brown.  Barmouth Northward to Llanbedr. 
6. Cartledge Gordon.  Talsarnan south to meet 5 & Llanbedr. 
7. Hughes Driver.  from Criceth to Talsarnan.  RV transport at "Inn" 
8. Mackenzie Parker.  Pont Aber Leri around estuary to Aberdovey RV 'Dovey' hotel. 
 
 Le Mar (SSQ driver) with 08AA20 to pick up parties between Talsarnan & 
Aberdovey  when possible but expected on road after 1800hrs.  Parties 1 & 2 expected to 
come back 1900. 
 

?//  Unfortunately the borrowed LR, which had given trouble What trouble? on way to  
Llanbedr last night (not pulling trailer very well, suspected clutch slip) gave more was we 
went south, so that at Llanelltyd after a stop in traffic it was realised that brakes were on!  
On bridge before Dolgelly Plt off Cleaver & FS Lees started crawling underneath LR as all 
hubs red hot - also handbrake (propshaft) "clutch" brake of course to save room with many 
bodies to be transported, the 
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tool box had been left behind!  (RL is most unsuitable vehicle for these roads which are 
usually about 14' wide at best with stone walls & many bushes, particularly in summer with 

?// many tourists, caravans etc.)  Fortunately a clasp knife "with a thing for taking stones out of 
horses hooves" etc. -----!  Borrowed spanner in Dolgelly garage & carried on about 2 hrs 
having been lost in all. 

  Therefore when sun started disappearing into the sea party 2 started wandering about 
1 headed for the road, hitched a lift to LR & then drove back along bye roads eventually to 
Aberystwith looking for 1.  Thinking that perhaps their cliffs had been unscalable on the last 
section too & that they had been forced to retire southwards.  After much driving about they 
were found walking through Borth:  they had waded under an overhanging cliff while Lees 
& Taylor climbed its nose & descended the other side! 

2100 approx Party No 8 collected in Aberdovey 
2145         Parties 3 & 4 ------" ----"-   Llwyngwril.  Since no sign of ambulance Plt off Cleaver 

rang the contact point at Llanbedr, the Victoria Inn (213) but the landlord busy with last 
orders promised to pass message re shortage of fuel in LR as soon as possible.   Meanwhile 
the Ambulance went through the hamlet in the Aberdovey direction, not seeing the LR being 
parked in a narrow side street! 

  Phone call to Aberdovey to hasten return 
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2245  When he returned it was found that all three spare jerricans carried in the locker  
?// under seats had been used, the last one in Aberdovey!  So it was decided to transfer some 

petrol from one vehicle to the other to enable all to get back to food & bed as soon as 
possible, as it had been a heavy  day for all. 

  At the first convenient lay bye (601111) vehicles stopped to transfer petrol.  The 
only syphon tube available was a Samways Anchor tourniquet in a first aid kit so the LR one 
was unsealed & opened by FS Lees - closely observed by SAC Parker AC Hardman (from 
front seats under one of which was stowed the FA kit a/c) & by Plt off Cleaver from rear 
seat.  The kit was replaced under the front seat & the syphoning operation took place - since 
this was not very easy with a rather short tube not enough was taken & another operation 
was required at Llanelltyd & yet a third at Tal y bont. 

2340  Arrived base camp quite hungry! 
 (When the kit was checked prior to returning to SSQ for exchange on Monday afternoon it 

was found to be deficient one of the morphia 1/4 gr ampoules - two small screw tapped tins, 
each with 1/4 gr morphia in it, and rolled is a bandage, loosely, packed next to the tourniquet, 
it is assumed that one fell out at one of the stops.  Not found on subsequent searches) 

 
Sunday 30th August 1959 

 
  The northern coast of the bay was searched:- 
 RL party    6. Haynes Parker  Pen y Chan → 340327 
 (driver Driver)    7. Hughes Mackenzie     -----  "  ---- → Cricieth (2103) 
 Amb     4. Bray Brown  313258 - 324267 - 289257 - 294270 

(driver Le Mar)  5. Cartledge Gordon  324267 dropped at 313258 to meet 6 
LR     1. P/O Cleaver Hardman  236282 to meet 2   (197267 LR)  
(driver Lees)      2. Lees Taylor  Aberdaron to meet 1.             (197267 LR) 
     3. Sgt Mac Dempster  236282 to meet 4. 
RL left in Cricieth at Cpl Hughes family's home where telephone messages could be left.  Le 
Mar in Amb picked up Driver & exchanged for LR in car park at Aberdaron.  Searched little 
sandy coves on end of the peninsula - Braich y Pwll 137258, 137254, Twyn maen melyn 
139251 - & Porth Falen then returned to Cadlan farm 197267 to deposit a vehicle for party 
2.  Things went better today despite desperate cliffs between parties 1 & 2 they found RL (& 
Ambulance during change over) & each other in good time.  The Ambulance returned & 
picked up parties 5 & 6 at 340327 & carried on to Cricieth & then base, while lees collected 
parties3 & 4 at Llanengan (294270) & followed them with LR. 

2130  All back at Llanbedr. 
2300  Left for Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 1.  Several strange things were found on the beaches; the most 

interesting a strip of tank still smelling of kerosene & a piece of safety equipment cloth  
labelled "front".  S/L Brook is arranging to collect when possible. 

 2.  Although in retrospect it seems silly to open a FA kit & syphon petrol, at the time, under 
Agreed  the circumstances, I felt it was quite justified, to get tired & hungry men back to base as 

quickly as possible. 
 3.  One assumes there were 2 tubes with morphia in this kit, but unfortunately this cannot be 

proved with a sealed package. A search of the 3 stopping places & Llanbedr has not 
produced sign of the item.  If it had become lodged in the vehicle it  All the passengers in 
the Landrovers have been questioned & have not pitched up without success 

3/9/59  NCO i/c MRT 
 

123 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
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I have already had my say with F/S Lees on the question of the morphia loss.  It was 
not a solution I would have employed in the same predicament but normally his judgement 
is sound when it comes to 'on the spot' improvisation and I think this may be considered "an 
unfortunate accident" 

4/9/59  F/O 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
 
  Have spoken to F/Sgt. Lees & I await some support from the team leaders in the 
form of information on which to base a case for improved manning & facilities. 
Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
    

 The driver of L.R. on the saturday exercise certainly requires further instruction.  
However a man can drive a vehicle for that length of time knowing that something is wrong 
and doing nothing about it until the situation is forced, is beyond me. 

 
  What caused the brakes to be permanently in the "on" position? 
 
  Who is responsible? 
 
  There appears to be a lack of discipline and organisation throughout this operation. 
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10 hr exercise    OGWEN 
 

Wednesday 2nd September 1959 
 
1345  17 Team with 58AE94, 75AV07, 15AW90 & 08AA20 (detailed leaders with FS 

Lees, Cpl/T Bray).  Temporary base at Ogwen again 650604 
  Sgt MacMichael  Pearson - Carneddau - Aber  652707 
  Cpl Pibworth  Hardman    - ------"-----    -------"------- 
 rescued  wild pony foal trapped in pothole in Afon y Gan (654692).  Searched SW slopes 

Drisgl for remains of Botha crash. (This is the wrong mountain - its on Llwydmor - now pib 
is convinced!).  Foel Grach - Carnedd Llewelyn - Cwm Lligwy - Glandena. 

  Plt off Cleaver taken up Amphitheatre Rib by Parker;  returned over Carnedd 
Llewelyn, Carnedd Dafydd & Pen yr oleu wen - a good effort on a short afternoon & 
evening. 

  Gordon Newby  Direct Glyder Fach  Gordon leading Final Crack (HS) 
  Cartledge Haynes  Beta ----"--------  Spiral Variant Chasm Rib ↓ Chasm ↓Beta. 
  Mackenzie Taylor  Glyders Fawr & Fach 
2100  All back at base.  Many midges with a few sausages 
2145  Departed for RAF Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT  Some excellent climbs done & some good long walks - a 

worthwhile afternoon 
3/9/59  NCO i/C MRT 

 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 

Group Captain, Commanding 
R. A. F. STATION, VALLEY 
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3/9/59  F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 
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72 hr exercise      LAKE DISTRICT 
 

Friday 4th September 1959 
 
1430  F.S. Lees + 14 duty team left Valley in58AE94 RL, Sigs & trailer & Ambulance 

08AA20.  The LR 35AE73 after much work by LAC Driver (p. staff W/OP) had been made 
serviceable fitted with engine, (& waiting radiator repair several days now) & was finally 

0800 sent off first thing in the morning to have a gentle running in journey with the p. staff , SAC 
Brown & an electrician spared from 1 Sqn LAC Pearson.  Satisfactory communications 
between the 3 trucks on journey North.  Mersey Tunnel quite busy.  Stopped just N of 
Preston for excellent chicken salads - a place to remember! 

  Arrived Millbeck, nr. Keswick 82/252258.  A fine night so most curled up in back of 
vehicles or on ground by the wall. 

 LR party already asleep 
Saturday 5th September. 

 
  Familiarisation & navigation training - fine sunny, too warm later.  RL & LR to 

Carlisle to collect petrol, LR dropping two parties off at Patterdale:- 
  Sgt McMichael  Parker N.  Pibworth         via Striding Edge, Helvellyn 
  Bray  Driver  Hardman N.          to traverse Dods to Threlkeld 
 
 RL dropped rockclimbing party Borrowdale:-  Combe Ghyll - (82/247113) 
  Haynes Newby ↑ Corvus ↓ Corax    Raven Crag 
  Pearson Gordon ↑ Corax   ↓ Corvus -------"------  to walk back via 

Rosthwaite Fell & Besseyfoot. 
1430  FS Lees (RL) & Brown (LR) rendy-vous in Carlisle & collected petrol for all 4 

vehicles  returned base just in time to nip  down Borrowdale & 'leap up' "Chamonix" on 
Shepherds Crag (Lees Cartledge) before dark. 

 
Sunday 6th September. 

 
  Pibworth Jennings Hardman - Seathwaite - Mickledore - Broad Strand - Scafell - 

Broad Strand - ' Fat Man's Agony' - Scafell Pikes - Seathwaite 
 2  Bray Parker  1  Cartledge Haynes  Moss Ghyll  Scafell. 
 Newby Gordon Taylor Jones  direct route         ----"--- 
  Pearson McMichael Brown (N)  Threlkeld - Saddleback - Skiddaw - base 
 Still fine & hot 
 [Oil change on new engine for LR done in evening (about 400 miles)] 
 

 
 
 
 

Group Captain, Commanding 
R. A. F. STATION, VALLEY 
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126 
Monday 7th September 1959 

 
0830  Further a field to see more of Lake District mountains to the south - transport to 

Langdale, Old Dungeon Ghyll; then 
  Pibworth, Taylor, Hardman, Jennings  ↑ Harrison Stickle - Thurncar Knott Greenup 

Edge - High Street to Keswick - some heavy going but excellent views 
  Remainder rockclimbing first before walking over tops to Borrowdale 
 Cartledge Brown,  Haynes Bray, Gordon Driver  ↑ Middlefell Buttress 
 Lees Pearson  ↑ Oak Tree Wall  Raven Crag 
 Newby Parker  ↑  Original route -----"------- 
   Then on to Gimmer;  Cartledge Brown, Newby Parker went up Main Wall 

Climb, across crag & down Juniper Gully & then up NW face.  Meanwhile Lees Pearson, 
Driver Gordon, Bray Haynes ↑ Ash Tree Slab.  Then followed by other 2 prs.  On West face 
, above.  Lees Pearson climbed D route while all the others except Newby Parker did 
Oliverson's variant & Lyons crawl.  N. P. went up Chimney Buttress instead.  Majority then 
set off to walk back to Borrowdale to see a bit more of the geography, while the drivers 
&shot guns descended to vehicles at ODG.  Lees & Pearson having time to climb down 
Middlefell Buttress.  Dusk approaching rapidly. 

2130  Back to Keswick.  LR then to Scafell Hotel to collect those who'd walked over.  
"Sergeant Mac" had produced an enormous meal so that we were not able to prepare for 
departure for a little while afterwards! 

2315  Telephoned NRCC & set off for Valley - roads now quiet. 
 

Tuesday 8th September 1959 
 
0120  From Preston southwards much fog; north of Liverpool it was so thick that it was 

decided to wait until daylight. 
0415  Continued with slightly better visibility. 
0740  Telephoned from Colwyn Bay to Controller Valley asking him to explain to section 

commanders that part-time team would be late & list dictated to ops. clk. (11 bodies) 
0945  Arrived mess dead on ETA for late breakfast ordered (& cooked!) at 0745. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT Sorry about being late back, but I didn't want to meet another RL 

coming the other way also looking for the white line!  Otherwise a great fillip to morale & 
an extremely useful  exercise. 

NCO i/c MRT 
Insert between pages 126 & 127 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RL 58AE94  7-8 Sept 59 
 2315 
 2347 
 0010 
 0045 
 

0120 
Fog ↓ 
 
0610 
 
0740 stop to telephone 
 
0915 to cookhouse 

RL 58AE94  4/9/59 Driver - FS Lees 
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127 
36 hr exercise   MOELWYNS, GLYDERS & SNOWDON 

Saturday 11th September 1959 
1330  F.S. Lees + 1 Team travelled in RL 58AE94, Sigs truck with trailer 15AW90 & 

Landrover 35AA73 to campsite in Cwm Dyli, 107/656538.  On the way at top of the 
Llanberis Pass the 2 new members were dropped off with Cpl/T Bray & SAC Cartledge to 
be taken rockclimbing on the Teryn bluffs.  One only managed 10' off the deck before 
suffering from "vertigo"!! 

  Meanwhile camp set up & after a quick brew 4 parties left to climb the well known 
Lockwood's Chimney on the other side of the valley:- 

1630  Harris  Mackenzie    Haynes Brown 
1700  Pearson Sgt McMichael Driver Hardman 
 the last 2 ropes climbing the outer end of the chimney between Smooth walls instead of the 

easier way up deeper in the mountain.  All back before dark. 
 

Sunday 12th September 
 
  Last night was so fine that Mackenzie, Hardman & Jennings volunteered for a night 

exercise taking sleeping bags & walkie talkie & went up Lliwedd, bivouacking near the 
summit.  Completed the horseshoe later in hot sun, glad to have gained most of the height in 
the cool evening. 

  Sgt McMichael took the 'new boys' Kinnes & Murphy & an R/T set across the 
Moelwyns from the top of the new road to Llyn Stwlan - Moelwyn Bach - Moelwyn Mawr - 
Moelwyn Hydd - Moel Druman - Ygafell Wen - Moel Meirch - Dakota wreck 670520 - Y 
Gribin to Cwm Dyli.  R/T contact poor because the planned link of Mackenzie's party on 
Snowdon could not work as they had lost the aerial in the darkness! 

  Rockclimbing on Glyder  Fach:- 
 Cartledge Haynes  Gamma, Hawks Nest Buttress, Oblique Buttress, Little Buttress ↑ Beta. 
 Bray Pearson  Delta.  Needles Edge. ↓ Groove Route. Little Buttress (with JRL).  Lees 

supposed to meet Harris on the cliff did not as H. went on to summit instead of waiting & 
then went over Glyder Fawr & Tryfan to Ogwen.  JRL meanwhile soloed up Slab 
Intermediate, Delta & Main Gully ridge & looked about the top of crag for him, then 
descended to join B & P for Little Buttress.  Then Pearson rested while Lees & Bray did 
East Gully & the Direct via Gibsons Chim (VS) & finished by upper part of Hodgkins Var. 
(good VS).  Down in dusk to find Harris at Ogwen with LR. 

 
128 

Remarks NCO i/c MRT 
  Harris will no doubt do as he is told next time - apparently he did not recognise me 

walking up to the cliff as I was wearing shorts & looked like a tourist! 
  One of the new members looks promising but we need many more - our effective 

strength is about 55% "establishment". 
NCO i/c MRT 

 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  The team strength is once again in a dangerous state.  It is not now that the full effect 

can be felt as we have a small highly trained unit.  The danger is that we have no novices 
under training who will step into the places of men demobilised or posted. 

29/9  Fg Off 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W.  Reference remarks of Officer i/c, I will publicise the requirement for 

more novice volunteers within Flying Wing 
3/10  Sqn Ldr 
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Remarks Station Commander 

Gp Capt. 
 

129 
48 hr exercise    SNOWDON & GLYDERS 
 

Friday 18th September 1959 
 
1800  Team authorised to leave Valley in evening so that they would be in a central 

position in the mountains during the Battle of Britain flying display period - A convenient 
campsite chosen at Plas y Brenin, Caple Curig 715579;  fortunately the team was still 
running.  Total now 19;  vehicles used RL 59AE05 (steering still sticking) 75AV07 Sigs, 
Landrover 35AA73 & trailer on back of 07. 

 
Saturday 19th September 

 
0730  Sigs vehicle opened watch with NRCC.  Parked at foot of Milestone Buttress by 

Llyn Ogwen  662603.  Personnel detailed off in rockclimbing pairs on nearby crags within 
sight of any pyrotechnics from the Sigs truck - we could hear the morse from the climbs!   

  Harris Mackenzie ↑ Direct.  Rowan.  Ivy Chim.  Soap Gut Pulpit ↓ Ordinary. 
Parker Hardman  Canopy.  Soap Gut.  Rope Wall  Sylvan Traverse. ↓ Ordinary.  

 Little Gully Wall.  Columbyne. 
Gordon Driver   Soap  Gut.  ↓ Ord.  1/2 of Rope wall & abseiled off after Parker had 

thrown down rope from the " lassoo" bollard.  Little Gully Wall.  ↓ Direct.  ↑ 
Columbyne.  ↓ Direct again.  

Pearson Kinnes Bray  ↑ Direct.  Ivy Chim.  ↓ Ord.  (Bray packed up & soloed down 
with damaged knee jumping a wall at Valley!)  P & K ↑ Pulpit & left hand 
chimney.  ↑ Rowan. 

Lees Pibworth  Rowan   Ivy Chimney  ↓ Ordinary 
Dempster McMichael  ↑ Direct.  ↓ Ord.  McM retired with pulled stomach muscles - 

unaccustomed arm pulls due to too much time overseas 
Lees Dempster  Rope Wall.  Left end half of Sylvan Traverse.  abseiled down 

Bishop's Gut.  Soap Gut.  Chimney route.  ↓ Direct chim & Ordinary 
Newby Hughes.  Braich ty du  Pinnacle Ridge ↑ & ↓  Bochlwyd Chimney 
Cartledge  Haynes  ---------------"---------------------      --------"------------ 

 Then Newby Hughes ↑ lower part of 5 pitch route & top of 2 pitch route: 
Cartledge Haynes climbed both 2 pitch 7 5 pitch routes then were joined y Newby for 
Gargoyle Traverse. 

1600 - 1700 Broke into above for tea break provided by Pibworth Bray & McM & returned to 
finish at last light. 

2030  Returned to Capel Curig for main meal. 
 

130 
Sunday 20th September 1959 

 
  The two new members taken round horseshoe:- 

Hughes Pibworth Murphy - Crib Goch - Snowdon - Lliwedd 
McMichael Pearson Kinnes - Lliwedd -  -----"----  - Crib Goch 
Mackemzie Hardman set down at Bethesda to traverse Mynydd Perfedd.  Y garn.  Glyders 
Fawr & Fach Back to base, while Harris Cartledge & Haynes Newby went from Gerlan to 
Black Ladders where they climbed Western gully.  Harris & Haynes leading the direct 
ascent of the cave ("large mossy cave at top of pitch 6) which is quite a new variation & 
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much harder than the original way out rightwards here.  Then walked back over Carnedd 
Llewelyn. 
 Dempster Gordon & Parker Driver went up Crib Goch Buttress & Gambit on 
Clogwyn y Ddisgl returning to Pen y Pass to be picked up with the horseshoe parties. 
 Returned to Valley in the evening. 

 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT Team usefully employed while standing by; 
 The dry summer is now making choices of campsite difficult. 

29/9/59  NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
 
 An excellent weekend 

Fg Off 1/10 
 
Remarks OC Flying Wing 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks CO 

Gp Capt 
 

131 
10 hr exercise    GLYDERS & CARNEDDAU 
 

Wednesday 23rd September 1959 
 
1330 F. S. lees + 9 Team travelled to Ogwen in 59AE05, 75AV07 with trailer 15AW90 & LR 

35AA73.  On the way 05 & 73 diverted to Tyn y Maes to drop off 2 pairs to climb the 
Waved Slab of Carnedd y Filiast - Parker Mackenzie & Newby + Gordon.  To return via 
Foel 

1930 Goch & Marauder wreckage in Cwm Cywnion to Ogwen. 
  Sometime spent turning RL round at Ceunant farm.  Then with LR back to Tyn y 
1530 Maes where LR was left & Cpl Pibworth set off with Hardman & Kinnes to go over 

Carnedd Dafydd, Carnedd Llewelyn - Craig yr Isfa - Pen y Helgi du & down to Gwern y 
2030 Gof Uchaf & base 
  Lees meanwhile collected the third driver, Driver from Ogwen & went down pass to 

pick up LR & bring it back to Ogwen base. 
1645  After setting up cooking gear with Morris.  Lees & Driver went up Cwm Cywion to 

the pinnacle crag of this cwm & climbed the main face by "Little Woodhead" - a very steep 
face with particularly exposed & difficult on the penultimate pitch - standard hard severe.  
Last pitch in last light. 

2015  Returned to base. 
2300  Team back at Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. Another Weds. well spent familiarising etc.  Four off sick & one man 

on duty made numbers very low. 
30/9/59  NCO i/c MRT 

 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 

Fg Off  1/10 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
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Remarks Station Commander 

Gp Capt 
 

132 
48 hr exercise   MOELWYNS & SNOWDON 
 

Friday 25the September 1959 
 
1800  F.S. Lees + 10 travelled in RL 58AE94 (had swapped for 05 this afternoon)  

75AV07 & Landrover - trailer on 07 - to a camp in Nantmor  107/620466.  Narrow approach 
road for 

2130 larger vehicles.  Camp set up in, for a change, heavy rain. 
 

Saturday 26th September 
 
0900  Navigation:-  Hardman Kinnes  Murphy - Cnicht - Allt Fawr - top of Crimea 700487 

- Moel Farlwyd - Moel Penamnen - 727458 - Manod Mawr 723447 - Manod Bach (713449) 
- 765450 - where LR to be parked. 

  Remainder rockclimbing on Moelwyn crags & then walk back to base via Cnicht & 
Moel yr Hydd. 

  Cartledge Pearson Driver Slick. View. 
  Haynes Gordon  ↑ Kirkus  ↓ Chic  ↑ Bent 
  Lees Pibworth Taith y Pereion  View  back to LR but at prescribed time no sign of 
1800 nav. party (ETA 1700) so returned to base believing them lost (first time  out navigating 

without senior team members to keep an eye on them.  viz about 50 miles) 
1930 Returned to find them at RV. - message left with welsh 'gateman  not understood no doubt.  

We really need more interpreters! 
 

Sunday 27th September. 
 
  Walking & navigating & familiarisation training on Snowdon massif:- 
0900 Pearson Hardman N Murphy 
  Llanberis - Moel Eilio - Foel Gron - Snowdon - Yr Aran - Hafod y Porth (608497) - 

Moel Dyniewyd 613477 - base 
  Pibworth Kinnes N Gordon  the reciprocal course to the LR at Hafodty Newydd 

588577 
  Lees Cartledge Haynes  Great Slab Clogwyn du'r Arddu.  The 40' Corner was wet.  

Driver did not press the attempt on the 'dalbe d'attaqne' & walked up the western Syncline to 
meet a crippled Murphy & led his blistered feet back to the LR.  The 3 on Cloggy returned 

2000 as it got dark. 
  Returned to Valley 0100 Monday. 
 

133 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT  Rather gratifying to get two of the Team up Great Slab on 

Clogwyn du' Arddu - the Mecca of British rockclimbers.  The navigation & hillwalking need 
not suffer when the team consists of roughly 18 leaders & no one to lead!  We hope the 
monthly training reports may take effect on posting in of part time volunteers. 

1/10  NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
  The standard of training in the Team is now extremely high but novices are urgently 

required  for training. 
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Fg Off  1/10 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
  See my remarks of 3/10/59.   P128? 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 
  To be published in S.R.Oi (volunteers) 

Gp Capt 
 

134 
10hr exercise    GLYDERS 
 

Wednesday 30th September 1959 
 
1345  Fg Off Andrews + 14 Team travelled in58AE94, 75AV07 + trailer & Ambulance 

08AA20 to Ogwen car park (650604) 
 Another wednesday afternoon. 
  Hardman navigated Fg Off Andrews & Murphy up Gribin ridge onto Glyders Fawr 

& Fach & down Bristly Ridge to Ogwen. 
  Bray Hughes Mckenzie & Haynes went up Cwm Goch & after several false starts, 

found a way up the very steep & loose grass & rock face of Foel Goch, roughly its NE ridge 
then along to Y Garn & down its N ridge. 

  Cartledge Dempster & Gordon went up into Cwm Cniefion & climbed the Pillar 
1900 Chimney of Clogwyn Du, descending the Gribin ridge to Ogwen. 
  Parker & Kinnes went up Hope & ↓ Ordinary on Idwal Slabs & had still not 

appeared by 2030 so we set up portable searchlights & walkie talkie set & were just leaving 
2100 base camp to go & look for them when they appeared. 
2200  On moving off down the Nant Ffrancon pass strange noises came from Sigs truck;  

Finally traced to a dry transfer box.  Engine oil put in, no apparent leak, so vehicle 
eventually 

2359 driven back Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. 
  It looks as though we B class drivers will have to start doing the Intermediate 

inspections etc. as well as normal daily servicing instead of our normal work.  We are still 
without an A class driver. 

1/10/59  NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
  A 21/2 step by step descent of Bristly ridge made a good return to active 

participation!  I think a call to Sqn Ldr Jee (C.Nav off F.T.C.) might help with the driving 
situation. 

1/10  Fg Off. 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt. 
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135 
36 hr exercise    SNOWDON & GLYDERS 
 

Saturday 3rd October 1959 
 

FS. Lees + 15 Team left Valley in all the transport except RL 59AE05 (brakes & steering) 
(borrowed MTD volunteer SAC Frost as well) for a campsite in Nant Peris where they 
intended to have a combined exercise with the new team from RAF Leeming (ex Topcliffe).  
Unfortunately it turned out that Leeming were searching the coast for a PI.  The gate to the 
Nant Peris campsite has been padlocked by the farmers whose access road this is, to stop car 
tourists throwing their picnic rubbish about in the entrance (it is a convenient lay-bye where 
these are scarce with a pleasant view) despite the notice "Snowdonia National Park" right 
beside the gateway!   Our friendly relations with both farmers were re-iterated but it was 
decided to use Cwm Dyli again for convenience of access. 
 Camp set up at 107/656538.  Short talk on "access to mountains"  "Keep Britain 
tidy" & how not to lose campsites" given by NCO i/c with the foregoing example in front of 
all present! 
 A fine afternoon & evening still so majority were sent off for a quick rockclimb:- 
 Parker Hardman Crackstone Rib  Carreg Wastad 
 Newby Mackenzie Flying Buttress  Dinas Cromlech 
 Driver Bell  -------- " --------  ------- " ---------- 
 Gordon Dempster Lockwood's Chimney  Clogwyn y Bustach 
 Lees Pibworth  ----------- " -------------  ---------- " ----------- 
 Cartledge Kinnes ----------- " ------------  (outside chocstone finish) 

 
Sunday 4th October 1959 

 
Rockclimbing:-  Clogwyn y ddisgl (from Cwm Glas & walk back to base) 
 Parker Driver  Rectory Chimney via Chorister's Cleft ↓ Arête ↑ Black Gates. 
 Newby Mackenzie   -------------"----------   -------------"---------------------- 

Cartledge Gordon  Black gates  ----------------------"-------------------------- 
Dempster Hardman  Gambit ↓ Arête & Nose  ↑ Rectory Chim.  via C.C. 
Lees Kinnes  Spiral Stairs ↓ Pharoahs Passage ↑ Flying Buttress  Dinas Cromlech 

Navigation training:-  Murphy N Pibworth McMichael Haynes - Elidir Fawr - Y Garn -  
Glyder Fawr  Glyder Fach - Ogwen 

Returned to Valley in the late evening. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT Training continues satisfactorily;  shorter evenings are now with us. 

NCO i/c MRT 
 

136 
10 hr exercise    CLOGWYN CAERAU 
 

Wednesday 7th October 1959 
 
1345 Fg Off Andrews + 18 Team travelled in all transport but 05 to Betws y Coed & parked in  

lay-bye behind & 500x up the hill from the Forester's house 107/788570. 
  A wet day had improved here to a damp, windless, rather sticky afternoon;  a few 

stretcher lowers were carried out with the newer members paying out the rope.  A top rope 
was arranged for Jingling Wall & ascents were made by Lees Cartledge & Newby, the last 
in the dark, the first failing to remove the huge pinnacle in the upper corner, which must 
therefore be well balanced on its sloping ledge, 
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  Some people got lost in the dense forest on the descent to the vehicles but all had 
their sausages  egg eventually & we returned to Valley. 

 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. This is a useful crag for short days & gets much better weather than 

does, say, Ogwen or Pen y pass.  More exploration of this crag may well produce more good 
training climbs. 

26/10/59  NCO i/c MRT. 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 
  An excellent afternoon in which much familiar training was done in slightly different 

surroundings - which makes all the difference.  This is an excellent crag for stretcher 
lowering and the climbs can be of very high standard.  One of the few days we have better 
weather than Valley. 

28/10/59  Fg Off. 
 
Remarks Officer Commanding Flying Wing. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 
 

137 
72 hr exercise    MOELWYNS, ARANS & ARENIGS 
 

Friday 9th October 1959 
 
1300 1800 F.S. Lees + 10 duty team left Valley in RL 58AE94, Sigs 75AV07 & trailer & LR 

35AA73 & set up base in the disused farm house at Tai Hirion (116/811398) in the Arenigs. 
 

Saturday 10th October 
 
1000  Rockclimbing on Moelwyn crags:-  Gordon Brown Parker - Craig Dyr Tri Kirkus - 

Y Gilyn.  Lees Newby completed new climb traversing whole crag - Corslet (S) - a better 
line than Bandolier traverse - rain on last few pitches. 

  Familiarisation walk from top of Crimea - Hughes Pibworth McMichael Mackenzie 
Haynes - Moel Penamnen - Manod Mawr - Pont yr Afon Gam. 

1730  Nice to have a 'house' & a fire to dry wet clothes. 
 
1900  A traverse of the Arans & Arenigs combined with a bivouac halfway was planned 

each pair carrying their own food, tommy cookers, sleeping bags & a walkie-talkie which 
was used alternate hours to conserve the accs - normally one day use only. A large signals 
station was set up on top of Arenig Fawr 2800' - a counterpoise 30' mast. 

1900  First parties set off in Landrover to be dropped at Dinas Mawddwy - Sgt 
MacMichael & Mackenzie (Foxtrot) & Newby & Gordon (Whisky) where they camped the  

0800 night & left the tents the following morning to be recovered from Police ho. 
 

Sunday 11th October 
 

Even wetter than last night!  Second LR load to Dinas Mawddwy via Bwlch y Groes  
1100 - Hughes Parker (Tango) & Pibworh & Lees (Alpha).  The first 3 parties were routed over 

Glasgwm to Aran Fawddwy  Aran Benllyn, Rhobell Fawr, Dduallt - Moel Llyfnant - Arenig 
Fawr & base but 'Whisky' also "bagged" Maen du (821151) to start with!  Alpha were 
dropped at Bwlch y Groes instead and traversed Moel y Cerig duon, Llechwedd Ddu, Foel 
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Rhudd & Foel Hafod Fynydd to join main Aran ridge at Erw y ddafad ddu the top between 
Arenig Aran Fawddwy & Aran Benllyn. 

 
138 

Satisfactory comms between 4 sets on hill & one of them & Victor on Arenig Fawr.  
Low cloud & driving rain showers made navigation difficult & careful watch a compass 
essential - not easy for a 2.  All found suitable barns or sheds etc vacant in the valley  
between Bala & Dolgelly.  Alpha who passed Tango when they backtracked to ascend Aran 
Fawddwy as well, found their map case & maps in a little sheltered corner & rushed on in 
the gloom looking for them but without success.  This would mean Tango having to go back 
tomorrow by road & ruin their part in the exercise. 

 
Monday Sunday 12th October 1959. 

 
They therefore waited a while on the road & above the creamery at 832246 Pont 

Fronwydd & called frequently in an attempt to rejoin.  Tango had reported last evening at 
dark that their aerial had been broken when the walkie talkie man had fallen down a ravine 
& the set was suspect!  Fortunately Cpl Hughes had realised that he best line to take would 
be up the valley running westward from Pont Fronwydd & had kept a good look out from  

10 -1130 the opposite side of the valley.  We then joined up & tried repairing set without 
success.  Joined also by Whisky.  No sound from Foxtrot until much later when their 
position  

1205 was given as 803330 - Whisky & Alpha then ascending Rhobell Fawr five miles to the south 
- in a sleet & hail storm. 

  The very heavy going through waterlogged knee deep heather north from here 
demoralised Tango who had not eaten sufficient breakfast (despite carrying enough corned 
beef sandwiches still) & they headed back towards Bala finishing ignominiously by hitch 
hiking - they looked so wet & tired that they were offered a lift by a lorry driver! 

1630  Foxtrot reached base via Arenig Fawr 
1930  Whisky & Alpha  ---"--- via col between Arenig Fawr & Moel LLyfnant - the delay 

looking for Tango lost too much daylight. 
  The evening meal & dry clothes appreciated even more than usual! 
  Returned to Valley in the late evening. 
 

139 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. 
  I thoroughly enjoyed being out for 2 days for a change & covered a few new hills - 

although we saw nothing of them!  The walkie talkies made life hard - a bouquet to J/T 
Gordon who carried 'Whisky' for the whole trip - but at least we could be recalled if 
necessary - the 3 'base bods' ran up & down Arening Fawr quite a few times & had the LR 
to travel to more advantageous situations if necessary. 

30/10/59  NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 
 An excellent exercise.  Again a change from the normal run of training which helps to keep 

the team from 'staleness'. 
4/11/59  Fg Off. 

 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 
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140 

36 hr exercise    DENBIGH MOORS 
 

Sat 17th - Sunday 18th October 1959 
 
1330 Sgt McMichael, Cpl/t Bray & 8 others travelled to Llyn Aled Isaf & set up camp on the side 

of the lake - a mile or so past our normal campsite.  108/912591.  Better spot for vehicles & 
spring doesn't tend to start in the middle of the groundsheet!  RL 94 Sigs.  LR & trailer. 

  A night exercise had been arranged:- 
2200 Bray Pearson Hardman  Cottage Bridge 919562 - 917541 - Mochwl Eithin - 925531 - Craig 

yr lyrchen - 956530 - Craig Hir - 960544 - 957559 - Sportsman's - 912592. 
  Pibworth Cartledge  road to 007588 - Llyn du - Marial gwyn - 975561 Pont yr Ddol - 

962573 - Sportsman's - Gwylfa Hiraethog - base -  Back not long after 0300. 
  McMichael Brown Murphy.  005555 - 999556 Marial gwyn - Llyn du - 962573 - 

969598 - Gwylfa Hiraethog - base. 
 Other two parties back just before 0500. 
  Conditions improved after 0400 but to start off there were gale force winds & rain of 

tropical intensity.  Soaking within a couple of minutes.  A moon above this weather helped a 
little but navigation was very difficult. 

  Slept until lunchtime.  The improvement in the was only temporary but hurried 
packing managed to keep things dry for return journey. 

2000  Reached Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c Team. Good navigational training weather.  The new camp site is an 

improvement on the old one, but rather exposed 
2/11/59  NCO i/c 

 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 One of the weekends that sort out those who are going to stay with the team through the 

winter 
4/11/59  Fg Off. 

 
Remarks Officer Commanding Flying Wing. 

Wg Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 
 

141 
10hr exercise    SNOWDON & GLYDERS 
 

Wednesday 21st October 1959 
 
1330  Fg Off Andrews + 17 travelled in RL 58AE94, Sigs, LR & trailer & ambulance to 

Pen y Pass  107/647556.  On the way two parties were set down:- 
  Sgt McMichael Hughes Dempster Kinnes - Deiniolen - Elidir Fawr - Y Garn & back 

to Pen y Pass quickest way depending on light (eventually via Nant Peris & transport from 
Pont yr Cromlech approx.) 

  Haynes Gordon Hardman - Llanberis - 590558 - "Cloggy" ridge - Snowdon - ↓ 
Miners track to Pen y Pass. 

  Pearson Bell & Morris were left at Pen y Pass car park to organise some form of 
cooking shelter (our cooking tent still awaits a fabric worker to work in it)  while Fg off 
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1530 Andrews Pibworth & Murphy leapt up the Miners track expecting to meet the two Ground 
school parties who'd been to Scafell Pikes & then up Snowdon in the same day  (They 
couldn't have picked a worse one this week - heavy rain & strong wind - not hot either) 

  Meanwhile Newby Bray & Parker had started up Flying Buttress, Dinas Cromlech, 
the middleman carrying a spool & 500' rope on an everest carrier on his back!  They were 
pursued by Cartledge & FS Lees when the latter had parked RL & returned in LR to Pont y 
Cromlech.  It had been to practise advanced rescue methods on this steep climb but time & 
light were rather short, & someone forgot the spool spindle.  Bray carried spool down while 
Lees showed others descent of Pharoah's Passage, abseiling bottom pitch in dusk. 

1800  Usual chaotic fryup with rain dripping through flysheet & 'bomb' (cooker) being 
blown out periodically.  All returned before they were much overdue,  Surprisingly! 

  Returned to RAF Valley in due course.  Fun packing up! 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. 
   We had it too dry all summer, so can't really complain. 

2/11/59  NCO i/c MRT 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
  A very wet afternoon but not too unpleasant 

4/11/59  Fg Off 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
Remarks Station Commander. 
 

142 
36 hr exercise    CARNEDDAU 
 

Saturday 24th October 1959 
 
1330  F.S. Lees + 18 team travelled to Cyffty (772589) 0ld lead mine in 94, 07, & trailer, 

ambulance & LR.  The Signals truck was set up in a field 200x away between 2 hillocks on 
each of which was erected an aerial mast.  Meanwhile there was almost time for some new 
people to be examined, so LR to Clogwyn Caerau -two ropes on Long Climb (VD) - 
slippery rain occasionally. 

  Lees Kinnes Janney.  Cartledge Jones Gordon.  We finished in the dark, the 
1800  second cordie needing to use their headlights. 
 

Sunday 25th October 
 
  A cold wet wind with sleet showers.  Nav training for Mackenzie Jones Murphy - 

Tal y Bont, Bwlch y Gaer, Pen y Gaer, Pen y Castell, Mosquito wreckage, Foel Fras - Foel 
Grach - Carnedd Llewelyn - base. 

  Remainder in 2 loads with LR & ambulance up Cwm Eigiau to Craig yr Ysfa finding 
the approach via the northern end of the crag a little faster, & the direct ascent up the 
Amphitheatre (Dempster Lees) the slowest.  Advanced rescue training with harness - 
Dempster "driving" & Brown "shotgun" on his back.  Second descent of the Pinnacle Wall 
& Mur y Nwill by Gordon with Janney up very fast.  R/T comm good with base & crag set 
but third set (Alpha) u/s as soon as NCO i/c put it on his back!  Extremely cold standing 
about on belays paying out rope etc. but the less experienced had a try for a change & were 
suitably impressed.  General ropework & selection of correct knots & adoption of belays 
still could be speeded up in this sort of weather. 

1830  All down northern end of crag to vehicles & base for evening meal 
2200  Returned to Valley 
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Remarks NCO i/c MRT. Another useful exercise:  we have a well trained team & Janney is a 
great asset so long as Q.W.T.S, can release him whenever possible on Wednesday 
afternoons.  The new messing orderly, Cpl Jones, is also welcome as he had a 
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 little previous experience.  There is always room for improvement though. 
2/11/59  NCO i/c MRT 

 
Wednesday afternoon 28/10/59 

 
  A poor forecast & the need for an evening for repairing & drying kit made this aft. a 

suitable time for trying to speed up reactions with knots & belays.  Trying to stop a coasting 
landrover with a dynamic belay was quite amusing - Off & NCO i/c both flat on their faces!  
Later some practical work with Thomas stretcher & Thomas splint with lecturette by Cpl 
Jones. 

 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. This sort of afternoon spent at RAF Valley can be quite instructive 

but should not become a regular feature even during winter since more familiarisation & 
night exercise experience can be gained actually on the hills. 

2/11  NCO i/c MRT. 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
  I agree the afternoon was well spent and I would imagine that stopping a Land Rover 

running down hill was quite a unique way of training men to arrest falling climbers.  
However it was very effective, both Lees and I managed it at the second attempt after 
'feeling the weight' with our first try.  At any rate the landrover is now 'safe'. 

4/11  F/O O i/c MRS 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt. 
 

144 
36 hr exercise    MOELWYNS & LLIWEDD 
 

Saturday 31st October 1959 
 
1330  F.S. Lees + 17 Team travelled in RL 94, Sigs & trailer, ambulance & LR to set up 

camp between Capel Curig & Betws y Coed in Glyn barn  107/751575.  A long barn with 
plenty of room for cooking stove & for sleeping. 

 
Sunday 1st November 1959 

 
  Two nav. parties with R/T:- Jones Taylor Hardman - RL (new driver Broome) to 

Crimea - Allt Fawr - Moel Druman - Ysgafell wen - Yr Arddu - Y Gribin - Moel Siabod - 
base. 

  Haynes Mackenzie McMichael Brown - Crimea - Moel Farlwyd - Moel Penamnen - 
Foel Fras 728481 - 743485 Ro Wen 746499 - Pont y Pant - Moel Siabod - Glyn. 

  4 pairs rockclimbing on Lliwedd:- 
 Central Chimney - Cartledge Janney finished by Terminal Arête 
 Avalanche & Red Wall - Gordon Newby. 
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 Horned Crag - Lees Parker  Bray Kinnes. 
  Some young people very nearly wiped us all out, throwing large rocks down the 

cliffs as they walked along the edge.  We could see them but they were about 500 feet above 
& not recognised - they spent some minutes hurling quite large (football sized) boulders 
down the Far East Buttress where we had intended going but for the cold day & wet look of 
the Cracks route there. 

  Cartledge & Janney brought a heavy ewe up Terminal Arête from the Roof! 
 Left summit in last light. 
  The walkers - MRT personnel on nave. exercise (above) were passed half a mile 

from  
1900 base camp on their last sprint! 
  Returned to Valley later. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. I asked the P.L.O. to put a paragraph in the daily papers about the 

'attempted mass murder' - this is not * funny at the time & we should do all we can to let 
these people know how dangerous this trick can be - they aren't the sort of people who will 
read letters to the guardian or mountaineering journals - but possibly the 'News of the World' 
would reach them! 

3/11/59  NCO i/c MRT 
*He waited until it was "cold" 
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Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 I was quite upset by the story of the rock throwing and very thankful no one was injured.  It 

is a pity that we couldn't have caught up with the offending party and improved their 
mountaineering knowledge on the spot. 

4/11/59  F/O Off i/c MRS. 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 

Wg Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt. 
 

146 
10 hr exercise    GLYDERS & CARNEDDAU 
 

Wednesday 4th November 1959 
 
1330  FS. Lees + 20 travelled in all vehicles except usual RL (59AE95) to Ogwen but 

dropped 2 parties at top cross roads in Bethesda (650604) on the way out. 
  Bray Janney Dempster - Carnedd y Filiast & all tops SSE as far as Ogwen via (Cwm 

Cwyion) 
  Pibworth Pearson Haynes  fastest way onto Carnedd Llewelyn & to Ogwen down 

Cwm Llugwy. 
  Remainder set off from Ogwen:- 
 MacMichael Driver Shanks NE ridge Y Garn ↓ Kitchen path 
 Hughes Watmore Hardman ↑ N ridge Tryfan ↓ S ridge & Cwm Bochlwyd. 
 Taylor Kinnes Murphy ↑ Bristly Ridge to Glyder Fach ↓ Gribin ridge. 

Newby Gordon Parker ↑ Gribin ↓ Bristly & onto Tryfan. 
Stretcher lowering instruction given by Lees to the Sub-unit personnel of Ogwen Cottage. 
 Good evening meal cooked by Brown & new driver Broome operating in 
comparatively windproof shelter rigged up at end of Ogwen Cottage barn wall. 
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2200  Returned Valley later in evening. 
 

Remarks NCO i/c MRT. By planning ahead & getting off the mark quickly a lot of good work 
can be done on a winters afternoon & evening - all parties get some night experience too of 
course.  Two more new comers posted in under ROM as part timers, both with previous 
experience in other areas;  most welcome. 

NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
  Good - nice the hear of newcomers 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt. 
 

147 
36 hr exercise  GLYDERS & CARNEDDAU 
 

Saturday 7th November 1959 
 
1345  FS Lees + 19 went to a campsite opposite Plas y Brenin nr Capel Curig with 2 RLs, 

Sigs, LR & trailer.   715579 
1530  There was just sufficient time before dark to 'nip' across to the Capel Pinnacles for 

some elementary rockclimbing & abseiling instruction by Lees & McMichael for the newer 
chaps nearby while the senior members erected aerials & arranged a huge meal.  RAF St 
Athan camping Gwern gof Uchaf assisted CBB with civilian walker evacuation from lower 
Watkin path 

Sunday 8th November 
 
  We had offered to help St Athan with their less well trained team & possibly with 

the SAS people who were also camping with them, but rockclimbing was really out in the 
prevailing weather, particularly with novices, so eventually FG Off Hodges & Sgt Hendren 
decided to carry out their own nav. schemes & let us do the same,  Much time had been 
wasted before this conclusion was reached, so a rapid walkie talkie walk was planned:- 

  Moel Eilio from Dolgarrog - Pen Llithrig - base 
 Taylor (N) Haynes Bray 
  Moel Eilio - Creigiau Gleision - Shanks (N) Dempster Pibworth. 
 Pen y Helgi du - Pen Llithrig - base - Kinnes (N) Mackenzie Newby. 
 Tryfan - pt 2636' - base Watmore (N) McMichael Gordon 
 Drws Nodedd ridge - Llyn Caseg Ffraith - pt 2636' - base 
 Lees Pearson Murphy (N) 
  779568 Miners Bri - Siabod - base - Janney (N) Parker Cartledge. 
 Despite the foul weather & very strong wind R/T quite satisfactory, 
  Returned Valley to dry out in evening. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. This is the weather for "skivers"       NCO i/c MRT 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
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Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt 
 

148 
10 hr exercise   GLYDERS & CARNEDDAU 
 

Wednesday 11th November 1959 
 
1330  A team of 20 led by FS Lees were more eager than usual to jump into 58AE94, 

75AV07 & trailer & 35AA73 & get away from Valley to see how much snow there really 
was on the hills - it looked thick enough from Valley. 

  We had with us 3 PTIs who were a feed in to another MRT Leaders Course due to 
start in the beginning of December. 

  Parker Gordon Sgt Downing dropped at top of Bethesda to go up Mynydd Perfedd & 
on to Ogwen via Foel Goch & Cwm Cwyion. 

  Dempster Whatmore & Cpl Orman were also set down at the same place but walked 
a parallel course on the Carneddau side of the A5 - up onto Carnedd Dafydd & down to 
Ogwen via Cwm Lloer. 

  Newby Kinnes took Cpl Edwards up NE ridge Y Garn & just had time to get up 
Glyder Fawr & descend Gribin ridge (in the dark) to Ogwen. 

  Mackenzie Driver & Shanks traversed Tryfan from N to S. 
  McMichael Brown & Taylor went up Pen yr oleu wen from Tyn y Maes & joined 

Dempster's party on Carnedd Dafydd 
  Cartledge & Pearson followed by Lees & Murphy (recently a novice - vide Fg Off 

Andrews remarks re 30th September 59) went up into the "Nameless" Cwm & climbed 
Cneifion Arête finishing in the dark.  It had quite a lot of snow on it & was a good short 
Alpine 'course'  Descent of lower Gribin ridge leaving useful footprints for Newby's party 15 
mins later. 

1930  Tea - the 3 newcomers were quite impressed by their introduction;  not only the 
complexity of the gear carried & the efficient "roadside" kitchen but by the fitness of the 
bods.  Quite gratifying to hear from PTIs! 

NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
  We were not quite so impressed with the PTIs, I gather. 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt 
 

149 
72 hr exercise    BRECON BEACONS 
 

Friday 13th November 1959 
 

The first visit to South Wales on record (Continuous log books since April 1949) 
although we were nearly asked to help search the Beacons last winter in conjunction with St. 
Athan MRT. 
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1415  Duty Team of 22 with FS Lees in charge.  Left Valley in a radio controlled convoy 
of 4 - 58AE94 (Lees) 59AE05 (Driver) 75AV07 (Broome) & trailer & 35AA72 LR 
(Pibworth) while the Ambulance with new engine was driven off earlier by Brown to run in 
gently. 

  Extremely heavy rain most of journey. 
2140  Booked at Brecon police station.  Fg Off Hodges of St Athan called in about 19 

minutes later, as promised & led the convoy to the campsite some 8 miles up the Merthyr  
2230 Tydfil road - at top of pass Storey Arms (not licensed!)  141/987198. 
 

Saturday 14th November 1959. 
 
  Combined navigational & R/T exercise - low cloud, sleet & snow showers, cold NW 

wind. 
  Fg Off Hodges Harkin Manning Cpl Hughes & Sgt Downing 
 Fan Fawr Fan Llia & Fan Nedd I bad road sides 
  Wood Brome Jones Cpl Orman 
 Fan Frynych - Fan Llia - Fan Fawr - base. 
 Sgt Hendren Thomas Pearson Cpl Edwards in St A. Rover to 055174 - Waen Rydd - Cefn 

Cyff - Bryn Teg - Pen y Fan (the highest of these hills 2906') - Corn Du - base. 
  Williams Gooderhain Bray Shanks - Pen y Fan - Bryn Teg - 042197 - 030180 - base. 
  Minturn Davies Mackenzie Murphy in St A. RL  Llan frynach - 074256 - Bryn - 

Waen Rydd - Cefn Cyff - Bryn Teg -Pen y Fan - base 
  Outhwaite Livingstone Dempster Taylor 103205 (Tal y Bont Resvr.) in St A. RL - 

Waen Rydd - Craig y Fan Ddu - Bryn Teg - Pen y Fan - base. 
  Pibworth Cartledge Newby Dunn to 890219 to pick up Valley LR via Fan Fawr - 

Fan Llia - Fan Nedd 7 Fan Gihyrych. 
  Lees Kinnes Gordon visited army camp 1 mile E Brecon & arranged to collect fuel 

on Monday then drove LR to 890219 where they parked it for Cpl Pibworth to collect & 
walked over his reciprocal course to base. 

  Several parties returned in darkness the last one listed noting their late start!  
Interesting navigational work. 

150 
Sunday 15th November 1959 

 
  A similar day though a little colder.  Parties changed over, those who went on the 

hills east of campsite yesterday (Brecon Beacons) traversing the Fans to the west today & 
vice versa though drivers made things slightly different. 

  Bray Pearson Thomas Minturn Livingstone - 887210 - Fan Gihyrych _ fan Nedd - 
Fan Llia - Fan Fawr - base. 

  Gooderham Williams Mackenzie Murphy Taylor from base to Fan Fryrych - Fan 
Nedd - Fan Llia - Fan Fawr - base, 

  Fg Off Hodges Harkin Sgt Downing Cpl Orman Beveridge  base to pen y Fan - 
024213 - 042196- 130180 - base. 

 Lees Hughes Wood left LR at Llanfrynach 074256 - Bryn - Waen Rydd - Cefn Cyff - Bryn 
Teg - Pen y Fan - base, 

  Pibworth Kinnes Manning the reciprocal to bring LR back. 
  Sgt Hendren took a large party caving at approx 188160 
  Dempster Cartledge Newby Gordon Shanks Edwards Brown - they all returned as 

well as the hillwalkers, but much muddier. 
 Reasonable R/T comms one way; St A. had no spare accs & agreed our suggested increase 

in scale to 200% spares bearing in mind that they only last one day on the hill & require 2 
days to re-charge. 

  St Athan MRT returned southwards. 
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  At about 2100 Taylor started violent shivering etc. & the medical orderly suggested a 
Dr. - 0ne was telephones & he merely suggested taking him to Merthyr Tydfyl Hospital 
without bothering to come & examine.  V. high t & p - admitted hospital suspected 
pneumonia.  Many phone calls to Valley to find med. docs etc. 

  Stretcher & ambulance party to base before dawn. 
 

Monday 16th November 
 
  Late party last night slept morning.  Some of yesterdays cavers went up Corn Du & 

Pen y Fan.  Weather similar.  Drivers to refuel.  Large meal & pack up just before dark 
1700  Left for Leominster & north.  A break on Shrewsbury bypass. 
0045  Arrived RAF Valley 
 
Inserted between pages 150 & 151. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

151 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT 
  Taylor did not have pneumonia & was released a week later - it was thought that he'd 

caught severe stomach chill.  Otherwise and excellent exercise; we now have an idea of the 
ground there if required to help search for missing pongos etc. 

7/12   NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
  Convoy procedure on these long runs has greatly improved with the introduction of 

inter-vehicle radio and the journey itself was excellent training. 
Fg Off i/c MRT 

 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 

Wg Cdr. 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt. 
 

 
 

Brecon Beacons  13/11/59 
Valley  1415 
      Bethesda 5 mins 
Ogwen  1522 
Betws y Coed 1540 
Corwen  1617 
     trailer swop at least 5 mins 
Llangollen 1640 
Chirck  1652 
Shrewsbury (byepass end) 1740-1800 
Ludlow  1855-2007 
Brecon  2140 
 
7h 25 - (20 m + 1h-12m)  187 m 
    5h 53
  31.78 mph 
ectremely heavy rain most of journey 

Towm  Time Mileage 
Brecon  1715 7217 
Clyro  1748 7234 
Willersley 1800 7342 
Leominster 1830 7257 
Ludlow  1855 7269 
Church Stretton 1920 7285 
Shrewsbury B.P. 1935 7297 
Arr Hotel 1940 7299 
Dep -- " -- 2200     " 
Chirk  2235 7320 
Llangollen 2250 7327 
Betws.  2338 7361 
Bethesda 0005 7376 
Bangor  0015 7381 
Valley  0045 7402 
 
  Rolling time 5:10 185 miles 
  Stopped        2:20 
   Total          7:30 hrs   average = 36 mph 
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152 
36 hr exercise    CADER IDRIS 
 

Saturday 21st November 1959. 
 
  F.S. Lees + 12 travelled in 58AE94, 75AV07 + trailer, LR & ambulance to the 
campsite at the head of the Cader valley which we used to call Hafodty Fach  116/657134.  The 
farm owning the ground is called Pant y Llan & this name will be used in future as the O.S. printing 
is not as correct here as are the locals.  Wet & windy & the Ad Ord hadn't packed the meths this 
time so much fun & games trying to light Tilly lamps with petrol. 
Eventually kept the bomb alight enough to cook a meal! 
 

Sunday 22nd November 
 
  Familiarisation, navigation & R/T:- 
Parker Downing Edwards Orman "O" - Cross Foxes  766167 - Pen y Gader (summit of Cader Idris 
2927') - 645120 - 643123 - base. 
 
Pibworth Kinnes Haynes "A" - Gwernan Lake hotel - Foxes path - Pen y Gader - Bwlch Llyn Bach 
- 77201385 Mynydd Cerswyn - Waen Oer 2197' - 797156 Cribin Fach & fawr - Maen Du Bwlch 
Siglen - Tyn y Celyn farm 843157. 
 
Lees McMichael & Welmore "X" left LR at Tyn y Celyn farm just short of Dinas Mawddwy & 
walked the reciprocal course meeting "Alpha" on Mynydd Ceiswyn.  Earlier we had excellent views 
of the Arans Berwyns & Plynlimon & possibly Brecon Beacons!  But later the weather deteriorated 
& by 1630 when the ascent of Cader was yet to start rain began.  The ridge is longer than I thought, 
straight into wind! 
 
2100  All back for difficult meal - W/OP Driver had been alternating with link party, 

Brown & Beveridge, who had also been up on ridge between Craig Cwm Llwyd to Craig 
Las (2157') &  back 

2359  On return journey we had to change two plugs on RL & found a shortage of spares - 
it  

0400 always happens when we are late - arrived Valley Message left for SMO to have sections 
informed of stand down until lunch time - fortunately 6 of the 13 were from M.R. section & 
one from SSQ. 
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Remarks NCO  i/c MRT. 
  We now have complete spare sets of sparking plugs.  We used to carry them but the 

odd ones are used on the Sta. & MTSS are not always well off for spares & are not keen to 
replace & so the perm staff driver who ought to replace them in due course gets posted etc.!  
On this occasion we did eventually find 2 spare plugs but the actual physical task of finding 
the u/s one & replacing it, checking all the gaps etc. take time. 

  Excellent nav training is an area which some of our newer members know at all. 
7/12/59  NCO i/c MRT 

Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
F/O 

 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
  I hope our own arrangements for handing in the sets of plugs are remove to M.T.S.S. 

for cleaning & gap setting are streamlined 
Wg Cdr. 
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Remarks Station Commander. 
Gp Capt. 
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4 hr exercise    HOLYHEAD MOUNTAIN 
 

Wednesday 25th November 1959. 
 
1330  F.S. Lees + 20 travelled to a parking space by Twr farm 106/222822 in RL 58AE94, 

Ambulance & LR.  A wet morning but a reasonably dry afternoon. 
  The party was split into three groups for abseiling instruction starting nearest the 

road with the easiest & progressing eventually to the overhanging Yellow Wall. 
 A top rope was arranged for Catapult Crack (VS) which was climbed by Lees, Haynes, 

Janney Parker. 
  Two stretcher lowers were carried out on the first buttress & PTIs given a ride. 
  Meanwhile Cpl/T Bray & Cpl Pibworth went on a recce looking for more training 

crags & found some well worth a visit on the other side of the mountain overlooking the 
mole. 

1730 Returned to Valley in time for the late tea ordered. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. 
  A good training ground for certain things near at hand.  Changing the venue slightly 

helps morale;  perhaps in a week or 2 we may send a stronger recce party to "rub their 
noses" on the rocks on the other side of the mountain, but time is very short on a winters 
afternoon, 

8/12/59  NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
  An excellent use of a Wednesday afternoon. 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt 
 

155 
36hr exercise    CARNEDDAU 
 

Saturday 28th November 1059 
 
1340  A team of 18 with F.S. Lees i/c travelled to Cyffty old lead mine  107/772589 in RL 

58AE94, Sigs & trailer & LR 35AA73.  The RL was taken up the Ugly House approach 
road to see if it is possible but as there was often no more than an inch to spare both from 
rocks & the tottering stone walls either side it is not thought advisable to use this road at all 
with the large vehicles except possibly with an expert driver when it might save ten minutes 
which matter.  Certainly it should never be used by normal A class drivers without them 
being trained with the team for some time. 

 
Sunday 29th November 

 
  A Hares & Hounds circuit of the area. 
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 Hares  Lees & Kinnes  15 mins start,  Others then at 5 mins intervals 
  772589 - 77955895 - corner of 'lake# - 79355830  Southern end Llyn y Parc - 

786593 old bldg in forestry - 77556030 farm on 1000' contour - 76446148 Llyn Gerionydd 
monument - 75406153 Llyn Crafnant monument - 752583 S. end Llyn Goddion Duon - 
76155930 peninsular on E side Llyn Bodgynydd - 76585890 SW corner Llyn Tyn y 
Mynydd - base. 

  Each map ref marked by a small can on a stick, painted yellow with map ref of next 
yellow can written on the paper inside.  Last team brings cans back - all should sign they've 
gone past each can.     final points:- 

  1. Murphy Shanks   4th = 
  2.  Downing Orman Janney  1 
  3. Pearson Driver Edwards  2 
  4. Jones Brown    4= 
  5. Haynes Gordon   4= 
  6. Bray Cartledge   3 
  Hares had to amend penultimate can reference after returning to base as Llyn Tyn y 

Mynydd half dried up with forestry planted at reference.  Interesting in the dark - with quite 
waist deep water here & there! 

  Returned to Valley later when all the u/t navigators had finished groping their way 
through forests! 
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Remarks NCO i/c MRT. 
  Accurate map reading essential on an exercise like this.  The u/t navigators had to 

think had & no doubt were often "kinda puzzled" though not lost! 
8/12/59  NCO i/c MRT. 

 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
  I agree about the use of the 'Ugly House' road it should only be used in an emergency 

as the 1" clearance is the limit on some of the corners.  Perhaps the tightest of our approach 
roads it still underlines the need for the very best drivers to be used on Mountain Rescue. 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
  You may be right but in my mind you are risking losing far more time than you gain 

should you make the slightest error or should there be a fall of rock  Why risk it? 
Wg Cdr 

 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt 
 

157 
10 hr exercise    SNOWDON 
 

Wednesday 2nd December 1959 
 
1330  F.S. Lees + 17 Team travelled in RL 58AE94, Sigs truck & landrover to Llanberis 

where walkie talkies were set up in vehicles & parties set down at Hafodty Newydd for 
Snowdon. 

  Tests between Sigs truck at Llanberis, LR at Hafodty Newydd & then Cwm y Glo on 
way to visit Caernarvon Sub-unit & RL at top of Llanberis Pass  fairly successful, though 
poor weather conditions & site of Sigs truck lay bye were not conducive to perfect results. 
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  Similar tests with Beddgelert from base which was set up at Pen y Gwryd (661558) 
replacement pyros for PYG Sub-unit used recently on Snowdon rescue by Mr. Briggs & 
SAS. 

  Returned to Valley in the evening. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. 
  Some comparatively hard snow was encountered on Snowdon, though more ice 

crystals from high winds.  There is much experimental work to be tried with R/T sets. 
NCO i/c MRT 

 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt 
 

158 
36 hr exercise    CARNEDDAU & GLYDERS 
 

Saturday 5th December 1959 
 
1330 Team of 18 with Sgt McMichael & Cpl Hughes i/c camped at Glyn  107/751575.  Transport 

used RL 59AE05, Sigs + trailer & LR 35AA73. 
  After organising the camp in the spacious barn a "petty sessions" was held.  The base 

camp cooks from last weekend, Parker & Hardman were accused of "attempting to poison 
and otherwise injure members of the MRT by negligence whilst preparing the evening meal 
on Sunday 29th November 1959".  A summary of the points made by the prosecution 
(Messers Driver & Cartledge) were that the meal consisted of "burnt meat, cold unsalted 
potatoes, burnt cabbage & very little else".  The jury took 15 seconds before returning with a 
verdict of guilty on all charges with no recommendation for Mersey".  Judge Watmore then 
doomed the black cap & gave the maximum penalty - a dousing in the fast flowing Afon 
Llugwy - deep enough here for both prisoners to be tied on to a safety rope before being 
hurled into the torrent. 

 
Sunday 6th December 1959 

 
  Strong SW winds, snow showers, cloud down to 2000' 
 Navigation & familiarisation:- 
 A. Watmore Shanks Beveridge  658528 (Nant Gwynant) - Y Griban - Moel Siabod -  

base 
 B. Cartledge Jones Janney  Pen y Pass - Glyder Fawr - Fach - ridge to base 
 C. Hughes Kinnes Driver Pearson Newby  Glandena - Cwm Lloer - Pen yr Helgi du -  

base. 
 D. McMichael Parker McKenzie Hardman.  Reciprocal of C. 
  Quite a lot of snow above 2000' 
  Returned to Valley in the evening. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT.  Routine training continues;  Fg Off Andrews & I attended the 

annual M.R. conference at A.M. Whitehall & spent some time with the new Inspector of 
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MR, Flt Lt Sims, who is to visit us shortly.  I can agree on the poor Sunday weather - IMR 
& I got soaked climbing on a sandstone outcrop in Kent! 

NCO i/c MRT 
 

159 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 

31st Dec 1959 Fg Off 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
  First class.  Are you still short of  members?? 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 
   Change the cook!! 

Gp Capt 
 

160 
10 hr exercise    SNOWDON & GLYDERS 
 

Wednesday 9th December 1959 
 
1330  F.S. Lees + 18 left Valley in RL 59AE05, Sigs vehicle, Landover & Ambulance.  

Parties were dropped on the way out by the Landrovers on the Snowdon side & the RL at 
Ogwen.  RV at Pen y Gwryd 107/611558 where a temporary base was set up under the eyes 
of I.M.R who had arrived there an hour before from St. Athan. 

  "Brisk trots" as follows:- 
1445 1. Cartledge Kinnes Beverridge - Hafodty Newydd - Track up onto Crib y Ddisgl -  

Crib Goch - PYG. 
2. Hughes Jones  Watmore - Hafodty Newydd - col R of "Cloggy" (591558) - Snowdon 

Summit - Lliwedd - PYG. 
1500 3. McMichael Janney Gordon - Ogwen Gribin ridge - Glyder Fach - PYG 
  Bray Mackenzie Murphy Taylor - Ogwen Bristly ridge   ---"---       -"- 
 Link on Glyder Fach  Flt Lt. Sims & FS Lees. 
1930-2030 The drivers turned out a very good meal in Mr Briggs garage - whether due to the 

visit of IMR or last weekends "Petty Sessions" am not sure 
  Returned to Valley after general talk in convenient alcove next door. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. I think Flt Lt Sims enjoyed his meal tho' perhaps not carrying the 

walkie talkie tho' he seemed pleased with the Signals vehicle & parties operation etc. 
  The team is getting plenty of night experience on these "quickies" on Weds 

afternoons & getting to know the bigger (nearer) hills quite well. 
22/12/59   NCO i/c MRT 

Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 
 The Staff visit was excellent from the point of view of the Team and the new I.M.R. went 

away with a very good impression of Valley Team 
Fg Off. 

 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
    Good 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 
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GP Capt 
 

161 
36 hr exercise     RHINOGS 
 

Saturday 12th December 1959 
 
1345  F.S. Lees + 18 travelled to a base camp near Llanbedr in Cwm Nantcol 

(116/60752707) in Bedford RL 59AE05, Sigs Austin 75AV07 with trailer 15AW90 & the 
Landrovers Ambulance & Scout car.  The gateway into this campsite only leaves an inch or 
two either side & the wall is gradually falling down here so we shall soon have to do some 
rebuilding & widening. 

 
Sunday 13th December 

 
  A comparatively dry morning until after breakfast & then it started raining & hailing 

with unprecedented fury as we set out for a navigation & familiarisation exercise - just so 
that new-comers could see these rocky hill at their best!  Two reciprocal courses were 
walked with a driver in each party,  to bring back a Landrover left at one end of the course 

 1. Brown Bray Cartledge  ↓ 
  base - Rhinog Fawr 567290 
  667320 - Clip 653327 
   Moel Ysgafarnogod 
   Moel Penolen - 623346 
      Eisingrug - ambulance left 
 2.  ↑ Pibworth Pearson Kinnes 
 
 3. Driver Gordon McMichael ↓ 
  base - Llyn Hywel 
   Y Llethr - Diphwys 
    LLyn Cwm Mynach - Y Garn 703231 
     695207 - LR left 
 4.  ↑ Lees Janney Newby Watmore.  
 
 5. Last course a circular one for Shanks Hardman Taylor & Murphy:- 
   base - Rhinog Fawr - Rhinog Fach - Y Llethr - Diphwys - base 
 
 Base camp staff Mackenzie & Hughes.  The latter suffering from a believed broken ankle - 

walking across campsite! - was an excellent choice for W/OP when carried to the Signals 
truck & taught how to use the 1154/55 on R/T by the W/OP Driver. 
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  Despite this !  R/T comm was quite good altho' the sets need 2 days to dry out 
afterwards & one aerial loading coil was broken when Pearson went full length into a small 
lake in the dark 

2100  The last soaked party reached base 
  Not exactly early by the time we reached RAF Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. 
  We also get much night experience at weekends!  Both my spare head torch bulbs 

"blew" too!  This is an excellent area for high knee raising in waist deep heather & wet & 
rocky into the bargain.  Only one broken leg & one # aerial loading unit is reasonable!  This 
is the w/e for sorting out any 'cissies' 
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22/12  NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 
  Excellent training in conditions which are generally encountered on an actual callout. 

31/12/59  Fg Off 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt 
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36 hr exercise     BERWYNS 
 

Saturday 19th December 1959 
 
 F.S. Lees + 16 members of RAF Valley M.R.T. travelled to a base camp (Pantian 

117/124356) near Llanamon Dyffryn Ceiriog in the heart of the Berwyns.  Much mud made 
the parking of our full compliment of vehicles somewhat tricky as the campsite is on the 
side of a narrow gorge - like valley & one can't afford to slide off the road on the lower side! 

 
Sunday 20th December 

 
   Excellent weather for navigation & familiarisation once more: 

  (At base camp SW winds f 5-6, cloud base 1500 - 2000'  snow & sleet 
showers) 

1030  Pibworth Bray Sgt McMichael were set down at Corwen with a good leg stretch in 
front of them.  Liberty Hall - 1805' Moel Fferna - Cader Bronwen - Lysander wreckage 
079341 - Foel wen (Mynydd Tarw - Rhos) - base.  They descended correctly in darkness & 
were told at the first farm that they were at Blaen y Cwm but not that this refers to Cwm 
Llanwenog.  They assumed that they must have made a mistake somewhere & descended to 
the Blaen y Cwm marked on the map, which is at the head of the next valley to the south - 
Cwm Maen - Gwynedd!  They then radioed their map (incorrect!) posn. to base for transport 

2000  - which couldn't find them, of course!  If they had not been so benumbed by a gale force 
wind, sleet & snow they might have thought a little more in Welsh - the key to this mistake 
really! 

1050  Parker Driver Broome were left at LLandrillo - hence 047315 - Moel Sych - Cader 
Berwyn - 07553367 - Spitfire engine - 079341 - Lysander wreckage - Cader Bronwen - 
base.   

1800 Mainly downwind so back in reasonable time. 
1000  Pearson Cartledge - 128302 - Godor - Moel Sych - Cader Berwyn - Spitfire engine -  
1600 Tomle - Foel Wen - Mynydd Tarw - Rhos - Pantian. 
  Watmore Hardman Taylor (with 3 yellow cans) 
 Pantian - 127383 - 133393 - Moel Fferna - 118368 - 088369 - Cader Bronwen - 099352 - 

base.  Cans left at their first 3 turning points to be collected by party doing reciprocal course. 
 Beveridge Murphy & Gordon who also set down 3 cans to be brought back by the others -  
2000 complications in the dark - wer'e a couple of cans short now! 
 
164 
  Meanwhile our new W/OP Haynes was managing quite well with the Sigs truck once 

he had been carried into it.  (SMO agreed on better psychological treatment (for Haynes) 
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being useful with the team rather than lying around SSQ all w/e.  His plaster was carefully 
protected from damp by an old plastic map case!) 

 Good all round comms despite foul weather conditions. 
  Returned to Valley late in evening. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. 
 A day when experience & good mountaineering navigation is essential on the tops - even on 

these comparatively smooth hills. 
 Certainly a day for undesigned to rest torn a ligament! 
 May we wish all our readers a prosperous 1960! 

NCO i/c MRT  
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 Despite the very best of good intentions once again this log has built up a large amount of 

unseen reports.  This has been due to a variety of factors; the amount of work reported, the 
absence of the NCO i/c, a months pre-testing for N.C.Os who were potential M.R. Team 
leaders and an inventory check of the M.R. technical equipment. 

31/12/59  Fg Off 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Wg Cdr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt 
Insert between  pages 164 and 165. 
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5 day exercise    ERYRI 
 

Wednesday 23rd December 1959 
 
1430  Sgt McMichael + 13 duty team for the Christmas period travelled to Bryn Brethynan 

near Capel Curig where they set up a base in the barn  107/737572.  Loads ferried up from 
main road loop laybye to the c/s by LR as gate too narrow for RL.  Vehicles out were 
58AE94, 35AA73 & NCO course LR on loan for 3 months 65AA44.    (visits to Betws & 
Capel police). 

 
Thursday 24th December 

 
  Driver & Cartledge returned Valley for Christmas ration specialities & mail in 

35AA73.  Meanwhile Cpl Watmore psi assembled a dipole aerial for use with the HF15 
walkie talkies while Kinnes Shanks &Mackenzie went over Clogwyn Mawr & Blaen y nant 
(for holly c/w berries!!)  Repairs & general cleaning of barn. 

 
 

From: Station Diarist 
To: O. C. M.R.T. 
11th Jan '60 

F 540 
1.   The latest order from Group is to the effect that a completed F 540 is to be dispatched on the 7th of the month 
2.   The present system is not working to well as I haven't seen this log for about 6 or more months and usually have 
to rely on a phone call.  This is O.K if there been no calls.  However in order to get coverage of M.R.S activities into 
the diary would you arrange for a short "bare bones" summary of any ops. to be sent to the Station Adj for the 1st 
working day of the month.  I suggest a quarto sized book to bring you in line with other section 
      ????????  ????? 
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Christmas Day - 
 
  - was celebrated in traditional manner.  In a addition to the issued 2 bottles per head 

of beer a ferkin had been bought & set up in a cool! corner of the barn so that after sometime 
no notice was taken of the vile weather outside! 

 
Boxing Day 

  rather similar, though worse? 
 

Sunday 27th December 59 
 
  Bray Blaney Williams (2 ex-members on a visit) ascended Pen y Helgi du & went 

round Carneddau to Pen yr oleu wen.  Weather still most discouraging though little snow 
encountered. The recently formed Ogwen Cottage Sub-unit visited the base & combined 
with the Team in learning uses of the equipment etc. 

 
Monday 28th December 

 
  Was a better day but with gale force winds, even low down.  A" hare & hounds 

chase was carried out - 
1115  Bray & Cartledge, the hares, left with the following course:- 737584 - Waen Hir 

track corner - to 738602 Blaenynant →  
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 to 734596 Clogwyn Mawr - 730591 - 716577 - pont - Plas y Brenin - base. 
  "Hounds" in parties at 5 minute intervals:- 
1130 Watmore Parker     Mackenzie Brown Shanks 
1140 Taylor Kinnes Beveridge     McMichael Gordon. 
  On returning a party of public schoolboys were waiting for the team to vacate the 

barn so hurried packing up before dark & returned to Valley in the evening. 
 
Remarks dep NCO i/c MRT. Useful training carried out despite adverse weather 

14/1/60  Sgt. 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O. C. Flying Wing. 
  Seen 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Gp Capt 
 

167 
36 hr exercise    ARENIGS 
 

Saturday 2nd January 1960 
 

FS Lees + 12 went to Tai Hirion, a disused farm house in RL 58AE94, Sigs truck & 
trailer & 2 Landrovers (35AA73 & 65AA44)  Map reference  116/911398. 
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Sunday 3rd January 
 
1000  Navigation training - wet - strong SW winds, low cloud - 
 
1100 Pearson Newby Brown Hardman (N)  73 LR Bala - Corwen rd - Foel Goch 2004' Garnedd 

Fawr - 912426 - 885442 - Carnedd y Filiast 2194' - Foel Goch 2059' Arenig Fach - Tai 
Hirion. 

 
 Hughes Harris Murphy (N)  44 LR 799257 Ty newydd y mynydd - reasonable LR track, 

Forestry Commission to here - Rhobell Fawr 2408' - DDuallt - Moel Llyfnant 2461' Arenig 
Fawr 2800' - Tai Hirion. 

 
 Pibworth Janney N Dempster (440 then went down other road in LR (Lees driving) & found 

it no longer used.  Interesting bog work at 792246 & then bridge building at 789246 before 
reaching Llanfachrith.  Other road would save an hour or two!  Thence to Blaen y Glyn 
(762262) by a new Forestry road which runs up the valley of the Afon Wen.  Since time 
now short it was decided to carry on northwards so that their course would be shortened to 
allow them to return to base before 1900 hrs, when the other parties might be expected.  So 
to Pont Aber Geirw and Gelli gain - all on good tarmac roads hardly marked on map - to 
Pont y Gain @ 765330 where they were set down.  R/T comms between them, LR & other 
parties to base to inform of changed course.  LR taken back via the deserted army camp, 
Bronaber 712318, Trawsfynydd & Cwm Prysor to base. 

 
1930  Final wet bodies arrived to find a fine fire blazing in the old house - rather a pleasant 

change 
  Returned to Valley much later when all had been packed up & keys returned, with 

many thanks to Fron Goch farm, the owners, 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. An interesting w/e - there is always some new ground to be found. 

NCO i/c MRT 
 

168 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 It is training in conditions like this and the policy of  visiting all of our area regularly that 

gives us the 'edge' in an emergency. 
Fg Off 

 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
  Seen 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt. 
 

169 
CALL OUT     MOELWYNS 
 

Tuesday 5th January 1960 
 
0110  M.R. Wing informed by D.A.Tco that a request had been made for M.R. Team 

assistance, by Civ Mountain Rescue organiser C Briggs in a search for a walker overdue 
overnight on Cnicht (2206').  He had left his tent at a Youth Hostel in Nant Gwynant and the 
Warden had reported his failure to return. 
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0415  O i/c MRT informed and brought 'speeding' to camp.  Information checked with 

D.A.T.co and permission to move obtained from N.R.C.C. and Stn Duty Officer. 
0600  Team had early breakfast. 
0610  Fg Off Andrews and 19 team - including the Scots contingent who had arrived back 

after travelling all night from late grant (very bleary-eyed but uncomplaining) - left in R/L, 
two landrovers and L.R Ambulance. 

9730  Arrived at P.Y.G. in time to get Briggs from bed.  Calls to subunit and other possible 
sources of searchers led to build up of a search party of about 60.  The main contingents 
being:- R.A.F 20, Plas y Brenin - 14, M.A.M. hut 3, A.M.A party with Army 1 ton transport 
- 3, 8 Durham University students plus police and C. Briggs. 

 
 Six search parties set up each with M.R.T. man i/c and a W.op with R/T  Alpine Victor set 

up on waste ground near P.Y.G. (107/660557.) 
 
0815aprox Search started.  Weather fine and clear.  All parties were 8-9 strong 
 Party I.      (Alpha) led by Cpl Tech Bray started (107/658533) searched Cwm Edno and 

hence southwards to Cnicht. 
 
 Parry II.     (Zulu) led by Cpl Hughes started from Croesor (107/632447) and searched Cwm 

Croesor and the slate quarries at the head of the cwm. 
 Party III.   (Echo) led by Cpl Pibworth started from Bwlch Gwernog (613454) end and 

swept eastwards before turning north to cover the north western face of Cnicht. 
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 Parties IV, V VI led by SAC Harris, Pearson and Newby respectively were dropped at 

intervals along the Nantmor Road.  IV at (632484)  V at 619465 and V at 634513.  All these 
parties were instructed to spread out and sweep south east towards Cnicht as this was a 
likely area into which the missing man could have wandered.  A small party of police also 
searched the lower slopes of Cwm Croesor.  During the search excellent contact was 
maintained with the teams.  Messages were relayed where direct hill to base contact was 
broken. 

 
1105  Message received from Bray's party that man had been located alive making his own 

way down from the Summit (Map ref 107/657488). 
 
1120  All parties informed and returning to pick up points on Nantmor road. 
 
  The man was escorted down by two parties.  He was very cold and wet but none the 

worse for his night out. 
 
1200  All parties back at P.Y.G  An excellent meal - mainly liquid - and back to Valley. 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 This had a happy ending.  The following night there were about 23o of frost on Cnicht and a 
day later the result might not have been so good.  The man was ill equipped (in macintosh, plastic 
mac and tan shoes) to spend a night out.  It was fortunate that he chose a mild night to do it.  The 
Warden was quite rightly alarmed and we proved once again that the MRT is the only unit to carry 
out effective searches.  Parties would have been out until nightfall as once having left the base 
without radio they are out  of contact completely. 

21.Jan 1960  O i/c MRT 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
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   Good effort 
Sqn Ldr 

 
Remarks Station Commander. 
 

171 
10 hr exercise    GLYDERS & TRYFAN 
 

Wednesday 6th January 1960 
 
1330  FS Lees + 15 Team travelled out to a temporary base camp at Ogwen in vehicles 

58AE94, 59AE05, 08AA20        (650604) 
1445  Parties rushed off uphill intent on getting at least one 3000' summit before dark:- 
  Hughes Pearson Shanks Hardman - Kitchen track. Glyders Fawr & fach 
  Sgt McMichael Beveridge ↑ Bristly Ridge to Glyder Fach down the Gribin ridge. 
  Taylor Pibworth with a new "debutant" (attached here for a fortnight to see whether 

he is suitable for part time MR duties, in which case Record Office may made arrangements 
later to post him to a MR Team station as a telephone operator)  Cross - ↑ NE ridge Y Garn - 
Glyders Fawr & fach. 

  Brown Broome, two drivers,   ↑ Kitchen track to Glyder Fawr & down the Gribin 
ridge. 

  Newby & Kinnes; Driver & Lees ascended Soap Gut on Milestone Buttress.  It was 
quite wet & therefore hard:  a good effort on Newby's & Driver's parts. 

  The usual Wednesday evening - lights bobbing down the hillsides to the car park &  
2000 "bomb" & ubiquitous fried eggs & sausages with baked beans for a change. 
2200  Return to Valley. 
 
Remarks NCO i/C MRT. 1.  The temporary attachment is a good one & new to me;  it stops the 

artful ones who come here from time to time using the ROM as a means of getting nearer to 
Ireland or Liverpool, say;  actually Cross was not one of these types, but a genuine case 
interested in M.R. work so we were pleased to inform P3 & R.O. that he would be welcome 
at Valley (his PBX supervisor too!) 

  2.  Despite the short afternoon the members can get a great deal of benefit from a 
"quickie" like this, perhaps even more so when there are good snow training conditions, as 
often occur in mid week. 

27/1/60  NCO i/c MRT. 
 

172 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 
 I also heartily approve of the system used with Cross and wish we could see it in action 

more 
often.  There are a few men still on camp, who I believe were posted here for part-time mountain  
rescue, who have not attempted to join the team, or who have left very quickly. 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
  Have spoken to NCO i/c P3.  In future all airmen arriving on station who are  
annotated 'Part-time mountain rescue' will report to officer i/c MRS as part of normal arrival  
procedure. 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 
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Gp Capt 
 

173 
36 hr exercise    CARNEDDAU & GLYDERS 
 
Saturday 9th January 1960 
 
1345  FS Lees + 13 left Valley in RL 58AE94 & trailer, & Landrovers 35AA73 & 

65AA44.  On the way out they set down climbing parties:- 
  Lees (44) → Glan Llugwy with Newby & Shanks & Janney + Kinnes.  These went 

to Carreg Mianog where the first two did "Crack & Corner" & the other pr 'Crawl Climb. 
  Pibworth (73) set down Taylor & Murphy beside Llyn Ogwen so that they could 

rush up onto Milestone Buttress & do the Rowan & Ivy Chimney climb. 
  Landrovers left Hardman, Beveridge & Cross with 'one legged' Haynes i/c to set up 

base camp at Caer Llugwy 107/749572 while they went back to Milestone Buttress for a 
quick climb before darkness:- Driver (RL) took Sgt McMichael up Ordinary, while Lees & 
Pibworth ↑ Direct route. 

  Climbers collected in landrovers & returned to base just before supper was ready - a  
1900 good afternoon, tho' cold. 
 

Sunday 10th January. 
 
  Cold frosty clear. 
 Navigation party - Sgt McMichael, Taylor, Cross driven by Cpl Pibworth to Bwlch y  
1000 Ddenfaen where they left 35AA73 to be collected in evening.  Then over Drum, Carnedd 

Llewelyn - Yr Elen, Carnedd Dafydd to Gwern y Gof uchaf to rendy-vous with other LR 
(Lees). 

1030  Remainder rockclimbing on the east face of Tryfan - which had sun on it! 
  Newby Kinnes:  Janney Hardman ↑  Pinnacle Rib ↓N. Buttress. 
  Lees Shanks:  Driver Beveridge ↑ North Buttress. 
  Lees Shanks:  ↓ Pinnacle Rib 
  Driver Beveridge → Bwlch Tryfan ↑ Bristly Ridge to Glyder Fach & down Cwm 

Tryfan to Gwern y gof uchaf & the LR.  Remainder got there within the next hour & were  
1930 taken back to base camp in two journeys. 
  Returned to Valley later in the evening. 
 

174 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. An excellent weekend for weather;  we made as much use of it as 

possible - so often a wet dark Saturday afternoon is not worth rushing for 2 hours of daylight 
& a miserable descent on the dark.  /////////////  Although morale is usually high, it is always 
that much higher when there are not many wet clothes to dry the next week! 

27/1/60    NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
 
   Seen 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt 
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175 
10 hr exercise    SNOWDON 
 

Wednesday 13th January 1960 
 
1330  F.S. Lees + 19 Team left Valley as hurriedly as possible in an attempt to get up 

Snowdon, plastered in new snow, by various routes, before darkness. 
 08AA20  Ambulance to Hafodty Newydd (via Llanberis) - Sgt McMichael Shanks 

Cross  ↑ the  Llanberis ridge ↓Zig Zags & Miners Track. 
 35AA73   LR to Pen t Pass.  Bray Hughes Kinnes - PYG track - East ridge Crib Goch ↓ 

N ridge to Pen y Pass via Cwm Beudy Mawr.  
65AA44 LR via Caernavon & Waen fawr to Snowdon Ranger - Dempster Murphy & 
Janney ↑ S.R. track to summit of Snowdon & down Zig Zags. 
65AA44 also set down  Cartledge Gordon & Taylor above Rhyd ddu 583525 - 
Llechog ridge onto Snowdon & ↓ Zig Zags. 
 Landrovers were then driven on to Pen y Pass, which the RL 58AE94 + trailer 
15AW90 had already reached via Bethesda & a base camp was set up at our Sub-unit in one 
of the garages of Pen y Gwryd (by kind permission of Mr. C.B. Briggs BEM) 
 Three of the drivers, Lees Brown & Driver then went for a 'brisk walk' up Cwm 
Beudy Mawr from the LR left at Pen y Pass to meet the Crib Goch party at last light. 
 Returned to Valley later - last party off the hill was about eight o'clock. 

 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. More snow & night experience.   A good aft. 

27/1/60  NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
  

A well spent afternoon. 
Fg Off 

 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt 
 

176 
36 hr exercise & Call out   SNOWDON & MOELWYNS 
 

Saturday 16th January 1960 
 
1350  FS Lees +22 travelled in RL 58AE94 + trailer & the 2 LRs to set up camp in Glyn 

barn (107/751575) 
  Parties & courses for quick 'appetisers' from the Lledr valley over the shoulder of 

Moel Siabod back to Glyn had just been announced when a telephone call from Llanberis 
1545  Police was received. 
  Apparently a party of 4 had left Snowdon summit at about 1240 to traverse Lliwedd.  

Near the top of the first Zig Zags of the Watkin track, after about 5 minutes of descent one, 
William Nesbit slipped & dropped his ice axe.  One of his companions, Robert Evans who 
tried to stop him, failed & also fell about 100' before being able to arrest his own fall with 
his ice-axe.  Nesbit disappeared into the cloud below.  Harry Evans went back up to the 
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summit & descended the Llanberis ridge to summon assistance immediately, while the other 
two, Robert Evans & John Cobb, went down to see if they could help Nesbit. 

  This information was all that was reported at first (to Llanberis Police by Harry 
Evans at about 1520 hrs.) & it was not until after five o'clock when some of the RAF parties 
were on their way up to the scene that Robert Evans was brought to Pen y Pass by the 
farmer from Hafod y Llan with the news that Nesbit had fallen about a thousand feet & had 
died instantaneously from multiple injuries. 

  The Team had been split into 3 parties in view of the lack of information:  Cpl/T 
Bray went up Cwm Llan from Nantgwynant with a fast party (1) of experienced climbers 
while Sgt McMichael followed up a little slower with a stretcher party (2);  F Sgt Lees took 
a third party (3) which included the Llanberis Police Sgt. up from Pen y Pass via Glaslyn 
thence direct to Bwlch y Saethau - a certain amount of step cutting was necessary on this 
route (which appeared slower than the Gribin ridge.)  The parties 1 & 3 met near Bwlch y 
Saethau & after a short search found the body.  (107/612541) 

  Evacuation direct down Cwm Llan over quite difficult ground (Murphy - a novice on 
snow tho' in the team now for 5 months slipped, lost his axe & shot off downwards at about 
a good trotting pace, but was fielded by Dempster, who then slid 
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 down another 20' with him before they came to rest on more broken ground.  The others 
carrying the stretcher could only watch is despair! 

  (Two civilian climbers from Ynws Ettws also came up with party 3 & were of great 
assistance in this descent. 

  Joined by a small support party of civ. climbers with Jack Herson (who I'd met & 
2130  asked to come up to help later) at the old mine building.  Thence to Landrovers at 622513. 
 
Remarks Our assistance was requested because the civilian M.R. posts at Pen y Gwryd & 

Ogwen Cottage could not help in the absence of their supervisors (& staff in the latter case)  
(These posts are voluntary where kit is kept & climbers may collect.) 

  It is regretted that Valley & N.R.C.C. were not informed earlier but at first it was 
hoped that the man might be alive.  The Police contacted us thro' A.T.C Valley so that the 
system worked well enough altho' the airmen on duty did not pass any inf. on to the 
Controller or NRCC,  I had left instructions with the base R/T operator SAC Haynes (who 
had a leg in plaster) to ask the W/OP, LAC Driver, who was busy driving & 'link' operator 
to Telephone NRCC as soon as possible (& ask them to inform A.T. Valley).  The base at 
Pen y Pass is a mile from the nearest telephone at P.Y.G.  Unfortunately they were both 
extremely busy trying to improve communications between various parties, civilian sources 
of information etc. & there was some unavoidable delay. 

NCO i/c MRT 
 

Sunday 17th January 
 
  Training exercise:- 
 Mackemzie Foster Keen Cross (R/T) 
 Nantgwynant - Nantmor road - Ysgafelllwen - Yr Arddu - Moel Siabod - Glyn. 
 
 Dempster Wilson Janney (R/T) & Watmore 
 Nantgwynant - Watkin track - Cwm Llan - Yr Aran - Snowdon Crib Goch down Zig Zags to 

Llydaw & LR. 
 
 Pearson Shanks Hardman Kinnes R/T 
 Snowdon via Crib Goch ↓ Zig Zags to Llydaw & Pen y Pass 
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178 
Gordon Taylor R/T Sgt McMichael 
Lliwedd from Pen y Pass - Snowdon ↓ Zig Zags. 

A day of much wind & powder snow being blown hard across the ridges.  Icicles 
from eyebrows with the usual snag of lashes freezing together from time to time  Despite 
this comm was maintained between the parties & the mobile & exploratory LR with the few 
senior members who were having an 'easy' day! 
 Returned to RAF Valley in the evening. 

 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. 

One or 2 new chaps who had just arrived were probably quite surprised - the 
complex equipment that this requires & which had to produced rapidly from various storage 
lockers in the overloaded RL (usual driver storage for the other one) had them gasping.  
Fortunately we seem to be getting some chaps with at least some previous experience. 

The driver lack is still with us - we are established for 2 drivers for full time work & 
have 2 good men at present.  Unfortunately we also have 5 (6 temporarily) vehicles & a 
trailer which need constant attention if we wish them to remain in a first class condition.  
These are all specialist vehicles, ready loaded with all the strange bits of equipment we need 
- such as portable hand held search lights, with their aircraft accs. (12 v 25amp Ground use 
only) & Everest carriers - which were so indispensable on Saturday evening - but require 
charging drying etc.  Meanwhile tyres, bulbs, fan belts plugs etc. are all wearing out at their 
usual rate - & these 2 airmen have to have an occasional day off & even some leave (they 
never have their 36 every week like most RAF personnel) 

Since we are expected to be operational always there is a good case for an increase in 
establishment of driver MT(H) by at least 2.  (while the W/OP Driver is on leave we have to 
leave a vehicle behind because he is doing 2 jobs having fortunately a driving licence.  
Similarly with myself.) 

I have been instructed to put up the case but am still trying to write up this log book - 
& check inventories etc. - &  prepare to handover too go on another detachment to a winter 
course --- etc.  Isn't the fact that we only have 2 drivers established to service as well as 
drive 5 vehicles at any one time sufficient case in itself? 

 
 
 
 
 
Inserted between pages 178 and 179. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

179B
Of/C MRT (thro O.C.F.W.) 
 
 1.   Ref the remarks on M.T. Establishment on pp 178/179& the note from O.C.F.W attached::  CO has 
briefly discussed with me. 
 2.  Whilst the remarks on pp 178/179 are interesting & could usefully be included in a letter to Command, 
they do not of themselves provide sufficient information (even including O.C.F.W's data record) to give a reasonable 
hope of success in achieving an establishment increase. 
 3.  Will Of i/c MRT please draft a letter for the CO's approval & signature setting forth detailed arguments in 
a logical sequence for an establishment increase.  The following points should be specifically brought out: 
 (a)  How many vehicles are taken out 
  (i)  on exercise 
  (ii) in emergency 
 (b)  the reasons why "x" vehicles are taken out on exercise, how frequently exercises are held & who ( & on 
other requirements) defines the number & sort of exercises 
 (c)  breakdown of M.T. drivers & the relationship of the requirements of 
  (i)  leave & pass 
  (ii)  sickness 
  (iii)  courses. 
 4.  To start you must assume that what is obvious to you & O..C.F.W. is by no manner of reasons obvious to 
the Establishments Committees.  Imagine that you are arguing for an allocation of pure gold 
11 Apr 60   Wg Cdr A/CO
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179 
Otherwise can we put up a case for overtime pay? 
2330 hrs 27/1/60           NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 
 The points made by the N.C.O. i/c regarding the need for additional drivers are I am sure 
well known at Air Ministry level.  The difficulties were again brought to Command notice during 
the visit of Sqn Ldr Vizan (C.Nava.I.) on the Wednesday afternoon exercise which he attended  we 
did in fact only use three vehicles, one of these being driven by the O i/c. 
 This need not deter us for applying for an increase in our establishment.  If the establishment 
was raised to four drivers then we might only be 76% manned but an improvement would have 
been made and the pressure on the present staff reduced.  It is only because of the intrinsic value of 
the job, which is plain to see when the team has a 'call out', that the permanent staff retain their 
interest and enthusiasm without complaint.  Is it fair to keep making these demands which reduce 
the 'life' of the various permanent staff members? 

Fg Off. 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
  Seen 

Sqn Ldr 
 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 
 
O.C.F.W. 
 Please investigate the position re M.T. Drivers (H) and inform me of the establishment.  
Also I want to know the establishment of vehicles by type. 

 
179A

MEMORANDUM 
From O.C.F.W.     To  Station Commander 
       Your ref  Remarks on P 179 MRT Diary 
  Date 8 Apr 60 
 
Subject:  Establishment Drivers M.R.T. 
1.  Five vehicles are established as follows:- 
 a)  1 Three - tonner for heavy gear 
 b)  1 Three - tonner for personnel transportation 
 c)  1 Landrover for hill  track work 
 d)  1 Signals vehicle for team communications. 
 e)  1 Landrover ambulance. 
2.  Although the Landrover ambulance can be dispensed with during routine training all these vehicles are necessary 
on an operational call out to transport the team and necessary equipment. 

P.T.O.
3.  Two vehicles only are driven by established M.T. drivers.  The remainder are driven by volunteers holding a 
civilian driving licence and R.A.F. driving permit. 
4.  This situation is undesirable and becomes even more so when one established driver is on leave.  The team then 
relies on one regular driver and four volunteers for its mobility. 
5.  Obviously a situation could arise when there is a dearth of volunteer drivers holding the necessary civilian 
licence and the M.R.T. becomes non operational. 
6.  It is felt the remarks made on P179 of this diary, by the Officer i/c M.R.T. are valid and that an increase in the 
establishment is justified. 

Sqn Ldr

See further minutes 
stapled to this page 

11/4 
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 Am I correct in assuming that the M.T. drivers are mountaineers and part of the rescue 
team?  If not what do they do with the time they are not driving?  By the appearance of the M.R. 
Section last Wednesday at my inspection, they don't appear to do very much. 

Gp Capt 
 

180 
10 hr exercise    CARNEDDAU 
 

Wednesday 20th January 1960 
 
1330  F.S. Lees + 18 Team went out to Aber & set down most of the parties to walk the 
1440 N.E. Carneddau to a base camp to be sited somewhere near White Hart Bridge (or Pont  

Hafotty Gwyn) 
 Newby Watmore Wilson - Cwm Anafon - Drum - White Hart 
 Pibworth Kinnes Foster Dempster  Drum via the track -  --"-- 
 McMichael Jones Hardman  Roman road - Bwlch y Ddenfaen --"-- 
Brown & Haynes then went on in the Landrover 65AA44 & set down a fourth party at the 

1550 top of the Sychnant Pass to traverse Tal y Fan 2000' to White Hart.  The LR then went round  
1620 to look for a c/s & were joined later by FS Lees who brought the RL & trailer up. 

The best site was found to be right besides the bridge where is just room to park an 
RL off the road (single track) and a flysheet could be slung from the bridge wall as  

1730 protection from the snow which started falling. 
 107/738707.  (A hollow on SW side of bridge & stream here.) 
2000  Set out for Valley over snow covered roads.  (The snow above 1500' was quite deep 

but not very hard even at 2500') 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. 
 Brown & I are the only 2 drivers available on p. staff at present. 

27/1/60         NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
   Seen 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt 
 

181 
72 hr exercise    GLYDERS & CARNEDDAU 
 

Friday 22nd January 1960 
 
1430  FS Lees + 15 duty team travelled in RL 58AE94 & trailer & 2 LRs to a campsite 

between Pen y Gwryd & Capel Curig.  The weather was extremely bad & the farmer offered 
us the use of his barn instead of the usual spot 50 yds away.   Garth 107/70055710 
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Saturday 23rd January 
 
  Several parties braved the elements & went up Moel Siabod & examined the 

interesting short training climbs on the Capel Pinnacles.  NCO i/c actually ascended several 
routes on the Milestone Buttress!  Several volunteers for cook! 

 Floods.  Most of the snow melted.  Good to have a barn. 
 

Sunday 24th January. 
 
  Almost worse!  Gales 7 about 2 not wet spells. 
 Wilson & Dempster  Rowan & Ivy Chimney M.S. 
 Gordon Kinnes Beveridge Cantilever route.  N ridge Tryfan & Miners track to base 
 Mackenzie Brown Foster Shanks traversed Tryfan. 
 

Monday 25 January 
 
  A fine morning.  Kinnes Shanks Wilson set down in Bethesda to traverse Glyders 

back to base.  Dempster Foster traversed Carneddau ------- from Ogwen. 
 McMichael Watmore Mackenzie - Cwm Ffynnon - Glyder Fawr - Fach - down Bristly ridge 

- Llyn Caseg fraith - base. 
 Pibworth Gordon Bray reciprocal of McM's party above 
 Janney Lees leading thro' did Rake End Chimney (wet) on East Wall of Idwal Slabs & 

Javelin Buttress, Holly Tree Wall. 
  Returned RAF Valley in evening. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. 
 Most disappointing to see all the snow go from the hills.  We expected to do some snow 

climbing here this winter. 
27/1/60            NCO i/c MRT 
 

182 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
  Seen 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt 
 

183 
36 hr exercise    BERWYNS 

Saturday 30th January 1960 
 
1330  FS Lees + 10 travelled in RL 58AE94, Sigs truck & landrover 35AA73 + trailer to 

the campsite nr Llanarmon - Dyffryn - Ceiriog called Pantian  117/125357.  Heavy vehicles 
went round via Chirk & Ceiriog valley while LR visited Police at Llangollen, nearest 
manned stn. tho' still about miles from campsite & then direct to Glyn Ceiriog via 
reasonable road (via Llangollen - housing estate - straight on at 219413 then R fork to 
225398 - R along ridge crest to 204393, thence L down Church Hill into Glyn Ceiriog.  Dirt 
surface on northern side 1 in 4 but much better for large vehicles than the more direct way 
from 204393.) 
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Sunday 31st January 
 
  Navigation & wireless exercise with 2 u/t navigators revisiting in better viz areas 

they had been "kinda puzzled" in previously 
 Link of Lees & Pearson visiting aircraft wreckage at Bwlch Maen Gwynedd on to top of 

Cader Berwyn & direct descent of its east face by snow (soft & wet) gully. 
  Sgt McMichael Foster Broome - Pantian - Creigiau's hyrddod - Pen Plaenan - 

091366 - Cader Browen - 098352 - Pen yr Eryr - base.  Brown Hardman & Keen did the 
reciprocal. 

  R/T communications good - previously Link visited area to East searching for 
potential rock climbing training areas & managed good results from 177327 particularly. 

2300  Returned Valley in the evening. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT.  Many a late 72 this w/e 

NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 

Fg Off 
 
Remarks O.C. Flying Wing 
  Seen 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt 
 

184 
5 hr exercise    HOLYHEAD MOUNTAIN 
 

Weds. 3rd February 1960 
 
1400  Fg Off Andrews + 20 team to Twr farm 106/222822 in 58AE94. Sigs. Amb. 

Landrover 34AA73 & trailer.  First outing for Sgt Betteridge (ex NCO i/c Topcliffe MRT) 
attached for the months during absence F.S. Lees on winter course  Ben Nevis. 

 
  The afternoon was cold and extremely windy.  The point of the exercise was to 

demonstrate M.R. techniques and the conditions encountered to Sqn Ldr Vizan (C.NAV.O).  
This was done extremely well and he was very impressed, firstly by the stretcher lower - he 
declined to act as patient himself - and also by the biting cold.  The team surprised him with 
its cheerfulness under what he considered very bad conditions.  We have known much 
worse! 

 
 Exercise completed by 1700 hrs and tea and hot dogs served by the road side before 

returning to Valley. 
 
Remarks O. i/c MRT. 
 
 This type of visit helps relations with command 

F/O  O i/c MRT 
 
Remarks O.C. Flying Wing. 
  Good 
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Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander 

Gp Capt   11/4 
 

185 
ARANS 

Weekend Exercise 6*7 Feb '60 
ETD Valley 13.45 hrs 
Base Camp  Dinas Mawddwy  116/860150 
i/c  Sgt Betteridge. 
TOTAL  15 
 
Parties dropped off in pairs at:- 
 
116/745418  Pont yr Afon Gam  Betteridge (w)  MURPHY (N)     11.00  hrs 
116/775398  ?????  McMICHAEL (w)  BEVERIDGe (N)  10.55 hrs 
116/817394  ?????  CARTLEDGE (w)  WILSON (N)  10.45 hrs 
116/841394  ?????  PEARSON (w)  KEEN (N)   10.35 hrs 
116/867382  ?????  FOSTER (w)  GORDON (N)   10.30 hrs 
 
Navigating to 116/771202  PONT NEWYDD. 
 
All parties arrived at this destination, the last party at 18.30 hrs. 
The weather was reasonable, mist at 1800 ft. with slight snow showers, cold.  Returned to Base at 
17  19.00 hrs a good meal. 
The Austin signals van's (75AU07) fan lost a blade so upsetting the balance of the fan, this in turn 
vibrated the water pump loose, so causing loss of water, resulting in the Austin being towed back by 
the Bedford RL.  Finally arriving at Bala at 20.00 22.15 hrs where the driver of the Austin 613 SAC 
BROOME decided it was too dangerous to continue tow. The o.o Valley and Bala Police were 
informed and the Bedford and L/Rover returned to Valley.  The AUSTIN was collected the 
following day by a towing vehicle and fixed fan. 

(D. BETTERIDGE) SGT. 
 
This provisional log pasted in since original book not available for Sgt Betteridge to write up fully 
before he returned to Linton.  Log kept by O.C.F.W. to answer points raised on p. 179 on my return 

NCO i/c MRT 
 

186 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 
The rights and wrongs of Broome's decision not to continue the tow have been fully discussed.  As 
the driver of the vehicle he should be allowed to decide when the tow is dangerous. 

F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. According to M.T.O. had the fan been removed completely after shedding a 
blade and before water pump had come loose the vehicle could have been driven back.  The driver 
is obviously the man to decide whether or not a tow is dangerous.      Sqn Ldr 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt  11/4 
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187 
     

ARENIGS 
Weekend Exercise    13 - 14 Feb 1960  36hr 
 
TAI HIRION  116/811398 
i/c Sgt B. 
Total on exercise:  15 
        ????     ???? 
Betteridge, Keen, Morris, Jones:-  Base - 779428 - 821415 - Base 
        ????    ???? 
Pibworth, Wilson, Watmore:-   Base - 763420 - 779428 - Base 
        ????     ????        ???? 
McMichael, Cross, Gordon:-   Base - 792422 - 815435 - 821415 - Base 
        ????     ???? 
Driver, Foster, Hardman   Base - 815435 - 779428 - Base 
 
Base. Carlton - Broome. 
 
Very bad snow conditions amounting to gale force resulting in blizzard, complete white-out at 
times, very heavy going.  Could not use Walkie - talkie sets, owning to risk of damage to remaining 
set so routes had to be in view of base camp.  Owning to poor visibilities most routes were cut short 
because of lack of re-call system, no W/T, nil use of pyro's 
 Under preset radio facilities, walkie talkies are being held back in case of call-outs, therefore 
range and variety of exercise is limited. 

(D.BETTERIDGE) SGT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 
 The spares provisioning for our H.F.15 sets has not caught up.  The parts, vibrations 
particularly, are not to be found in the R.A.F. but there is hope that some will be sent to Valley 
direct from the manufactures. 

F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. A diversion order has been placed on manufacturers S.E.O is progressing this 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt   11/4 
 

188 
 

189 
GLYDERS 

Wed 12th      Ogwen 
 
107/650607 
 
Weather fine,  snow soft. 
 
Betteridge 
Wilson   ↑  CWM CYWION → Y GARN - DEVILS KITCHEN - BASE 
FOSTER 
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Keen 
McMichael 
Watmore  ↑ NR RIDGE  Y GARN → DEVILS KITCHEN - BASE 
JONES 
 
CARTLEDGE 
PEARSON  CWM CLYD - Y GARN - DEVILS KITCHEN - BASE 
Beveridge 
 
GORDON 
PIBWORTH  E RIDGE - Y GARN - CWM CYWION - BASE 
CROSS 
 
Snow too soft for any decent climbing, mainly hard flogging, thigh high 

(D.BETTERIDGE) SGT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT 
 
A particularly hard working Wednesday afternoon 

F/O 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
   Seen 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt  11/4 
 

190 
 

191 
    ERYRI 
72   20.21.22 Feb 1960     Bethesda Hut 
          107/625665 
 
Saturday. 
 
Sgt McMichael 
Keen   ↑ Devils Kitchen → Y GARN → FOEL GOCH → MYNYDD PERFEDD  
Cross   ↔ CARNEDD Y FILIAST - BASE 
         
J/T GORDON 
PEARSON  ↑ PEN YR OLEU WEN → CARNEDD DAFYDD → CARNEDD  
WATMORE  LLEWELYN → YR ELEN - BASE 
         
Sgt BETTERIDGE 
FOSTER    ↑ CRIB GOCH → SNOWDON - Y LLIWEDD → VEHICLE 
 
CARTLEDGE 
WILSON 
         
 
Base;  Hardman, Broome, Driver, Simpson, Jones. 
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Sunday 
 
CPL JONES  GWASTADNANT  → Y GARN  assisted in rescue of 
CROSS        civilian climber who fell 
KEEN         through cornice 
         107/628599 
CPL WATMORE PONT -Y-CROMLECH → Y GARN 
FOSTER 
WILSON 
 
SGT BETTERIDGE   GORPHWYSFA H. → GLYDER FAWR → Y GARN - FOEL GOCH 
Sgt McMichael   → CARNEDD Y FILIAST → BASE 
 
CARTLEDGE 
DRIVER  NAMELESS CWM → Y GARN → FOEL GOCH → CARNEDD  
GORDON  FILIAST → BASE 
PEARSON 
 
BASE:- BROOME, HARDMAN, SIMPSON 
              
 

192 
MONDAY 
 
SGT BETTERIDGE   DINORWIC 107/591615 → ELIDIR FACH → ELIDIR FAWR →  
FOSTER      MYNYDD PERFEDD → CARNEDD Y FILIAST - BASE 
CROSSE    (SNOW WALL 20' VERTICAL) 
HARDMAN 
 
SGT McMICHAEL 
KEEN    CWM GWYNANT (HARD SNOW - CORNICE) 
GORDON 
    ↑ CARNEDD FILIAST → BASE 
CARTLEDGE 
PEARSON 
WILSON 
              
 
Remarks 

Good weather all weekend, fine & frosty.  On Saturday the Snowdon party had a 
very good day, the snow being in good condition and the crib Goch ridge being rather fine 
Sunday the snow rather soft, hard going novice party assisted in civilian rescue, evidently, 
from eye witness report (woman) a man was seen to walk out to the cornice edge, then 
disappeared in a cloud of snow (smoke).  *  The M.R. party descended more slowly to him 
and together with several civilians, gave what aid was possible (Cpl Jones - MEDIC).  The 
stretcher party arrived from OGWEN (SUB-UNIT) and the patient carried to OGWEN - 
BANGOR. 
Monday, snow hardening, good practice obtained in Cwm Ceunone & on Elid Xcise in steep 
snow ascent and descent also the odd cornice. 
 
A very good weekend. 

(D.BETTERIDGE) SGT 
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*Good work 

F/O 
 

193 
    TRYFAN BACH & SNOWDON 
27th - 28th Feb       Bethesda Hut 
         107/625665 
36 hr exercise 
Sunday 
Saturday morning commencing at 10.15 hrs a large party of army officers arrived at LITTLE 
TRYFAN for a demonstration by the M.R.T. of rockclimbing, stretcher lowering. abseiling and 
casualty evacuation. 
 The weather being rather wet * windy SAC Pearson * Cpl Driver gave a good rock climbing 
display of basic techniques, on being told by O i/c to drop off Driver became deaf, eventually 
contact was established and Driver dropped off, Pearson held him. 
 A stretcher lower was completed and volunteers asked for, the colonel asked a captain, the 
captain volunteered. 
The demonstration terminated at 13.00 hrs, every body satisfied. 
 Returned to hut had dinner. 
practised river crossing.  At 18.30 hrs message arrived from Leeming M.R.S. via police that B. 
bristol U.university M. C. party would arrive at 22.00 hrs instead of 00.20 hrs on 29th. 
 VAL/859/3/ORD refers   Bristol - Ben Nevis - Scafell Pikes - Snowdon - Bristol "guess time taken" 
tickets in aid of charity. 
 This party was met at the Pen-y-Gwryd, taken to Hafodty Nwydd by Fl/Sgt Lees and small 
party. 
 M.R.T. returned to Bethesda at 03.00 hrs 29th  spent Monday cleaning hut returned Valley 
at 23.30 hrs 
 
Remarks subsequently - the time taken by the University of Bristol Mountaineering Club was 43 hrs 
41 mins 20 secs. 
Winner was S. H. Cross a well known mountaineer, hotelier & mountain rescuer from Old Dungeon 
Ghyll Hotel Langdale Lakes. 
Consolation prize to Cpl/T Bray of this MRT 

(J. R. Lees) 
 

194 
 Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 

The demonstration was a great success.  The Team was not at full strength but gave a 
very competent display.  The audience was suitably interested and impressed and they 
gained an insight into basic techniques. 

F/O 
 
 Remarks O.C.F.W. 
  Brave captain 

Sqn Ldr 
 

Remarks Station Commander. 
Gp Capt  11/4 

 
195 

WESTERN SNOWDON 
10  hr exercise     ARANS 
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Wednesday 2nd March 1960 
 
1345 RL 59AE05, Sigs truck Ambulance & LR 65AA44 to Rhyd-ddu with F.S. Lees + 15.  Camp 

set up in car park 57055270. 
  Rockclimbing, familiarisation & navigation in the neighbourhood- 
 dropped at Betws Garmon. 
  Mackenzie Shanks Cross Harries       Moel Eilion - Foel Gron - Foel Goch - 585563 

-  Brwynog Clogwyn col         Rhyd-ddu. 
  Cpl Pibworth Walters Simpson ↑ Snowdon via S. Ranger track ↓ Llechog ridge 

direct to c/s.  
  From 553556 (park RL) Kinnes Foster Brown leaped up Mynydd Mawr via slopes 

just north of Castell Cidwm.  Descend the 'Elephant Mountain' to Rhyd ddu via 547544. 
  Meanwhile Janney Driver & Wilson Dempster made 2 ropes on Wolf ???? Wall, 

Castell Cidwm which was greasy & severe under the conditions. 
  Lees Bray helped cooks & gave demonstration & slide lecture to Porthmadog Club 

Dringo - local Welsh climbing club (VAL/86/3/Air enc refers) 
  All returned Valley in evening. 
 
Remarks  As the afternoons evenings lengthen Rhyd ddu & this SW side of Snowdon 

becomes more worthwhile on a sports afternoon.  Much useful work done. 
28/3           (J.R. LEES) F.S. 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
    Agreed 

F/O 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
    Seen 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt  11/4 
 

196 
 
36 hr exercise    GLYDERS & TRYFAN 
 

Saturday 5th March 1960 
 
1400 Fg Off Andrews + 14 Team went to Cyffty (107/772589) in RL 59AE05, Sigs truck, 

Ambulance & LR 65AA44. 
 
 Base camp was set up while six members climbed on Clogwyn Cyrau.  (Dempster Foster 

Janney Wilson Gordon & Mackenzie.)  They left the rocks in the dark and were picked up 
by F/O Andrews returning for a late meal. 

 
Sunday 6th March 1960 

 
 Base camp - Simpson (W.Op) and Beveridge who drove for the Team for the first time this 

weekend.  He dropped off F/O Andrews and Cpl Pibworth at Bwlch-y-Daenfan, managing 
the narrow quite well.  The walkers then followed the main ridge of the Carneddau to 
Ogwen Cottage where they were picked up with Brown and Mackenzie who had climbed 
Glyder Fawr - Y Garn and Foel Goch. 
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 The remainder of the Team were taken by Bedford R.L. to climb in Llanberis Pass. 
 
Remarks O. i/c MRT. 
 A weekend of fine weather during which full advantage of the warmer temperatures was 
taken to do some rock climbing. 

F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
  Seen 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt    11/4 
 

197 
10 hrs ex.   CARNEDDAU & GLYDERS 
 

Wednesday 9th March 1960 
 
1345  F.S. Lees + 11 Team available for 'sports' afternoon - five on duty remainder on 

leave.  Went to Ogwen in 59AE05, Sigs truck, Ambulance & LR 65AA44.  Camp set up in 
garage by kind permission of our Sub-unit here & some SAS people already in residence.  
Cold wind from east F 3 to 4 here.  Snow & rain alternately.  Wind quite strong on tops & 
bitterly cold - a day for balaclavas or frost bitten cheeks! 

  Walkie talkie exercise with NCO i/c also testing a possibly better carrying frame 
than the Everest, a "carriers, man pack" borrowed on long loan from Commandos at 
Glenmore Lodge in Cairngorms.  The frame worked well with set sitting on 2nd platform 
from top making walkie talkie (30 lbs+) seem much lighter for the first 3 hours! 

1500  Lees  Z Hughes Shanks ↑ Pen yr Oleu Wen & down via Glandena getting a little off 
planned course on descent & taking the boulder slopes direct to lake - viz 10 - 15 yds in 

1930 according to BBC "slight hill fog with visibility 1000 yds" !! 
  Wilson E.  Brown Pearson ↑ N Ridge Tryfan where they seemed to miss most of the 

wind strangely enough.  ↓Cwm Bochlwyd. 
  Janney F. Harris Kinnes  ↑ Glyder Fawr via Devils Kitchen track & down Gribin 

ridge.  A fall by Janney caused another aerial loading coil to break at top but Z & E were in 
contact with Victor satisfactorily all evening, despite poor conditions & new & very 
inexperienced W/OP Drivers replacement.  Driver also attempted to use M.C.U W/T was a 
link with us tho' without much success. 

2200  Returned to Valley after supper etc. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. Despite poor conditions a worthwhile "afternoon) 

28/3/60          NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 

F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt  11/4 
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198 
36 hr ex.   VYRNWY - BALA WATERSHED 
 

Saturday 12th March 1960 
 
1330  F.S. Lees + 13 took RL59AE05, Sigs truck & trailer & both Landrovers over the 
1700 Aber Hionant Pass to campsite just above Lake Vyrnwy, Fedw Ddu.  117/958256. 
  A complicated system of aerials was unwound for the new w/ops edification & the 

experts climbed trees on the SW side of the valley & draped rope, string & wire right across 
the narrow valley here, finally satisfying all, including NCO i/c, that they had achieved the 
most efficient theoretical aerial coverage for this area just before nightfall & the sausages 
were ready!  A fine evening - -  - - 

 
Sunday 13th March 
 
 - - - - obviously too good to be true.  Despite my assertions that it would improve by midday 

it rained non stop from breakfast time until 0930 by which time parties could wait no longer 
without losing face & departed for their courses: 

  Sgt McMichael  Shanks  Wilson 
 Base - 977248 ▲pt 1928 - Cefn Gwyntog - 976277 - 968277 - Pen y Boncyn Trefelw - 

952281 - Foel y Geifr - 918257 - Moel y Cerig-duon -▲ 1719 - base, 
  Other 2 parties in LR 65AA44 with Brown to bring it back base & then cook. 
  Janney  Kinnes  Newby 
 Llangynog - Pennant Melangell - 023266 - look at Craig Wen crags - 005277 - 993261 - 

976277 - 968277 - Pen y Boncyn Trefeilw - Foel y Geifr - Moel y Cerig-duon - base. 
  Lees  Foster  Gordon 
 Pont Cwm Pydew - 996314 - 988299 - 976277 - 968277 - Pen y Boncyn Trefeilw - 952281 - 

Foel y Geifr - 941258 - base. 
  Driver Broome were a mobile link with extended & guyed F aerial - 950253 0 Foel y 

Geifr - Pen y Boncyn Trefeilw - 961263 - base. 
  By mid afternoon the rain had stopped & most present were able to see the area for 

the first time instead of feeling their way across it peering at a compass.  Wireless comm 
improved also with the weather.  The link on 961263 with about 5 or 6 sections of F re 
guyed, was most effective.  This 
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 is intended as standard link equipment until any brighter ideas appear - but a tent is a must 
as these two found. 

  Parties back at base before dark for a change. 
  For more driving experience on new roads the 'better' (B) roads to South & East were 

used for the return via Pen y Bont Fawr, Llangynog, Llandrillo & Corwen. 
2300  Returned to Valley via A5. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. Another remote area we don't visit very often but which provides 

much heather stepping & navigation 
28/3/60            NCO i/c MRT 
 
Remarks Off i/c MRT. 
 
  An excellent weekend 

F/O 
 
Remarks O. C. F. W. 
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   Seen. 
Sqn Ldr 

 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt  11/4 
 

200 
10 hr exercise    GLYDERS & TRYFAN 
 

Wednesday 16th March 1960 
 
1330  F.S. Lees + 12 → Ogwen car park in 58AE94, 65AA44 + trailer   107/650604. 
1445  Rockclimbing training:-  Newby Mackenzie ↑Tennis Shoe, Idwal slabs.  Cartledge 

Lees ↔ ↑ Tennis Shoe  First pr ↓ Hope while other pr descended Faith did the 'Bad Step'  
2000 round onto top of pitch 2 of Hope & then finished down that climb * Down to the sausages 

in dusk.  Just nice training. 
 *Meanwhile Wilson & Kennes ↔ ↑ Charity & ↓ Ordinary. 
 Gordon & Driver returned to the scene of a previous set-back & having been briefed this 

time ascended the interesting Rope Wall on Milestone Buttress, where one lassoos a large 
bollard about 15 feet away to the side & 6 ft higher & then swings across a 'bottomless' 
corner on the double rope climbing up it before arms weaken! 

 Sgt McMichael & Cpl Hughes did Cneifion Arête & Bristly Ridge. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. A fine afternoon; more advanced & interesting training carried out 

than on the deep heather of the Montgomery Merioneth border as  at the w/e. 
28/3/60         NCO i/c MRT 

 
Remarks O. i/c MRT. 

F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt  11/4 
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72 hr exercise    SOUTH WEST SNOWDON 
 

Friday 18th March 1960 
 
1400  Sgt McMichael + 14 travelled in RL 58AE94, LR 35AA73 & trailer to Tal y 

Mignedd  107/532532 
 

Saturday 19th March 
 

(Dry but howling cold East wind - required storm lashings on tents.) 
 
 Mynydd Drws y Coed - Eastern Arête (S):  Cartledge  Harris 
 round ridge back to camp   Gordon  Brown 
 
 Craig y Bere - Janney & Newby  Angel Pavement 
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Mynydd Craig Goch to bwlch Cwm Dulyn - Carnedd Fach - Mynydd Tal y Mignedd - Trum 
y Ddisgl & Mynydd Drws y Coed  -  McMichael Keegan Simpson 
 Reciprocal walked by   Pearson Wilson & Shanks 
 
Climbers on way out found unexploded 2" mortar bomb & visits were made to Beddgelert 
Police Stn & Waenfawr Police - search in evening (dark) couldn't find it when Police Sgt 
Jones was present! 
 
Sunday 20th March 
 
 Party dropped Bwlch Gylfin & flagged 'bomb'.  Onto Betws Garmon (drop party) & 
Waenfawr & left note for Police Sgt with a note of spot & fact that it was a smoke generator 
- (Sgt McMichael) 
 Pearson Keegan  Mynydd Mawr - Craig y Bere 
 McMichael Foster Simpson 540571 - Moel Eilio Foel Gron - Foel Goch - Moel 
Cynghorion - Rhyd ddu. 
 Janney Newby attempting new climb  Craig y Bere 
 Cartledge Harris   -  Angel Pavement   ------ " ------- 
 Gordon Driver  ------- " -------    ------ " ------- 
 Wilson Mackenzie ------- " -------    ------ " ------- 
 

202 
Monday 21st March 1960 
  

Climbing training in Cwm Silin:- 
 Janney  Newby -  Kirkus route on Great Slab 
 Cartledge  Harris   Outside Edge   ----- " -----  

Gordon  Driver ------- " -------    ----- " ----- 
Wilson Keegan Ordinary Route  ----- " ---- 
Mackenzie  Shanks  Simpson navigated:- 
 Mynydd mawr - Thyd ddu - Bwlch Gylfin 
McMichael  Pearson - Mynydd Tal y Mignedd - Craig Cwm Silin - lakes in Cwm Silin & 
back to base. 
 A fine sunny day, wind having dropped. 
 Returned to Valley in the evening. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c 
30:3:60 Some useful climbing and familiarisation carried out 

NCO i/c 
 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 

31/3/60  F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt  11/4 
 

203 
36 hr exercise    RHINOGS 
 Sgt   Saturday 26th March 1960 
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Sgt McMichael + 15 went to Cwm Nant col  116/60752707 in RL 59AE05  Sigs 

truck & trailer LRs 73 → 44. 
 

Sunday 27th March 
 
  Bitterly cold morning spitting rain. 
0830 695208 in (by LR) Cesailgwm mawr leaving LR in farm yd for reciprocal party to collect. 

Thence to Y Garn - Diphwys - north to Y Llethr & Rhinog Fach - down Cwm 
Nantcol to base. 

Sgt McMichael Brown Walkers (commencing with R/T did this course while Cpl 
Pibworth Hardman (N) & Cpl Keegan went in the reverse direction & brought LR back. 

Janney Gordon Shanks R/T - Rhinog Fawr - Rhinog Fach - Y Llethr - Crib y Rhiw - 
Diphwys - Llyn Bodlyn - base. 

Watmore Simpson N Wilson R/T did reciprocal without Rhinog Fawr but onto Foel 
Ddu. 

Misunderstanding between W/OP (Morris) & W/OP at NRCC on the other hand & 
Controller Clk NRCC & base camp party (again Morris) on the other caused an unnecessary 
panic for a while.  Telephone eventually sorted it out - no emergency at all. 

Snow flurries in tops  good visibility otherwise. 
 All parties back by  800. 
  Returned Valley via Crimea Pass again in evening. 
 
Remarks NCO i/c 
30:3:60 A change to see this area in reasonable visibility - excellent familiarization training. 

NCO i/c 
 
Remarks NCO i/c MRT. 
30/3/60 I telephoned Controller yesterday Monday & asked him to re-iterate to all their staff 

the fact that our telephone contacts occasionally cause quite a lot of trouble to local police & 
farmers & are therefore to be used in emergency only.  It tends to spoil our good relations 
with these folk when it is obviously an operational necessity to get them bicycling up 
narrow lanes for miles.  This is a case where our W/OP had already 
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 telephoned NRCC & explained to his opposite no. there that he couldn't make the pre-
arranged contact.  The latter had not told the Controllers Clk upstairs so the Clk had then 
originated phone calls thro' Police to ask NCO i/c to ring NRCC immediately - to ask why 
no contact!!  Fortunately before firing any 2 star reds & bringing everyone including NCO 
i/c running off hills.  Morris had the sense to guess what had happened & checked. 
30/3/60         NCO i/c MRT. 

 
Remarks Officer i/c MRT. 
 
 00.17 (All Fools Day) - and up to date in time for the F540 diarist. 

F/O 
 
Remarks O.C.F.W. 
  Seen 

Sqn Ldr 
 
Remarks Station Commander. 

Gp Capt  11/4 


